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Jack M. White

television activity developed through a panel of eXperta by

the state associations were: (1) National Education Asso-

ciation's filmed series, (2) filmed presentations, (3) spot

announcements, and (A) live presentations.

Television, as a part of the associations' program.of

service, is considered of average importance. The rating is

based primarily on the lack of development and interest with-

in the associations rather than on the potential effective-

ness of the television activity. At this time there is no

clearly defined program of television activity in state asso-

ciation work or unified effort to improve the effectiveness

of television as a service medium of the associations.

The major recommendations of this study are: (1) assign

a staff1member in each association to develop the administra-

tive and prganizational structure for television activity;

(2) adopt the ”Siqurea Program for Administration and Cr-

ganiZation" for deve10pment of television activity; (3) the

identification of an ideal program of television activity for

state education associations; (h) expand the National Educa-

tion Association's television division to permit a program

of assistance to those state associations not active in tele-

vision; (5) deve10p a uniform.and effective method for

national and state-wide evaluation of television activities:

(6) implement television activity in the state associations

in three stages, creating a public relations program, hiring
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Jack M. White

staff personnel and budgeting for television; (7) cooperate

with the National Education Association on the distribution

of its filmed series; (8) insist on ample planning periods

for all television activity; (9) conduct a nation-wide pro-

gram.to develop better relations with commercial television

stations, and (10) implement needed research and planning to

improve the general standards of the associations' program

of television activity.

The 50 state education associations must develop a clear

concept of "why" they should use television; "how" to use it;

and "what" they hOpe to accomplish.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCTION

Television has come of age. Since the late l9h0's this

remarkable electronic medium.has emerged as the major avenue

of’cemmmnications to the public. Television has grown from

a scientific experiment to a household commodity as familiar

to most Americans as a bar of soap. Its growth literally

has been unbelievable. Today'hoo commercial television

stations and 60 educational television broadcast centers

carry all types of programs to h6:million homes in the

united States.1

Sueh.saturation and accessibility to the American

public leads to much speculation on the role television

plays in education. Today educators place emphasis on tele-

vision, primarily through the 60 educational television

stations and hundreds of’closed-circuit installations to

(1) reduce teacher work-load, (2) free classroom.space by'

teaching large groups with television and (3) to experiment

and determine what other applications can be made in

 

1Walter Emery. Broadcastin and Government: Res onai-

bilities and Re lations. as using: c gan a e

UEIversIty FFess, I951, p. 38.
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curriculum, instruction and human relations.2

The novelty of television is long past, and educational

television, approaching the close of its first decade, is no

longer supported for its good intentions and I'potential“ but

for what it actually brings to the screen. Television in

education has grown so rapidly that a statistical anatomy of

the field can only be approximate, according to a 1961

report by the Tbrd Foundation.

The report reveals these facts:3

1. .At least three million students in about 7,500 ele-

:mentary and secondary schools were receiving part of their

regular daily instruction by television as the 1961-62

school year began.

2. As many individual students were receiving tele-

vised "enrichment" programs, material not counted as academic

credit but considered by educators a valuable supplement to

the curriculum.

3. About 250 colleges and universities were giving

credit courses on television to about 250,000 students.

 

2”Teaching by Television." A report from.the Ferd

Ibundation and the Fund for the Advancement of’Education,

my! 1959, Pa Se

3ETT3 A Pbrd‘Pbundation Pictorial Re ort. Prepared by

the ‘Fb'r'd'fiundation, CITIce of Reports, 11?; Edison Ave.,

New York 22, N. Y., March, 1961, p. 15.
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3

h. About 8,000 college students preparing for teaching

careers and high-school teachers working for advanced

degrees in education were or had been enrolled through 300

colleges and universities in courses taught over "Continen-

tal Classroom." Telecast over a national commercial net-

work, the courses are watched by an additional h00,000

viewers not enrolled for credit.

5. The Rational Educational Television and Radio Center

(RETRO), with whom the 60‘ETV stations are affiliated, was

operating like a ”fourth network," exchanging recorded pro-

grams among its affiliates by'mail or other non-electronic

means of delivery.

6. State and regional networks were developing, both

for instructional television and adult programming. Ret-

works linked by coaxial cable or microwave transmission or

by videotape exchange are in Operation in Alabama, Oregon,

north Carolina, Florida and part of'Rew England. Others are

being organised among colleges and universities in Michigan,

13 western states, six states in the Upper Midwest and

central Texas.

7. The Ridwest Program.on Airborne Television Instruc-

tion (MPATI) began televizing courses six hours a day, four

days a week from.an airplane flying over Indiana. Began in

September at 1961, the telecasts will cover an area including

_13,000 schools and colleges enrolling five million students.
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'Initially financed with Pbrd Foundation grants of 5.5

million and funds from other foundations and industry, the

project is designed to be self-sustaining ultimately with

contributions from participating school systems.h

By and large, television has been used successfully'by [

educators for instruction and to communicate with a select

 and pre-determined audience. On this point, the'Fbrd Fbun-/

dation's 1961 report on educational television states:

Educational television cultural programs, free

of'msss-audience compulsion toward a lowest

common denominator, seldom.command the audi-

ences of commercial network 'Spectaculars.'

Still, millions of American men, women and

children regularly view educational television,

and the chances are that it will at least

double its audience in the decade to come.5

During the past few years while television experienced

such rapid growth one type of educational organization, the

state teachers' association, initiated and expanded various

phases of television programming.6 These associations

differ substantially from.the local school system.or edu-

cational television facility because their program of service

reaches out to every part of a state where there are schools,

children, parents and teachers. Without regard to

 

hIbis.

SIbid.

6John T. Cox. TV and the Public. New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1961, p. 5.
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geograohical cross, the teachers! association orcsents a

program of service aoolicablc to the total school oooula-

tion, the narents and the community. As such, the associ-

ations! activity must meet the general needs of education

in the state, yet be soecific enough to assist individuals.

The role of the teachers' association is one of public re-

lations; promoting school-community relations which foster:

(1) sound educational programs, (2) better oublic under-

standing of schools and (3) professionalism among the ranks

of its members.7

There are 50 state teachers' organizations8 in the

United States and these associations provide the nucleus

for their narent body, the Rational Tducstion fissocistion.9

Throughout the past few years, these associations have re-

ceived assistance from the Notional Education Association

in the utilization of television. In 1958 the REA began,

through its Division of Press, Radio and Television, an

extensive orogram of television assistance to the state

‘__.

7Public Relations Vandbook. Published by the Hichigan

Education Association, second edition, 1960, o. 16.

 

8These 50 organizations are commonly called "state edu-

cation associstions" to convey the element of unity between

all members of the school staff, such as: administrators,

teachers, secretaries, custodians.

9The YEA exists solely on the mombershin dues paid to

it by the members of the 50 state education assoc1at10ns.
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6

organisations. This support took the form.of (1) local work-

shOpa to instruct state association staff'members on how to

prepare television programs, (2) specialised consultation

‘with.state association ataff'members assigned to public re-

lations and television coordination on recommended proce-

dures for production of television programs and (3) prepara-

tion and distribution of filmed television programs for use

by the state associations.10

Since 1957. all the 50 state education associations

have, to some degree, experimented with or investigated the

possibilities of television as an adjunct to their over-all

program.of’aervice. The growth and development of tele-

viaion as a part of the associations! program.haa been the

product of a trial and error system. The success of any

television activity is related to the experience of those

state association staff members assigned to the project.11

In reference to this development of television by the

state associations, Dr. William.G. Carr, executive secretary’

for the National Education.Association, states:

Television can play an important role in the over-

all program.of the state association, but first

 

1QAnnualRe ort. Published by the Division of Press,

Radio aha TSIevision of the National Education Association,

June, 1961.

1lineseareh Bulletin R-12. Published by the Research.

IDiviaioh of the National‘EduEhtion Association, 1201 16th

Ste New.) Washington 6, DOCO' my, 1961, p. 150
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the states mus t learn about the we dium. To

wander ijnorantly and aimlesslr will undo any

good we ra haave doone in other crucial areas.

"e must orsanize and uni:y our television ef-

forts quici:1y and thorou3hly.

John T. Cox, television coordinator for the ”EA, made

this statement about the growth of television within the

program of the state education association:

Th8 state asssociations have struck off in many

areas within t.e total frrnejork 0: television.

We can only TUCSS at what they have accomplished

...if'anythin3. It is “msortant that trained TV

professionals give the state associations the

assistance and direction they ursently need. 3

The Need For the Study

Kany articles have been published about educational

.1.

television. These have been in the areas of the educa-

tional television nrograu and its insect on neonle, the

educational asoects of television, critical analyses of

television nrograhs and studies of the innact o“ tele-

vision on society. fet none 0; these has involved the

0

state education assoc12tion and tte role television is now

0

galayina in the service erosrams 0: c
t

he 50 state education

assoc1ations renresentin3 nearly one million educators.

'Uo effort has been directed toward an analy is of the

 

12Stated in a soeech before the combined staffs of the

.50 State education aSsociations in Ocean City, W. J., June

20, 1961.

1

3John T. Cox, 23.0cit., p. 12.





effectiveness of television as used by the state education

associations or toward an analysis of the kinds of tele-

vision activity utilised by the state organisations.1h

Television means different things to each of the state

education associations, and a recent NEA survey of tele-

vision activities in the state education associations has

revealed that many of the organisations are entering into

some form.of television activity’"because it's the thing to

do.”15 Because of the lack of agreement on what can and

should be done and how effective television might be, an

analysis of these activities is in order.

Increased activity in television by the NEA and some of

the state associations has prompted other state organisations

to begin some form.of activity. Nero than 30 of the state

associations have set aside funds for television since 1953.

but all this activity has been locally initiated and

16
coordinated. The result of conflicting reports on tele-

vision activity by the state education associations and the

 

fl"Verification by the Research Division of the NEA.

See Appendix B.

19Results of a Joint survey conducted by the REA and the

Hflchigan Education Association in 1959. unpublished report

on file at RASSTA Headquarters, Washington, D. 0.

16Ibid.
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lack of coordination as determined by the 1959 survey17

prompted the Board of’Dircctors of the NEA to stress this

problem.as urgent business with the desire to bring about an

ideal and effective program.of television activity for the

50 state education associations with specific recommenda-

tions on (1) the type of activity most desirable to state

associations and (2) procedures for implementing such

18
activity. .As a result of this action, the NEA's Division

of Press, Radio and Television began a comprehensive nation-

wide program.in 1958 designed to assist, direct and advise

the state education associations on the development of tele-

vision as a part of the associations! program.of service.19

State association officials are now asking questions on

the over-all value of television as a part of the associ-

ation program. They have asked educational and commercial

television personnel from both the state and national level

such questions as:

1. What is an ideal program.of television activity for

a state association?

2. What are some of the better methods to use in

 

17Survey'completed by the NRA, in coOperation with the

lflchigan Education Association, 1959. On file at NASSTA

Headquarters in Washington, D. C.

18"NEA Acts on TV." An article in the REA news,

Auguflt, 1958, p. lI-e

 

19Annual Report, 22. cit., June, 1961.
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10

deve10ping a program of television activity which will be

effective and bring credit to the state education associ-

ation?

3. How is a program.of television activity developed

for a state education association‘1’2O

These are pointed and practical questions that should be

answered before state associations continue to invest thou-

sands of dollars annually into a program of television

activity. A study needs to be made which answers the above

questions about the utilisation of television by the 50

state education associations. What is an ideal program.of

television activity and what are the most effective areas

within the spectrum of television programming for the state

association? An analysis of what is being done by the state

associations, along with the development of an ideal program

of television activity, would help to reduce the concern,

confusion and indecision that presently exists among the

majority of state education associations.

Purpose

It isthc purpose of this study to determine to what

extent the state associations are active in television: to

 

2°Fromthe minutes of a meeting of the National Associ-

ation of Secretaries of State Teachers' Association,

Oklahoma City, Okla. , May, 1959. Unpublished and on file at

th’ NASSTA Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
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ll

identify the nature of television activities in those states

using the medium; to establish the ideal program of tele-

vision activity for use by'a state association; and to

identify, analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of tele-

vision now used by the state associations.

In considering the 50 state education associations and

how they utilize television, the author accepts the posi-

tion that all associations adhere to the basic goals of

broadcasting and to the diffusion of information and knowl-

edge through television and other accepted methods of dis-

semination.21

Statement of the Problem

The problem in this study is to investigate the nature

and extent of television activities within the 50 state edup

cation associations and to analyze their evaluation of the

effectiveness of four major areas of television established

as an ideal program of television activity'for state edu- :

cation associations.22

 

2100mmittee on Institutional Research Policy, S on-

sored Research Polic of Cells es, American Council on du-

oation, WhaEIngton 5, D. 5., I65E, p. h.

2zThe ideal program.of television activity was deter-

mined by a panel of experts made up of experienced staff

members in television. A full explanation of this proce-

dure is presented on page 15 of this chapter.
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Research Procedures

It was necessary to conduct a qualitative study of the

50 state education associations. Because of the limited size

of the group, a qualitative study was the most effective

method of obtaining the desired results.23 Not only are the

associations few in number but they are also totally unique,

which made it necessary to conduct such an analysis. By

working with this controlled group it was possible to come

plete an evaluation in depth of the nature and effectiveness

of television activity by the state education associations.

The primary'method employed was the information-evaluation

type questionnaire which was sent to the chief administra-

tive headgh of the 50 state associations for completion.

Those associations that returned incomplete question-

naires and those which did not respond at all were visited

by the author during a seven-day conference of state associ-

ation staff'members in Ocean City, New Jersey. Information

gathering and collecting from.the executive secretaries of

state associations which did not complete or return the

questionnaire was accomplished with a structured interview

 

23Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr and D. M; Scates. The

Methodologg of Educational Research. New York: D. AppIeton-

en ury, 1a P0 2147-

zuThe executive secretary is the chief administrative

head.of'the state education association.
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Research Procedures

It was necessary to conduct a qualitative study of the

50 state education associations. Because of the limited size

of the group, a qualitative study was the most effective

method of obtaining the desired results.23 Not only are the

associations few in number but they are also totally unique,

which made it necessary to conduct such an analysis. By

working with this controlled group it was possible to come

plete an evaluation in depth of the nature and effectiveness

of television activity by the state education associations.

The primary'method employed was the information-evaluation

type questionnaire which was sent to the chief administra-

tive head?“ of the 50 state associations for completion.

Those associations that returned incomplete question-

naires and those which did not respond at all were visited

by the author during a seven-day conference of state associ-

ation staff members in Ocean City, New Jersey. Information

gathering and collecting from the executive secretaries of

state associations which did not complete or return the

questionnaire was accomplished with a structured interview

 

23Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr and D. M5 Scates. The

Methodolofi of Educational Research. New York: D. AppIeton-

On “1", 1' p. 214-7.

2h'The executive secretary is the chief administrative

head of’the state education association.
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centered around the original questionnaire mailed to them two

{months earlier. Supplemental infermation was gathered from

free, opinion-seeking interviews with other members of the

state associations! staffs. In addition, research materials,

commercial television station evaluations, and policy state-

ments were examined from.each state association. Discus-

sions with other staff.members, members of the state associ-

ations and the author's close awareness of the individual

state programs further aided in obtaining material for this

study. In all cases the executive secretary was responsible

for completion of the questionnaire except for the states of

California, Michigan and New Jersey in which a television co-

ordinator is employed and who assisted the executive secretary

in filling out the instrument.

The mailed questionnaire is an instrument that reveals

factual information and measures some opinion about a par-

ticular subject. It is directly related to the individual

Operations of the state associations and provides an effec-

tive means of collecting information from the controlled

group of 50 state education associations.25

The structured interview is a technique whereby the in-

vestigator uses a questionnaire as an instrument to record

fact and opinion about a particular subject. The structured

 

25Carter v. Good, A. S. Barr and D. M. Scates. 22, c1 .,

. p- 21”. "'""
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type of interview gives consistency to, and standardization

of, the material collected.26 Therefore, for the state

associations returning incomplete questionnaires and those

not responding at all, this method was employed in the in-

vestigation and was effective in providing data that other-

wise would not have been available and, as a result, reduce

the effectiveness of this study. Personal visitation en-

abled the investigator to determine the specific role of

television within the various state associations. In many

instances the investigator was able to probe deeper into an

area of television than would have been possible through the

questionnaire. This was particularly true with state asso-

ciations that had only a remedial knowledge of television as

a part of the organization's program, The personal visita-

tions permitted the author to explain more thoroughly'what

information was desired from.those executive secretaries

representing state associations that did not respond to the

questionnaire. In most cases executive secretaries were

able to answer questions they otherwise would have left un-

answered because of an unawareness of television.

Two other methods of information gathering and col-

lecting were employed. To determine what constitutes an

ideal program of television activity for a state education

 

261nm.
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association, the author (1) surveyed the literature in the

field and (2) polled a panel of experts.27

1. Survey of the literature Information was gathered

and collected for this study from a survey of the literature

applicable to the problem in this study. The survey inclu-

dad a review of textbooks, magazines, newspapers, special

reports and other forms of published data on television.

Primary sources for determining available literature were

the Reader's Guide of Periodical Literature and the Index of

Educational Research.

2. Poll of agpanel of experts The problem.in this
 

study is to investigate the nature and extent of television

activities within the 50 state education associations and to

analyze their evaluation of the effectiveness of four major

areas of television established as an ideal program of tele-

vision activity for state associations.28 This would not

have been possible, therefore, until an ideal program.of tele-

vision activity for state education associations was created.

It was necessary to poll a panel of experts on what they

27The panel of experts was made up of state association

staff members experienced in television, authors of texts and

articles and leaders in national public relations and tele-

vision organizations. A complete discussion of who they are,

how they were selected and by whom is presented in this

chapter.

28Statement of the Problem.is presented on page 11 of

this chapter.
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considered to be an ideal program of television activity for

such information was not available in any form of litera-

ture.29 Because of the lack of data in printed form, the

author had to find the desired information from an authori-

tative and reliable source. A panel of experts made up of

state association staff members experienced in television

and fulfilling other qualifications was created in order to

obtain the necessary data.

The panel of experts was chosen at the request of the

author by the National School Public Relations Association

(NSPRA), Roy K. Wilson, executive secretary.30 Five persons

were selected as members of this panel of experts by NSPRA

on the basis of the following five qualifications:

1. Training in public relations which included consi-

deration of advanced degrees earned, years of experience and

the number of appearances as special consultants on public

relations.

2. Experience in public relations which included con-

sideration of jobs performed in public relations and unique

contributions to the state education association public

relations progralb

3. Actual experience in the preparation, direction and

29See page 7 of this chapter in the section ”Need for

15110 S tudy. fl

« 30RoyK. Wilson also is Director of the NEA's Division

of Press, Radio and Television.
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production of state education association television programs.

h. The number and quality of articles and texts written

on public relations and television within the frame-work of

state education association activity.

5. The over-all knowledge of, and ability to use,

television.

The five major qualifications were drawn up by the

”executive board of NSPRA and, at a later meeting, the board

selected the five persons they felt most qualified to identi-

fy an ideal program of television activity for state educa-

tion associations.31 The five members who served as the

panel of experts are identified in Appendix C of this study.

After the panel of experts was identified by the Nation-

a1 School Public Relations Association, the author wrote each

one asking (1) What do you consider to be an ideal program of

television activity for state education associations? and (2)

What other specific recommendations do you have about such a

Program? In the letter to the panel members, the author was

Oxplicit in explaining what was needed and that the panel

should respond in detail in writing.32

k.

32"The executive board of NSPRA drew up the qualifica-

tions at a meeting in Washington, D. C. in beruary, 1961,

and selected the panel of experts at a subsequent meeting in

weShillrlgton, D. C. in April, 1961.

32Letter is shown in Appendix C.
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Limitations and ScOpe of Study

The first objective of this study was to determine to

what extent the state associations are active in television.

Another was to identify the nature of television activities

in those states using the medium. A third objective was to

establish the ideal program of television activity for use

by a state association. A fourth objective was to identify,

analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of television now used

by the state associations.

The scOpe of the investigation was limited to the formal

aspects of television activity as employed by the 50 state

education associations. No provisions were made to examine

the total association program because this study is designed

to investigate the nature and extent of television activi-

ties within the 50 state education associations and to analyze

their evaluation of the effectiveness of four major areas of

television established as an ideal program of television

aetivity for state education associations. Investigation of

t‘11:.e state associations' total program would be unrelated to

the purpose of this study for these elements of the program

have no relationship to television.33 This study excludes

those minority teachers' organizations in Georgia, Florida,

Tonnessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama and North and

¥

3§NEA Handbook Published by the National Education

Associamon,8th St. N. w., Washington 6, D. 0., 1961.
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South Carolina because membership in those organizations

represents less than three per cent of the total teaching

pepulation in the United States and because those states

minority associations have no communications or public re-

lations program.3l*

The base used for this investigation was the group of 50

state education associations recognized by the National Edu-

cation Association as the official, non-governmental educa-

tional organizations in each of the 50 states.35 The asso-

ciations investigated and visited by the author make up the

total population of all such organizations. Restricting

this study to the 50 state education associations was pos-

Oible because of the clarification and description of such

mPganizations as given by the National Education Associ-

ufi-on.36 There is no other organization which represents

'11 the state education associations. The files and assis-

1{Grace of the NEA have been accepted for this study as com-

Plots because of the universality of its representation.

Questionnaires were sent to all 50 state education

aalsociations with a return of 32 or 61s. per cent. This high

zPatio of return provides a sample of sufficient magnitude to

BhReaearch Bulletin £15. Published by the National

E(ilzlcation ssoc a on, .

35m HandbOOk, 93s 22-1-33, 19610

36ibid.
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be representative of the universe. The remaining 18 state

associations were visited by the author to complete the in-

formation gathering and collecting.37 The data collected

from the questionnaire lends itself to the procedure whereby

the items within the instrument are weighted so the mean fer

each one can be determined. The mean for each of the items

'within the questionnaire are presented by a profile chart

'which.points up areas of strengths and weaknesses.38

The conclusions and findings reached on the activity of

state education associations in television, especially'the

determination of an ideal program.of activity, were based

upon the information provided by the officers of the state

associations. It must be recognized that a degree of sub-

Jectivity'is involved because in some sections of the

questionnaire the chief administrative officer is asked to

weigh the effectiveness of a television activity on the

basis of such information as reports from staff members,

members of the organization and television station personnel

and not on the basis of statistics. Continuity in the col-

leetion of data was maintained because of the experience of

 

37The author's visitation with the 18 state associ-

ations is eXplained on pages 13 and 1h of this chapter.

38‘F'or a complete explanation on the process used to

present the data gathered from.the questionnaire see

Appendix D.
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the peeple involved, their familiarity with the program of

the state education association, the uniformity of the posi-

tion of the persons reporting and the limitations on the

number of people involved.39

Definition of Terms and Organizations

Effectiveness. The degree of success or failure

orperieneed by various television activities as employed by

the state education associations.

Television. To include the following areas of empha-

813: (1) film; (2) live programs, (3) spot announcements,

and (11.) mm film series, ”The School Story.”

State Education Associations. Those 50 state organi-

z‘tions affiliated with the National Education Association

38 official representatives of the teaching profession in

the 50 states and which Operate to advance the cause of

9Question and improve the welfare of educators.

National Education Association. The parent organiza-

tion of the 50 state education associations made up of

800,000 teachers and administrators and representing the

In8;)or voice for education in the United States.

National Association of Secretaries of State Teachers!

mociations. (NASSTA) An affiliate organization of the

39NEA Handbook. Published by the National Education

gasociamon,6th St. N. w., Washington 6, D. 0., 1961,

‘ . 7e
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National Education Association which limits membership to

the executive secretary, or official head, of the state

associations thereby providing unity and coordination to the

program of professional association activity.

National School Public Relations Associatiqg. (NSPRA)

An affiliate organization of the National Education Associ-

ation made up of public relations personnel, administrators,

and classroom teachers from all levels of education and de-

slgned to create better public understanding of education.

M. Motion pictures prepared by the state associ-

ations of programs or activities taking place within the

8phere of association service.

Live Programs. Those association Sponsored television

Propams which appeared on the television screen simul-

taneously with action in the television studio. A state of

1101: being recorded on film or on other types of pro-recording

rfieilities.

Spot Announcements. A type of television activity

ualng either film, slides or other methods of recording and

usually presented to the TV audience within a time limit of

One minute or less.

Ideal Program. A program of television activity for

a‘hate associations as determined by a panel of experts from

the association field. The ideal program includes those

1=61evision activities as: films, live programs, spot
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announcements and NEA filmed series, ”The School Storyz"

Preparation of the Questionnaire

The instrument had to be created to fit the particular

need of this study. Previously completed questionnaires in

the mass commnications media field were not applicable be-

cause they dealt primarily with public reaction to the media,

such as: newspapers, radio or commercial televisionflo To

this date no other educational research was available deal-

ing with the specific problem of the use of television by

State associationsJ‘Ll Questionnaires previously used to

Ovaluate or survey commercial and educational phases of

1=elevision were used as a basis for the preparation of this

instrument and to give the author direction. Actual pre-

Paration of the instrument was done with the assistance of

Dr. Stanley Hacker, research director for the Michigan Edu-

cation Association; Dr. Sam Lambert, research director for

the National Education Association; and Dr. H. Kumata, re-

8Oarch specialist for Michigan State University; during a

three-month period from January to March, 1961. The author

°°nsulted in person with all three research experts for an

Ottended period of time. During the consultation the pro-

POsed goals for the instrument were discussed in detail.

RDVerification from the Research Division of the NEA.

See Appendix B.

‘ ll-lEnc lopedia of Educational Research, Chester W.

Herr-1., e ., ew or : c an ompany, 960 (3rd Edition).
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The three research directors than advised the author on

recommended procedures for deve10pment of the basic instru-

ment. The author prepared an initial draft of the instru-

ment after meeting with the three men on several occasions.

They examined the draft, made suggestions and changes and

requested to see a second draft. The second draft was ap-

proved by the three men as workable to obtain the desired

goals of the problem.

Then the second draft, or the first draft to be seen by

someone other than the research directors, was submitted to

the chairman of the author's doctoral guidance committee.h2

Changes were suggested and incorporated in a revised out-

line. The third edition was again checked by the author's

chairman with additional suggestions incorporated. The ‘

1E‘Ourth draft was presented to the members of the Guidance

Committee for constructive criticism and comments.

The instrument was then pre-tested by submitting it to

tihzz-ee executive secretaries randomly selected for trial

°Ompletion. Comments and suggestions on design and method

"Bx-e noted and incorporated from the executive secretaries

°r New Jersey, Wisconsin and California. A fifth draft was

Presented to several members of the staff of the Michigan

\

1'ZThe doctoral guidance committee is made up of faculty

n1fillibers from the author's major and minor fields of study

“kid from a cognate field of study. The author's academic

.adviser is the chairman of the committee.
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Education.Association for their reaction concerning the

validity for collecting the desired information. ApprOpriate

changes were made and the final draft and the covering latter

were prepared and received approval by the author's Guidance

Committee. (Appendix.A).

Preparation of Structured Interview Outline

The instrument used for the interview visitation was the

same as the one mailed to the 50 executive secretaries. The

questionnaire was pre-tested for ease of documentation and

validity of'results by trial use at the offices of two state

association executive secretaries in Ohio and Pennsylvania.

In each case the author asked the executive secretary the

questions on the instrument and recorded the responses.

Ample time was given to the executive secretaries for formu-

lation and deve10pment of answers. The use of the question-

naire for the structured interview was preposed by the author

to the Guidance Committee with thorough explanation of the

pre-test procedure and approval was received from the

Committee. (Appendix A).

Procedure for the Collection of Data

Upon preparation of the questionnaire, the 50 state edu-

cation associations were mailed the instrument and the letter

of request for completion. Each was addressed to the execu-

‘ELVB secretary of the state association with.a request to
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complete the instrument and return it to the author. This

:mailing was made on April 17, 1961, and by June 10, 1961,

32 returns had been received. The closing date of June 15,

1961, for submitting the completed instrument was estab-

lished so the author would have an opportunity to examine

the returns prior to a visitation with the executive seare-

taries who did not complete or return the instrument. The

visitation was accomplished at the annual meeting of the

National Association of Secretaries of State Teachers'

Associations (NASSTA) held in Ocean City, New Jersey, June

20-2h, 1961. At this conference, the author was able to

interview all those executive secretaries who did not comp

pletely fill out or return the questionnaire. Enough time

was given to each interview to permit completion of the

questionnaire.

Organization of the Study

This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter One,

Introduction, includes a statement of the problem, the need

for the study, the purpose, research procedures, limitations

and scape of the study, definition of terms and plan of

organization.

Chapter Two deals with a review and study of the avail-

able literature and creation of the ideal program of tele-

‘tision activity for state associations.
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Chapter Three identifies the television goals, the

nature and extent of the 50 state education associations and

what state associations have participated in television.

Chapter Fbur presents the results of the questionnaire.

1m. data and findings are presented and correlated.

Chapter Five analyzes the findings from the associations.

The data presented in the Chapters Three and Four are col-

lated and analyzed.

Chapter Six presents the summary, conclusions, and

recommendations and implications for future study.
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CHAPTER II

"The Problem.in Perspective"

The communications phenomenon of the century, tele- ‘1

vision, has great force and scope as a publicity medium.
I

i
Grown to full size in one quick decade, television looms as]

the most potent of all media. A medium.which enables the f

I

use or the printed word, Spoken word, pictures in motion, I

color, music, animation and sound effects which are all

blended into one message and possess unmeasured potency.1

No small wonder, then, that television has become an“/

important element in education today. Educators have been

GXperimenting with television to supplement classroom

teaching, to conduct courses in adult education and to inter-

pret their activities to the public.2 Especially is this

true of the 50 state education associations which have de-

VClOpOd interest in, and use of, television for the past

half-decade.

Television is a medium.so relatively new to the state

education associations that many varied and unique directions

-_——7f
Scott M. Cutlip and Allen H. Center. Effective Public

Relations. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,—Inc.,

, pe 62o

 

2Leslie W. Kindred. School Public Relations. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-HaII,'Inc., 1957, p. 358.
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have been taken by association officials in the utilization

of this medium. In order to arrive at an understanding of

the common bases of thought on the use of television as an-

visioned by the state education associations, it is neces-

sary to review a selected group of writings having relevance 4

to the problem.under analysis and to establish a unifbrn.and

practical program of television activities for the state

associations which can be analyzed. The purpose of the re-

view is to deve10p a series of common elements in educational

television. The purpose of the establishment of a uniform.

and practical program.for state associations is to provide a

means for determining what television activities are consid-

ered.most effective by those organizations.

This chapter is divided into two parts. Part I is a

review of the literature related to the use of television by

the state education associations. A review of the writings,

analyses and documents centering on television reveals that

the literature is extensive in the general area of education

television. 0n the subject of the effectiveness of tele-

Vision as used by the state education associations, little or

no writing exists. Mast of the material on educational tele-

Vision is found in texts, articles, brochures and analyses in

Protessional journals and pepular magazines. A review of the

quantity of material on educational television would involve

Q great deal of time and space. Such a procedure has been
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made unnecessary because of the limited nature of this study

and its prime purpose, the analysis of an ideal program of

television activity as used by the state education associ-

ations.

Part II is concerned with the development of an ideal

program of television activities for use by state education

associations. In order to cover the various aspects of this

study, the establishment of an ideal program of television

activity was examined in two main areas. "First, (Section A)

it was necessary to review that material related to the

essential characteristics of television activity within the

frame-work of the state association's public relations pro-

gram. Investigation of the essential characteristics inclu-

dOd such factors as the administrative and organizational

81=I“ucture in which the television activity Operates. This

rOV‘iew is found in Section A (Part II) of this chapter.

Section B, (Part II) in this chapter, is concerned with the

develomnent of an ideal program of television activity for

use by state education associations. Because there is no

ousting literature on this new phase of activity within the

state education associations, a panel of experts has con-

tri'Dutec! a series of letters, papers and articles from which

the author was able to establish what the panel considers to

be an ideal program of television activity. (Material
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submitted is found in Appendix D.)3 Section B, therefore,

is concerned with the definition of what constitutes an

ideal program of television activity for state education

associations.

It is the purpose of this chapter to define the role

and growth of television as it now applies to education, how

it has develOped in education and to investigate some of the

implications of television as it is applied to state educa-

tion associations. It also is the purpose of this chapter

to define the essential characteristics of television activ-

ity within the total public relations program and to estab-

lish an ideal program of specific television activity for

the 50 state education associations.

—_.

3The procedure used for gathering data from the panel

01’ experts is discussed under "Research Methodology" in

Chapter I of this study, p. 12.
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PART I

REVIEW OF' THE LITERATURE CONCERNING THE USE OF

TELEVISION BY STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

Television has grown in scape and impact with incredible

rapidity. In 1914.? there were but eight television stations

in as many cities and an estimated 60,000 sets in use. Ten

years later there were 651 television stations on the air or

authorized and more than 11.0 million sets. By 1961 more than

three-fourths of the homes of the nation had television, from

tenement flats to suburban estates. In addition to commercial

stations on the air there were 60 educational television

sta ticns either on the air or under construction by June,

1961. No medium has ever deve10ped as rapidly in size, scape

3nd strength)+

The psychological and sociological bases of this un-

Paralleled influence are still being explored but there is

general agreement that with its combination of visual and

audio images, television creates an illusion which is nearly

1i110 equivalent of reality. Television now delivers an impact

directly to the American public. Fbr those who have the

Opportunity to use it, television is a means of extending

their capacity for what is almost the equivalent of face to

 _ i

“Scott M. Cutlip and Allen H. Center. Effective Public

.ROIations.6 Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc"

9 pa 1.
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face communication. In effect, teachers, administrators,

students and school board members can now appear in a livin

room, look a viewer in the eye, and speak to him in a con-

fident and friendly fashion.s

Television offers exceptional possibilities for the

diffusion of knowledge and culture and the molding of public ‘

opinion. Educators have been quick to accept the potential {

of television and have sought diverse ways to capitalize on 1

its potential. As yet, however, they know too little about

the potentialities of this medium, but they have learned

enough to appreciate some of its values and the problems in-

volved in successful utilization.6

The past few years have brought a wave of bold and

imaginative experimentation in television by educators. They

haVe tried new ways such as: attracting a higher preportion

01‘ top-quality peeple into teaching, upgrading the teachers

alli'eady on the job, extending the reach of superior teachers,

making more effective use of time and space, challenging able

Students, arranging the curriculum so as to put greater

stress upon the new body of knowledge, informing the public

 

SGordon McCloskey. Education and Public Understanding.

New York: Harper 8c Brothers, 1959, p. 1111.6.

6Erik Barneuw. Mass Communications. New York:

Rinehart, 1956, p. 56.
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and enlisting public support to make all the above possible.7

The peOple that administer the state education associ-

ation program.in 50 states also have recognized the potential

of television and have attempted to make successful utiliza-

‘hion.of the medium. On this subject, Dr. William.G. Carr,

executive secretary of the National Education Association,

said:

Television, because of its tremendous ramifica-

tions and applications, must now become an

important part of the state education associ-

ation program as it has of the public school

program. we must all capitalize on its uni-

versality and the opportunity it gives those

who exist on public support to reach a cross

section of the public quickly.8

State education associations responded slowly to Dr.

Cazmris statement. Activity by the states was spasmodic and

uncoordinated. Meanwhile, the National Education Association

developed its program of television activity which was close

(“I the heels of expansion in this area by public and private

supported institutions of education from the elementary level

t0 colleges and universities.9

‘

 

 

7Teaching §E;Te1evision. A Report from the Fbrd Founda-

tion an e n or the Advancement of Education. New

York, 1959: P. 2e

8
In a statement given to the public relations directors

or the 50 state education associations in New York City,

Jilly 8 s 1958.

9Annual Re ort. Published by the Division of Press,

Radio and TV, National Education Association, 1201 16th St.

“01"., Washington 6, De Ca, 19590
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Educational institutions began utilizing television by

late 1953-Sh although acceptance and use of television by

the state education associations came some four years later

H [’0 10 ° 0 O 1 a

in 1937-20. On this point, John Cox, telCVlSlon coorClna-

tor for the NBA, said:

Vbether it was a matter of the association waiting

to see what happened with television in education

or whether it was plainly a lock of interest is

difficult to tell in most cases. I think that

probably the biggest factor mos that the staffs-

of the associations really didn't feel ready or

take time to evaluate how effectively TV could

help them. Now, however, he trend is to greater

emphasis in the use of TV but the methods and 11

techniques being used leave much to be desired.

Habel Perrymen, television coordinator for the Cali-

fornia Teachers' Association, was a pioneer in the develop-

ment of television and stated in a review of the snasmodic

growth of the medium within the state associations that the

executive secretaries of the state associations were pri-

marily responsible for the slow dovelonment. First, the

association budgets were already heavily taxed because of

membership demands for improved services. Secondly,

lack of knowledge and common "know-how" about the new medium

and how it could be applied to the association's program of

service discouraged the executive secretaries from entering

lOIbid.
 

llIn 8 Speech delivered at a meeting of state associ-

ation executive secretaries and public relations directors

in Los Angeles, June 2h, 1960.
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into what was an expensive venture. Only the trial, and

ultimate suceess, of a few state associations in the area

of television proved to reluctant organisations that here

was an important avenue of eommunication which would be of

great value to the association's program.12

By 1957 New York, New Jersey, California, Michigan and

Pennsylvania had begun to utilize commercial and educational

television facilities for initial efforts. By 1959‘Illinois,

Ohio, Texas and Kansas had also experimented with television

as a part of their program of service to (1) membership and

(2) the public. That year the National School Publie Re-

lations Association (NSPRA)13 met in Detroit and drafted the

following resolution:

The NSPRA recognises the value of television as a

public relations tool for state associations and

eneourages all state organisations to expand th.1{h

PR programs to include basic television activity.

The published report of the 1959 NSPRA Convention in

Detroit went on to state in detail why educators, and pri-

nerily the state education associations, should use tele-

vision with its many ramifications in their total program.

12In an interview with the author at a meeting of state

association television coordinators and public relations

directors in Ocean City, N. J., June 23, 1961.

13The NSPRA (National School Publie Relations Asseei-

ation) is an affiliate of the National Education Association.

lharon the minutes of the annual aspaa Convention held

in Detroit, Michigan, July 3-8, 1959. In the author's file.
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On that point, the NSPRA delegates declared:

The use and value of television in public re-

lations work for state education associations

is significant enough that all state staffs

should begin immediately to implement some pro-

gram.of television activity...the sight factor

enables the association to bring its program

into a more direct and almost personal relation-

ship with people in the state. They can be in-

troduced to the problems of public education

and acquire a realistic understanding of their

importance. They can have a clearer picture of

the association's program of service to member-

ship and the community. And they can be instruc-

ted in the responsibilities of citizens for the

preservatigg and advancement of free, public

education. '

The work of NSPRA and its parent organisation, the

National Education Association, soon established the role

of television in the state association's public relations

pregral. The two organizations proposed that a reasonable

pregrem.ef television activity would contribute immeasurably

to the accepted public reletiens goals of the state assecié

ations. Television would aid the state associations in

reaching these goals:

1. Developing intelligent public understanding of the

state association program.of operatien.

2. Determining how the public feels about education

and what it wants education to accomplish.

15h resolution drafted by the Public Relations Direc-

tors of’Stete Associations and submitted for discussion by

the entire conference.
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3. Securing adequate financial support for a sound

educational program.

h. Helping citizens feel a more direct responsibility

for the quality of education the school provides.

5. Earning the good will, respect and confidence of

the public.

6. Bringing about public realization of the need for

change and what must be done to facilitate progress.

7. Involving citizens and membership in the work of

education at all levels.

8. Promoting a genuine spirit of cooperation between

education and the state community.16

This was a key step toward effective utilization of

television by state education associations, according to

William.Hayward, Director of Radio and Television for the

new Jersey Education Association, but it was his feeling the

national organizations did only half a Job. One of the

first state association staff members over to enter into

television activity, Hayward stated:

The NEA and NSPRA made the mistake of not

telling the state associations what could be

done with television and how to go about it.

Many of them, in fact all but four, stumbled

in the dark and unfortunately cost themselves

a great deal of money with the net result

 

16Reprinted in the Michigan Education Association's

Public Relations Handbook from the NEA's publications Trends

muone Relations, m, 1959. ""
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being a dismal failure. As a result many asso-

ciations today will not entertain thoughts of

using television because of their initial ex-

perience with it.17

Too many television ventures fail to achieve sought

after objectives. They fall short because they are sporadic

in.nature, imprOperly conceived, poorly planned and crudely

executed. A loss of time, effort and money result and, in

some cases, the result is actually harmful in its effect

upon the public. If a state association wishes to engage in

a comprehensive and continuing program of television activity

within the frame-work of public relations, then it must be

Willing to learn what can be done, plan with care how to do

it and fit the program to the needs of the people in the

television community; The end result should communicate to

the peOple how their support and c00peration may best be

Onlisted in the task of educational improvement.18

The concern expressed by the National Education Associ-

ation, the National School Public Relations Association and

ammo state education associations about the current use of

television by the state organizations, the apparent lack of

_“

17In an interview with the author at a meeting of state

association television coordinators and public relations

directors in Ocean City, New Jersey, June ZO-Zh, 1961.

18Leslie‘w. Kindred. School Public Relations.

Engizwood-Cliffs, New Jersey: PrentiCe:Hall,*Inc., 1957,

p. '17e
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uniformity of planning and the coordination on the part of

the state associations in deve10ping television as used by

the state associations. Considerable national Opinion has

indicated an expectation that state education associations

will become more active in utilization of television activi-

ties as a public relations tool to deve10p its program of

service. This study will investigate the nature and extent

of television activities within the 50 state education

associations and analyze their evaluation of the effective-

ness of four major areas of television established as an

ideal program of television activity for state education

associations.
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PART II

DEVELOPMENT OF‘AN IDEAL PROGRAM OF TELEVISION ACTIVITY'

FOR STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

The major problems in the development of television as

an activity of the state education associations are (1) lack

of knowledge on what needs to be accomplished and (2) how

can it be set up within the association's program of ser-

vice.19 The review of literature in Part I of this chapter

revealed that state association activity in television is

either coordinated or uniform. The purpose of this study is

to investigate the nature and extent of television activi-

ties within the 50 state associations and analyze their

evaluation of the effectiveness of four major areas of

television established as an ideal program of television

activity for state education associations.

To analyze the state associations' evaluation of the

effectiveness of television it was necessary to determine

what areas of television are to be evaluated. It was also

necessary to establish the essential characteristics of the

television activity as it fits into the association's public

relations program. The understanding of the administrative

 

19Annual Re ort. Published by the Division of Press,

Radio and TeIevIsIon of the National Education Association,

1201 16th St. N. w., Washington 6, D. C., 1959.
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and organizational characteristics of the television

activity is necessary in order to determine the scope of the

20 In order to coverparticular activities to be analyzed.

the several major aspects in the development of an ideal

program.of television activity for state associations, Part

II was divided into two sections. Section A investigates

the administrative and organizational elements of the tele-

vision activity within the state associations' public rela-

tions program. Included in this report of those qualities

which are inherent to the basic organization of a television

activity are such areas as: type of leadership required,

who should administer the television activity, the over-all

goals, levels of operation, staff size and necessary equip-

ment. It is necessary to outline the reasoning and prin-

ciples for the utilization of a program of television activ-

ity for state associations as a preliminary to the develop-

ment of the actual or ideal program of television activity.

The necessity of this devolOpment is pointed out by John Cox

who stated:

Before a program of television activity is

established by a state association it is neces-

sary to determine how the program fits into the

organisational structure of the association.

The staff needs to know what the activity is

couposed of and how it should function. After

these administrative and organizational func-

tions are properly executed then the association

 

zoJ’ohn T. Cox. TV and the Public. New Yerk: MbGraw-

H111, 1961, pe 17c
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can begin its Operation of television.21

Section B is concerned with the definition of what

constitutes an ideal program of television activity for

state associations as determined by a panel of experts.

The panel has selected from.the total area of television

activity those major areas which they consider to be the

basis for a functional and practical or ideal program of

television activity. The ideal program of television activ-

ity made it possible for the author to analyze the state

associations' evaluation of the effectiveness of a uniform

program of television participation.

Section A
 

what Are The Essential Characteristics of a Television

Activity Within the Frame-Werk of the Public

Rela ti ons Program?

It has been pointed out that before a state associ-

ation enters into a television activity it should be aware

of the need for preper administration and organization of

the project. There are six basic areas within this subject

to consider and identify. The essential characteristics of

a television activity within the frame-work of the state

associations' public relations program is best outlined by

John Cox, television coordinator for the NEA, which is a

 

21In a conference with state association television

coordinators and public relations directors, Ocean City,

No Jo, Jana 20-2“, 1961.
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1414.

review of a paper prepared on the subject of television and

its future in state association programming:22

1. Executive leadership. The chief executive and the
 

advisory group or board to whom.he reports should have a

prOper attitude about public relations and how television is

an integral part of this activity. They should possess some

knowledge and sensitivity about the workings of television

and possess confidence in the man selected to execute the

television activity. Executive leadership also should:

a. Make decisions regarding policy and budget so

the public relations person can work within a clearly de-

fined program of activity.

b. Be aware of the fact that they can't allocate a

small amount of money and expect large programs, that what-

ever they do allocate for such an Operation they have a

preper knowledge of’what returns and what kind of program.to

eXpect for the money allocated.

c. Place confidence in the television coordinator

to recommend how the money can be most wisely spent.

d. Limit executive leadership to Spelling out

policy and determining some of the needs and long range

 

22A summary review submitted at the request of the

author. This material is found in Appendix.E. Other in-

formation presented in the discussion of the essential char-

acteristics of television activity was taken from a review

of available literature.
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goals of the particular state association; then the execu-

tive can work on a practical and Operational level with the

television coordinator.23

e. Formulate the policies, the needs and the long

range goals and then leave the implementation to the tele-

vision coordinator.

2. The Public Relations Director. (Television Coordin-
 

ator) In most cases, the person assigned public relations

duties in state education associations has neither the back-

ground nor the inclination for such activities. Surveys

have been made which attempted to determine whether it was

more effective to take a man trained in the communications

field and hire him as a school public relations person; or

to take an educator and place him in the position Of direc-

ting public relations, including television.2h

On the basis of information presented in this study it

is recommended that state associations seek public relations

personnel from the communications field to help insure suc-

cess of their television activity.25 The qualities that the

 

23The public relations director and television coordin-

ator are considered as one in the same.

ZHNEA Research Bulletin # 18. Published by the National

Education Association,63tober, 1960.

25

 

thn Cox, op, cit., Appendix.E.
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public relations director should contain are best outlined

by Leslie Kindred:26

a. Have confidence in himself which will make

possible an Objective view-point Of state associations'

policies and activities.

b. Be able to speak to the executive leadership on

matters which other employees, because of their position,

could not present. He should be able to make recommendations

on policy, criticize current policy and assist in making de-

cisions on vital issues.

c. Have practical ability in the execution Of all

public relations techniques.

d. Become the main Spokesman for the state associ-

ation with representatives of the press, radio and television.

3. Clearly Defined Goals. A state education associ-
 

ation cannot Operate any type of television activity within

the public relations program without established goals. JOhn

Cox outlines clearly the goals which should be considered in

preparing and implementing a program of television activity327

a. Eliminate the concept that teachers? associ-

ations are pressure groups Operating at the taxpayer's

expense.

gym

 

slie Kindred, 22. 353., p. 359.

27John Cox, 92. cit., Appendix E.
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b. Change the Opinion that associations are more

interested in economics than in education.

0. Increase public respect and esteem for members

Of the teaching profession.

d. Establish a clear distinction between the rights

of educators as members Of vested interest groups and their

contract Obligations as employees of boards of education.

a. Establish a clear distinction between the rights

Of teachers as private citizens and their contractual Obli-

gations as employees Of boards Of education.

f. Increase educator Observance of codes Of

ethics.

3. DevelOp a united front on professional matters

that are brought before the public.

h. Correct ignorance and misunderstanding Of

modern education.

1. Help the public to understand and appreciate

the social importance of education in a democracy.

J. Neutralize prOpaganda that public schools are

populated by incompetent and radical individuals.

k. Establish and maintain wholesome relations with

individuals and groups who are sincerely concerned with the

improvement of education.

1. Improve public understanding of the reasons for

‘higher educational costs.
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1. Pave the way for desirable changes in educa-

tional policies and practices.

n. Help members to become more sensitive to their

responsibilities and Opportunities for interpreting the

teaching profession to the public.

h. Levels of Operation. Whatever type Of television
 

activity carried on by a state association, it should be

implemented on two levels: state-wide and within the local

community.28 John Cox again outlines pointedly on levels

of Operation:29

a. The state association should be geared tO Oper-

ate its television activity on a state-wide basis with

ample budget to make this possible.

b. The television coordinator should be well in-

formed on what needs to be done, how it can be done and who

are the key pOOple in the communications media in the state.

c. The state association should have mailing fa-

cilities and fundamental printing facilities to expedite the

state-wide program.of television activity.

d. The state association should Operate a well

organized state-wide program of television activity in coop-

eration with, not at the expense of, the local associations.

 

28Leslie w; Kindred. School Public Relations.

Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: m7.p. 2&5.

29John Cox, 22, c1 ., Appendix E.
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.3. Pave the way for desirable changes in educa-

tional policies and practices.

n. Help members tO become more sensitive to their

responsibilities and Opportunities for interpreting the

teaching profession to the public.

h. Levels of Operation. Whatever type of television
 

activity carried on by a state association, it should be

implemented on two levels: state-wide and within the local

community.28 John Cox again outlines pointedly on levels

of Operation:29

a. The state association should be geared to Oper-

ate its television activity on a state-wide basis with

ample budget to make this possible.

b. The television coordinator should be well in-

formed on what needs to be done, how it can be done and who

are the key peOple in the communications media in the state.

c. The state association should have mailing fa-

cilities and fundamental printing facilities to expedite the

state-wide program Of television activity.

d. The state association should Operate a well

organized state-wide program of television activity in cOOp-

eration with, not at the expense Of, the local associations.

 

28Leslie W. Kindred. School Public Relations.

Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: PFEEEIEE:HEII:_IEETT_IVF7. p. 2&5.

29John Cox, 2p. cit., Appendix.E.
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e. Care should be taken to cultivate the local

association's understanding and knowledge of television

within the public relations program so that ultimately local

association activity will support, not hinder, the state-wide

program of television activity.

f. The state association should be prepared to

assist the local units in such areas as: a local associ-

ation receives a request from a commercial television station

to do a special program but that particular local unit has

neither the skill or knowledge to do so. The state associ-

ation should step in and assist the local unit in the pro-

duction of this project.

5. Size Of the Public Relations Staff. A public re-
 

lations director and an effective secretarial staff Oper-

ating with an ample budget can perform effectively and pro-

duce a worth-while program of television activity. The

public relations director also should be able tO hire any

additional skilled communications technicians on a permanent

or free-lance basis as the need arises. Until the state

associations! program of television activity gets too large,

the public relations director can serve as the television

30
coordinator and do an effective job.

6. Necessaplquuipment. The size of the state associ-
 

ation and the particular needs of that organization dictate

3“Ibis.
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what should be done in equipping the public relations divi-

sion to produce an effective state-wide program.of television

activity. All state associations about to enter into some

phase of television activity should investigate Opportunities

and advantages in working with: (1) commercial film.firms,

(2) free-lance television or film personnel, or (3) state or

private institutions within the area of television which are

equipped to produce the various kinds of television activity.

The actual equipment is the least important factor in imple-

menting a state-wide program Of television activity. The

ideas and the execution Of ideas produce or fail to produce

the desired results.31

Section B
 

The DevelOpment of an Ideal Program of Television Activity

Tor use By the State Education Associations

There are many variations and applications of television

available for educational purposes. The state education E

associations can utilize any one or all of these possibili-

ties. However, it would be difficult to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of all the diverse television activities used by

the state associations. It was necessary, therefore, to

arrive at an ideal program Of television activity; that which  
is most frequently used by the state associations and which

is judged to be the most practical and functional.

 

BIIbid.
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A review Of available literature revealed there was no

data on this subject.32 Because Of the lack Of data in

printed form, the author had to find the desired information

from.an authoritative and reliable source. A panel of ex-

perts made up Of state association staff members experi-

enced in television and fulfilling five other basic quali-

fications was created in order to Obtain the necessary

data.33 After the panel of experts had been appointed by

the National School Public Relations Association the author

asked each one to submit in writing what he considered to

be an ideal program of television activity for a state edu-

cation association and why. (Appendix C). From this liter-

ature the author was able to formulate what the majority of

the panel of experts considered to be an ideal program.’

of television activity for the state associations. The

panel of experts outlined the ideal program of television

activity as:3h

1. Spot announcements. One of the four areas of an
 

ideal program of television activity for state associations

 

32vorified by the NEA's Research Division. See

Chapter IO

33Procedure for selection of the panel Of experts is

discussed in Chapter I Of this study.

31"In those instances marked with footnotes, the author

has supplemented the panel's outline with additional data

for purpose of clarity.
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is the spot announcement. The spot announcement is the

simplest and most fundamental tool in the television Spec-

trum. It can be prepared inexpensively by any photographer.

Usually'made in much the same manner as a common 2 x 2 slide

or transparency, the spot announcement is the most frequently

used television tool.35 The spot announcement is made up Of

a slide or series Of slides accompanied by apprOpriate cOpy,

generally 75 to 100 words in length. The spot announcement

is used during station identification breaks before and

after programs of five minutes or more. Timely information

may be reported in this manner, campaigns promoted by a con-

sistcnt and repetitive exposure to the public and the less

well-known or misunderstood parts of the state association's

program.can be brought to the public's attention.36

The spot announcement can be an effective public re-

lations tool for the state associations because it:

a. Can be produced quickly and inexpensively.

b. Is effective in dissemination of information

or for conducting campaigns.

c. Can be fitted into a station log easier and on

shorter notice than a program of five minutes or longer.

 

35John Cox. TV and the Public. New York: MoGraw

Hill, 1961, p. 57.

36Trends in Public Relations. A bulletin published by

the NatIEEEIIEducationAssociation, February 15, 1961.
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d. Is more readily acceptable to television sta-

tions because Of its brevity and ease Of handling.

e. Can be used by state associations with small

staffs and limited facilities and does not require the ser-

vices Of a trained communications person.37

2. Films. Second of the four areas of an ideal pro-
 

gram of television activity for state associations is the

motion picture film. The panel of experts outlines the

importance of the filmed program in the state association

program.38

The filmed program is becoming the front line of the

state association's public relations program. Although it

is more expensive to produce and requires the services of

Amore than one skilled communications technician, the film

has greater flexibility, scOpe, impact and greater sustain-

ing quality than any of the other television tools. Because

of the cost factor, it is not possible for all state associ-

ations to produce a film.Or filmed series. The following

factors should be considered when utilization Of filmed pro-

grams is undertaken by a state association:

a. Determine where the film can be produced and

keep within the allotted budget. Films can be produced by

commercial film.companies, by educational television stations

_...

37Panel Of experts, 2p, cit., Appendix C.

Belbid.
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or by free-lance photographers. The method selected for

production depends on what kind Of film is desired and how

.much money is available for the project.

b. Provide an ample budget for film production.

Commercial film.companies generally estimate cost at $1,000

per minute of running time.39 Educational television sta-

tions and free-lance photographers can, in most cases, pro-

duce similar films but with less quality Of production.

0. Assign one member Of the state association staff

to coordinate and supervise the film project. This person

does not need previous film experience but should be able to

work with a director or producer or combination thereof.

d. Create a distribution network for the film.cr

films upon completion. Work closely with the commercial

television outlets so the films get maximum exposure to the

public. If a filmed series is prOposed with distribution

going to more than one television station, produce enough

prints of the film so all participating stations receive

the film on schedule.”0

3. Live Programs. Third in the four areas of an ideal

program.of television activity for state associations is the

live program. State associations got their first exposure to

 

39Broadcasting-Telecastipg. "The Rising Cost Of‘Films"

April 8, 1960. —

hoPanel Of experts, pp, cit., Appendix C.
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television nearly a decade ago through the live program,

that which is broadcast or telecast at the same time it is

performed.u1 Entry into this early stage of television

activity by the state associations was largely due tO the

increased interests Of commercial television stations to

produce programs in the "public interest." Staff members of

state associations were frequently asked to appear as a

guest on a locally produced television program. Such par-

ticipation usually centered around the panel discussion,

interview or documentary presentation.""2

The panel Of experts presents these considerations on

the live program as a part of the state associations' tele-

vision activity“3

a. If a state association sponsors or works cOOper-

atively with a commercial or educational television station

on a regularly scheduled live program, then it is essential

that the organization provide a staff member to coordinate

the activity, an ample budget and any Of'the physical fa-

cilities or equipment necessary to insure the completion of

the project.

 

E1Leslie‘w. Kindred. School Public Relations.

Englcwood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-HaII, Inc., I957, p. 361.

uzPublic Relations Goldmine. Published by the National

AEducationiAssociation,‘fiIvIsIon of Press, Radio and Tele-

vision, September, 1961.

h3Pane1 Of experts, pp. ci ., Appendix C.
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b. Those state associations not participating in

the production Of a live television program should make

available a representative Of the staff if asked to appear

on a program.by a commercial or educational television

station. Such a procedure is difficult to coordinate or

amaintain continuity because Of the variations in the kind

and time Of requests.

0. The live program should be an important element

in the association's program of television activity. It is

inexpensive to produce and, in most cases, presents the

state association an Opportunity to advance its program of

service at little cost or effort.

d. A state association entering into this phase Of

television activity should take these factors into consid-

eration:

(l) Instruct staff members on the manner of

appearance on live programs and what should be said and how

it should be said.

(2) Maintain uniformity in policies and on

statements dealing with the association's program in edu-

cation.

(3) COOperate with local associations or other

local education agencies in presenting live programs.

(A) Do whatever possible to provide the host

station with talent and data requested.
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(5) Provide an effective system of publicity to

announce the state association's participation.

(6) Encourage local units of the state associ-

ation to accept invitations to appear on special television

shows and to set up future appearances.

(7) Follow-up on the programs for future

reference.

h. NEA Films. The fourth and final area making up the
 

ideal program Of television activity for state associations

is the NEA filmed series, "The School Story." Since 1959

the National Education Association has made available this

filmed series to all 50 state education associations. Be-

cause Of its size, facilities and access tO the cultural

centers of the country, the NEA has the Opportunity to pro-

duce quality films.L"LL Such service to the state associ-

ations was a direct outgrowth Of the inability Of the state

units to produce their own films.u5

The panel of experts considered the NEA filmed series

to be a necessary part of an ideal program Of television

activity for the following reasons:""6

thiscussed in the "Need for the Study” in Chapter I of

this study, p. 7.

usResearch Bulletin R-12. Published by the Research

Division of the National Education Association, May, 1961.

1"(’I’anel of experts, pp, cit., Appendix C.
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a. The NBA filmed series is made available to state

associations at no cost.

b. The films are Of a quality that few state asso-

ciations can duplicate, therefore, making available a valu-

able public relations tOOl for all state associations re-

gardless of size.

c. The NBA arranges the booking and distribution Of

the films to all commercial or educational television sta-

tions in the country that agree to televizing the series.

d. The state associations are given credit in the

films because the NEA puts this information in the Opening

and closing credits Of each film.

e. The NEA provides the advance promotion for the

series and follows up with a daily publicity campaign.

This is a public relations program that few state associ-

ations can do, let alone provide the money for.

f. Without this type of service from the NEA many

state associations would still be looking for their first

television program or film. Because of the potential and

convenience of this service, the state associations should

incorporate it into their program Of television activity.

The NEA filmed series is a joint project with state

associations. Those state associations equipped to assume

a larger share Of the planning for distribution of the

series do so. The combined efforts of the state units and
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the NEA have resulted in getting the series booked on hOO

commercial television outlets in the country with an average

weekly audience Of more than 20 million.2+7

The panel of experts consider an ideal program Of tele-

vision activity for state education associations to be made

up of: (1) films, (2) live programs, (3) spot announcements,

and (h) NEA filmed series. Selection of any or all of the

recommended areas of television activity should be guided

by the following considerationsJ‘"8

a. What is the size Of the budget available for

television?

b. Are the suggested projects practical?

c. Immediate or long-range usage intended?

d. How can the needs of the state association best

be met within the frame-work Of the television activity?

e. Are available staff members capable of working

in the recommended areas of television activity?

f. Can the project be produced locally or would it

have to be done elsewhere?

If the concepts discussed here can be accepted as

identifying the role of television in the state associations

and the ideal program of television activity is related to

 

h7"Sch001 story a Success," NEA Newg, July'ZO. 1960a
 

p. h.

”BPanel of experts, pp. cit., Appendix C.
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these concepts, a study analyzing the effectiveness of the

program.of television activity within the state associ-

ations is needed. It is the purpose of this study to in-

vestigate the nature and extent of television activities

within the 50 state education associations and to analyze

their evaluation of the effectiveness of four major areas

of television established as an ideal program of television

activity for state associations.

Summary of Chapter II

Chapter II, "The Problem in Perspective," was divided

into two parts. Part I was a review of the literature re-

lated to the use of television by the 50 state education

associations. Part II was divided into two sections.

Section A reviewed that material related to the essential

characteristics of television activity within the frame-

work of the state association's public relations program.to

provide the background for the creation of an ideal program

of television activity. Section B was concerned with the

deve10pment of an ideal program of television activity for

use by the 50 state education associations.

Summary of Part_1. Television has impact and realism
 

and is now being viewed daily by three-fourths of the fami-

lies in America. No medium has ever developed as rapidly in

size, scope and strength. With its combination of visual
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and audio images, television creates an illusion which is

nearly the equivalent of reality. Television has become an

important avenue for the diffusion of knowledge and the

melding of public Opinion.

Educators have been eXperimenting with television for

the past decade in an effort to solve such problems as

recruiting of teachers, refining and improving curriculum

and communicating with the public. State education associ-

ation use of television has been limited compared to that of

other educational institutions or agencies. Since 1958 the

National Education Association has led a movement to expand

and improve state association use of television.

Acceptance and use of television by state associations

came in 1957-53 when commercial stations were already broad-

casting some 102,800 hours of public service programming.

Executive secretaries and conservative association officials

were blamed for the slow development of television. The

National School Public Relations Association recognized the

value of television at its annual convention in 1959 and

encouraged state associations to expand the use of tele-

vision. The 1959 conference also adopted eight public

relations goals which could be attained through a reason-

able program of television activity.

Summary of Part II. Before a state association enters

.1nto a television activity, it should be aware of the need
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for proper administration and organization. It is necessary

to outline the reasoning and principles for the utilization

of a program.of television activity as a preliminary to the

deveIOpment of an ideal program of television activity.

The basis for a television activity should include such

consideration as:

1. Executive leadership

2. Public Relations Director

3. Clearly defined goals

A. Levels of operation

5. Size of the staff

6. Necessary equipment

Section B. A panel of experts made up of six quali-
 

fied and eXperieecc; at" » r"“ciatior staff.members estab-

lished an ideal program of television activity for state

education associations. 0n the basis of past utilization,

current programs and the results of experience, the ideal

program of television activity should include:

1. Spot announcements

2. Films

3. Live programs

h. REA Filmed Series

A study is needed to analyze the effectiveness of the

 

h9This discussion is presented in Section A of Part II.
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four areas of television determined as an ideal program.of

television activity to aid in the further deve10pment and

utilization of television within the state education asso-

ciations. Such a study should establish how effective the

four areas are with recommendations on how state associ-

ations can apply the information to deve10pment of an

effective, functional and practical program of television ,

activity. It is the purpose of this study to investigate

the nature and extent of television activities within the

50 state education associations and to analyze their evalu-

ation of the effectiveness of four major areas of television

established as an ideal program of television activity for

state education associations. Subsequent recommendations,

summary and conclusions should assist those state associ-

ations not yet active in television in developing a satis-

factory program of activity.
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CHAPTER III

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF‘TELEVISION ACTIVITIES

IN THE STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the nature

and extent of television activities in the 50 state educa-

tion associations. The stated purpose of this study is to

investigate the nature and extent of television activities

within the 50 state education associations and to analyze

their evaluation of the effectiveness of four major areas

of television established as an ideal program of television

activity for state education associations.1

Before an attempt is made to analyze the effectiveness

of television as used by the state associations, it is neces-

sary to establish the nature of state association television

activity which involves an investigation of the policies and

philosophies held by state associations on television activ-

ity. It is also necessary to establish the extent of state

association television activity which involves an identifi-

cation of the number of state associations which have had

experience in television and the types of experience they

have had. The necessity for this development is pointed out

1The Statement of Purpose is presented on Page 10 of

Chapter I in this study.
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by the fact that there is little available literature which

defines the television activities of state association or

reveals any coordination or direction of the medium by those

groups.2 The need also is pointed out by Dr. William.G.

Carr, executive secretary of the National Education Associ-

ation, who stressed the value of organized and unified tele-

vision activities.3 It also is necessary to investigate the

extent of television activities by the state associations

(1) to determine how many of the organizations have partici-

pated in television, (2) to determine the type of television

activity participated in and (3) to establish the scape of

experiences of the SO associations in television so that the

background of the organizations responding to the question-

naire may be clearly identified. The panel of experts made

this recommendation relative to the need for investigation

of the extent of television activities by state associationsch

It would be valuable to know how the state asso-

ciations feel about television and which ones,

if any, are active in television before their

evaluation of the effectiveness of television is

weighed. It would be helpful to know what kind

of background prompts the evaluation.

__

2Discussion and verification of this point is presented

on Page 7 of Chapter I.

3The complete statement by Dr. Carr is presented on

Page 6 of Chapter I.

hStatement by the panel of experts after creating an

ideal program of television activity. (Appendix C.)
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This chapter is divided into two parts. Part I is con-

cerned with the nature of state association television activi-

ty; Investigation of the nature of television activity cen-

ters on the findings of the first part of the questionnaire

mailed to the 50 state associations.S (Appendix A.) The five

areas to be identified in the investigation of the nature of

television activity by state associations are: (l) Associ-

ation policy on the use of television, (2) Association phi-

losOphy on the use of television, (3) Rank of importance of

television in the Association program, (h) Association evalu-

ation of previous use of television, and (5) Association

evaluation of television now in use. The investigation of

the first part of the questionnaire is not to be considered

as a discussion of goals with regard to the use of television.

The goals that any agency or organization can achieve through

the use of television are outlined in another Chapter of this

BtUdye 6 A state association can be aware of the goals which

could be reached through the utilization of television yet

not be aware of the nature of its involvement in television.

Establishment of statements of policies and clarification of

philosOphies is necessary before actual participation in

television.

 

5The method of investigation and research procedures are

explained on page 13 of Chapter I.

The public relations goals of television are presented

on Page h6 of Chapter II.
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Part II of this chapter is concerned with the extent of

state association activity in television. Included will be

an identification of those state associations that have had

experience in television. For the purpose of clarity and to

further identify the background of state association partici-

pation in television, information also will be presented on

the number of state associations with budgets for public re-

lations, how much is allocated for public relations and what

state associations set aside for television budgets.7

Part I

The Nature of Television Aetivity'Within

the 50 State Education Associations

A pattern of uncertainty and a lack of continuity emer-

ges from a study of the nature of television activity'in the

state education associations. While some of the state asso-

ciations have exceeded others in the development of tele-

vision activities, it appears the majority of the organiza-

tions are pioneering in the area of television. An investi-

gation of the policies and philosophies of the state associ-

ations reveals the attitudes of the organizations toward

television and clarifies the scape of experience of the

associations prior to the actual analysis of the effectiveness

7Information provided by the Research Division of the

Rational Edueation Association from a survey completed in

1 60 in cooperation with the Michigan Education Association.
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Part II of this chapter is concerned with the extent of

state association activity in television. Included will be

an identification of those state associations that have had

experience in television. For the purpose of clarity and to

mrther identify the background of state association partici-

pation in television, information also will be presented on

the number of state associations with budgets for public re-

lations, how much is allocated for public relations and what

7
state associations set aside for television budgets.

Part I

The Nature of Television Aetivity Within

the 50 State Education Associations

A pattern of uncertainty and a lack of continuity emer-

ges from a study of the nature of television activity in the

state education associations. While some of the state asso-

ciations have exceeded others in the develOpment of tele-

vision activities, it appears the majority of the organiza-

tions are pioneering in the area of television. An investi-

gation of the policies and philosOphies of the state associ-

ations reveals the attitudes of the organizations toward

television and clarifies the scepe of experience of the

associations prior to the actual analysis of the effectiveness

 

__—

7Information provided by the Research Division of the

national Education Association from a survey completed in

.1960 in cooperation with the Michigan Education Association.
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of television as used by the state associations. This is

necessary in order to identify the factors of experience,

policy and philosOphy relative to their influence on, and

relationship to, the evaluation of the effectiveness of

television as used by the state associations. Discussion

of part one of the questionnaire (Appendix A) follows over

the five areas presented:

1. Explanation of Association policy on the use of
 

television.
 

An indication of the varying degrees of television ac-

tivity by state associations is shown on the basis of replies

to the question of whether or not the association has a

written policy on television. or the 32 associations re-

plying to the questionnaire and the 18 interviewed by the

author, three state associations have formal, written poli-

cies governing the use of, and participation in, television.8

The balance, h7, have no formal policy on activity within

television. Those three states that have a formal policy on

television are: New Jersey, Michigan and California.

The three associations have adepted a policy which is

uniform.and applicable to all three. This is explained by

the fact that the Television Coordinators of the three

 

8The system of information gathering and research pro-

cedure is discussed in Chapter I, page 12.
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states worked together with the National Education Associ-

ation in formulating a written policy. It is as follows:9

The purpose of activity in the mass communications

area of television is: to provide programming

about education in the public interest, the intent

of which shall be to (a) explain both the problems

and the accomplishments of public education in

this state, and (b) bring about a better under-

standing of teachers and the teaching profession

and to encourage young men and women to consider

teaching as a career.

The fact that only three associations have written

policies does not mean that the other organizations are not

active at all in television. This study reveals that a

large majority of state associations have done something in

television.10 The point of difference is that while the

associations may be participating in television: such par-

ticipation may not be the result of association planning or

initiation.

The state associations were asked whether they partici-

pate in any television activities other than those sponsored

by the association itself. Thirtyhfive (35) state associ-

ations replied that they did participate in television Spon-

sored by other educational or non-educational groups.

Fifteen (15) stated they did not participate in any way in

 

9COpies from the state association constitutions of

Michigan, New Jersey and California by permission of those

states.

_ 10For a more detailed discussion of the number of state

associations active in television see page 86 of this chapter.
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states worked together with the National Education Associ-

ation in formulating a written policy. It is as follows :9

The purpose of activity in the mass communications

area of television is: to provide programming

about education in the public interest, the intent

of which shall be to (a) explain both the problems

and the accomplishments of public education in

this state, and (b) bring about a better under-

standing of teachers and the teaching profession

and to encourage young men and women to consider

teaching as a career.

The fact that only three associations have written

policies does not mean that the other organizations are not

active at all in television. This study reveals that a

large majority of state associations have done something in

television.10 The point of difference is that while the

associations may be participating in television; such par-

ticipation may not be the result of association planning or

initiation.

The state associations were asked whether they partici-

pate in any television activities other than those sponsored

by the association itself. Thirty-five (35) state associ-

ations replied that they did participate in television spon-

sored by other educational or non-educational groups.

Fifteen (15) stated they did not participate in any way in

 

9COpies from the state association constitutions of

Michigan, New Jersey and California by permission of those

states.

. 10For a more detailed discussion of the number of state

associations active in television see page 86 of this chapter.
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television. A large percentage exists, therefore, between

the number of states with a written policy (.09%) and those

state associations without a written policy but yet have

participated in television sponsored by other agencies (62.5%h.

The implication of this data would be that the lack of a

written policy on television activity does not necessarily

curtail action by a state association in the medium.

The 35 state associations reporting some activity in

television sponsored by other educational or non-educational

agencies, identify the areas of participation as appearance

on, or cooperation with, some type of public service program.

Identification of participation on this type of program is:

(1) guest appearances on local shows as resource persons:

(2) coOperation with commercial stations by providing ideas

and personnel; (3) cOOperation with other state educational

agencies in special live or filmed productions or series of

programs; (h) serving as consultants for television pro-

ductions, and (S) participating in debates, panels or dis-

cussion programs. Chart 1 illustrates this breakdown.11

Mere than one state association indicated participation in

more than one of the above five mentioned areas thereby

accounting for a combined total of more than 35.

11Chart 1 can be found on the next page.
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Chart 1

ASSOCIATION ACTIVITY 0N TELEVISION PROGRAMS

SPONSORED BY OTHER GROUPS
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KEY: 1 Guest appearances on public service programs.

2 Cooperate with TV stations in providing ideas and

personnel

3 Cooperate with other education agencies on TV

projects

h Debates, panels and discussion programs

5 Serve as consultants for all kinds of TV

productions

NOTE: More than one state association indicated more than

one area of participation thereby accounting for a

total greater than the 35 states replying.
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2. Explanation of Associationphilosophy on the use

of television.
 

The state associations give varied reasons for their

participation in television whether produced or sponsored

by the association itself. In most cases the reasons given

for justification for participation in television could,

with planning and revision, become a written, formal policy

on the use of, or participation in, television. The state

associations active in some phase of television identify

their reasons for such participation as: (1) to develop

public interest and understanding of education, (2) an efb

fbctive communications media, (3) to gain greater public

support of education, (h) to advance the cause of education,

(5) a public relations technique, (6) to give staff person-

nel and members experience in the medium, (7) to call the

public's attention to special events in education, and (8)

to create better public understanding of the state associ-

ation's purposes, methods and ideals. Chart 2 illustrates

this breakdown. Mbre than one state association indicated

more than one reason for participation in television thereby

accounting for a total greater than the number of states

replying.

Another question asked the state associations in the

discussion of Association philosophy on the use of tele-

vision was "why'aren't you participating in television?"
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Chart 2

REASONS FOR ASSOCIATION ACTIVITY ON TV

SPONSORED BY OTHER AGENCIES OR GROUPS

1‘ ‘F r-zs—n

10%
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"5*

r_!__

r31 2

12 3 a 5m 7 :71
To develop public interest and understanding

An effective communications medium

Gain more public financial support

Advance the cause of education

USed as an effective public relations technique

Give staff and members experience in television

gfifi ublic' ‘étentfio to special events

NOTE: t 36%?)WSSt‘éiee 'fi’i‘bfis 1%d‘fiE‘i’Sd more than one

reason for participation in television thereby account-

ing for a total greater than number of states replying.

(35)
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Answers to this question fell in six general areas. The

results in this section reveal the following reasons for lack

 

of association participation in television:12

Number of Replies Reason

16 Inadequate budget

12 Lack of interest on part of

Association officials and

members

9 Lack of understanding of

television

8 Limited staff; no time

h No television stations in the

area

1 No television station inter-

ested in AssociatiOn projects

The three state associations with written policies re-

port the same reasons for participation in television as

those 32 associations active in television but with no

formal policy.

3. Rank of importance of television in the Association

program.

The state associations were asked to rank the importance

of television in their over-all program of service. The 50

 

12More than one state association reported more than one

reason for not participating in television thereby accounting

for a total greater than 15. In some cases states indicated

no activity for one or more of the above reasons although

they have coOperated with other educational or non-educational

agencies in the production of programs.
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state associations rank the importance of television as

  

follows:

Number of

Rating EXplanation states

1.0 Not important 6

2.0 Some importance 13

3.0 Average importance 18

h.0 Important 9

5.0 Very important .__J£_

Total 50

The ratings given by the 50 state associations indi-

cate a rank of 2.8M, Just below average importance. The

rating would indicate that television, as a part of the over-

all program of the state associations, does not rank on a par

with other services offered by the organizations. The rating

establishes the fact that the majority of state associations

recognize the existence of television and that it has some

value to the association program but yet is not apparently

important enough to budget money or time for eXpansion in

the area of television.13

h. Self-evaluation ofgprevious use of_televisign
 

To provide additional background information on the

13The four state associations that rank television as

"Very'Important" are (1) New Jersey, (2) Michigan, (3) Cali-

Ibrnia, and (h) Pennsylvania.
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scape of experiences of the state associations, the state

organizations were asked to evaluate their previous use of

television. Investigation of self-evaluation by the state

associations helps to identify the nature of television ac-

tivities and establish a clearer understanding of the atti-

tudes of state associations as reflected in their replies to

the instrument used in this study. The areas to be examined

in this fourth section of the first part of the question-

naire are: (1) areas of television which proved successful,

(2) areas of television which proved unsuccessful, (3) pro-

cedures used for self-evaluation, (h) procedures recommended

for evaluation, and (5) reasons why state associations can-

not effectively evaluate television activity.

(1) Successful Areas of Television
 

The 50 state associations were consistent in reporting

areas within television that were successful, regardless of

whether the state association supported a major program of

television activity or had minimum participation. This

point is explained, in part, by Jehn Cox, television coordin-

ator for the NEA, who statedzlu

Television activity varies little in the state

association...because (l) the areas of partici-

pation are few so there is little variance in

the number or type of answer, and (2) an effec-

tive method for evaluation hasn't been develOped.

1hTroma speech given by John Cox, TV Coordinator for

‘ the NEA, at a meeting in New York City, July, 1961.
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As a result, present evaluation consists of

theories hold by the more active state associ-

ations. Therefore, some states will consider

an area of television effective on the grounds

that State X, because of its improved program

of TV activity, considers it as effective.

The 50 state associations report the following areas

of television as successful:15

a. Special programs on current issues either live,

filmed or on videotape.

b. Spot announcements

c. NEA filmed series

d. Regular series, either live or film

e. Cooperation with television stations on special

programs.

The replies of the state associations on the areas of

television which were successful compares closely with the

ideal program of television activity established by the panel

of experts.16 Chart 3 illustrates this breakdown. (See

next page.) Mere than one state association reported more

than one area of television as successful thereby accounting

for a total greater than the number of state associations

replying.

15There was no evaluative criteria established for this

section of the instrument. Answers are the Opinions of the

executive secretaries.

16The ideal program of TV activity is presented in

Chapter II, beginning on page 51.
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Chart 3

AREAS OF‘TELEVISION’ACTIVITY’MOST SUCCESSFUL.AS '

30W DETERBENED BY THE 50 STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS
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KEY:].Special programs

2 Spot announcements

NEA Series

Regular series (film or live)

5 COOperation with TV stations

NOTE: Mbre than one state association reported more than one

successful area of television thereby accounting for a

total greater than the number of groups replying.
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(2) Areas of television unsuccessful

The areas of television activity that were identified

as unsuccessful by the state associations were:

a. Regular series of programs produced by the state

associations, live or film

b. Odd-length spot announcements (Z-hé minutes)

c. Discussion and panel programs

(3) Procedures used for self-evaluation

The procedures used by the state associations to evalu-

ate what has been done in television vary. The answers from

the state associations on procedures used for self-evaluation

take two forms: (2) those that use no method to evaluate,

and (b) those that list some form or method to evaluate

television activity.

Limited use of self-evaluation procedures was discovered

as less than half the state associations utilized any such

method. Thirtybthree states reported using no evaluative

methods; 17 reported some form of evaluation procedure.

Those 17 states using evaluative procedures identified the

areas used as:17

a. Comments from membership, staff personnel and

the public (31)

K

17“Figures in parentheses represent the number of state

associations reporting use of that particular kind of evalu-

ative procedure. More than one state association indicated

Inore than one procedure used thereby accounting for a number

'greater than those reporting.
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b. Letters from membership, public and TV

stations (27)

c. Spot check of membership (11)

d. Newspaper editorials (8)

e. Public Opinion polls (5)

f. Analysis of TV station traffic reports (3)

(h) Procedures recommended for evaluation

The procedures recommended for evaluation by the 50

state education associations cover such methods as: check

of membership, public Opinion polls, hiring commercial

rating firms, questionnaires, and liaison with lay groups

for feed-back. Chart h illustrates this breakdown in the

order of preference determined by the number of times sug-

gested by the state associations. (See next page) Two state

association staff members who have directed a major program

of television activity state on the subject of procedures to

use for evaluation:

William Hayward, Television Coordinator, New Jersey

Education Association:18

At the present it's difficult to say what method

for evaluation is effective. Since none have

been tried on a controlled basis by all associ-

ations..it's merely speculation at this stage.

18Stated at a special meeting of state association

public relations directors and television coordinators in

Ocean City, N. J., June 21, 1961.
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Chart h

PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION AS RECOMMENDED

BY mm STATE ASSOCIATIONS
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NOTE: Some associations suggested more than one procedure

but listed them in the order of their preference.

Included in this chart are the totals for the number

of times each method was suggested by a state

association.
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Mabel Perryman, Television Coordinator, California

Teachers' Association:19

Until all state associations are active in tele-

vision and until the national association coordin-

ates an evaluative procedure we have no other

course but to use those now available. On the

whole, some methods are fairly effective.

(5) Reasons why state associations cannot effectively
 

evaluate television activity.
 

many of the state associations were able to give reasons

for their failure to effectively evaluate television activity.

They cited the following reasons:

a. Television is so new to the state associations

that the over-all program of service has not been equipped to

handle television.

b. No criteria have been established as the basis

for an effective evaluative process.

0. Limited use of the medium prohibits any identi-

fication of the areas and how successful or unsuccessful they

might be.

S. On-going evaluation of television by state associ-
 

ations

Seven state associations report previous use of some

form.of evaluative procedure. The following seven state

associations and their particular formula for evaluative

procedure are:

19Ibid.
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New Jersey

California

Nfichigan

Pennsylvania

North Carolina

Kansas

New Mexico
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Check of membership and TV

stations

Check of TV logs, liaison with

lay groups

Check of membership and TV

stations

Public Opinion polls

Research project state-wide

Field representatives get

random reports

Field representatives get

random reports

On this point Roy K. Wilson, Director of Press, Radio

and TV for the NEA, stated:20

The NEA is prepared to assist the state associ-

ations in the development of television but

before the program goes too far we must evaluate

what is being done. Before long we need to de-

termine WHAT can be evaluated in television

activity.

Part II

State Association Activity in Television

Per the purpose of clarity it is necessary to identify

the number of state associations that have participated in

some form of television activity. This information will help

in developing a more comprehensive explanation of the current

role of television in the state associations and to give a

 

201n a speech at the annual National School Public Re-

lations Association convention in Detroit, July, 1959.
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better understanding of the problem being examined in this

study.

It is also necessary to identify those state associ-

ations with public relations budgets, and those specifically

allocating money for activity in television. The data will

help to show the relationship of association programming and

financing to television activity. It is also important this

information be recorded to assist in the future deveIOpment

of television with the state associations.

1. The following 35 state associations have partici-

pated in some form of television:

Arizona Louisiana North Dakota Texas

Arkansas Maryland Ohio Wisconsin

California Florida Oregon Washington

Colorado Georgia Oklahoma west Virginia

Connecticut Michigan Minnesota Utah

Illinois Missouri Pennsylvania

Indiana Nebraska New Yerk

Iowa New Jersey South Carolina

Kansas New Mexico South Dakota

Kentucky North Carolira Tennessee

2. The following 15 state associations have not par-

ticipated in a program of television activity:

Alabama Massachusetts New Hampshire

Alaska Maine Rhode Island

Delaware Mississippi vermont

Hawaii Montana Virginia

Idaho Nevada wyoming

3. Because television is an integral part of public re-

lations, the state associations that have a public relations

budget should be identified. The data will show the number

of associations spending money on public relations and the
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comparative value put on that phase of the total program by

the actual number of dollars allocated. The data will fur-

ther identify the relationship between the number of states

active in television and those supporting a public relations

program. The 29 states that have a public relations budget,

and the amount of the budget,are:21

1. California 56%,5h8

2. Texas 3 .950

a. New York 30,000

. Iowa 2 ,000

. Tennessee 2 ,hOO

. Colorado 23,980

g. Michigan 23,600

. Ohio 20,000

9. Nebraska l8,h20

10a Alabam 15,000

11. Louisiana 15,000

120 masouri 12,630

ii. North Dakota 12,000

. Meryland 10,000

15. Arizona 9,000

16. Pennsylvania 8,000

17. Wisconsin 5,000

18. New Jersey 5,000

19. South Carolina E,000

20. South Dakota ,900

21. New beico 3,000

22. Mbntana 2,100

2&. Arkansas 2,000

2 . Idaho 1,000

25. Delaware 200

26. Weanington

2g. Minnesota

2 . Kansas

29. Messachusetts

Figure not known but is high

Expects to spend $10,000 in 1962-63

About $10,000 but not known

$2,000 listed for general publicity

but not labeled as "PR”

Fbur states, New Yerk, Iowa, Idaho and Michigan,

 

2
1Information provided by'a survey conducted by the

National Education Association, in ooOperation with the

Michigan Education Association, in 1960.
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make additional monies available for public relations from

other budgets dependent upon special programs and individual

projects. Two states, Alabama and North Dakota, include in

the total figure the salaries paid to the public relations

director or money spent, in general, on salaries for those

working in public relations.

h. It has been identified that 35 state associations

have participated in some form of television. It has also

been shown that 29 state associations have a public relations

budget. Both of these facts contribute to a broader explana-

tion of the role of television in the state education associ-

ations. It is necessary to show what states allocate money

specifically for television and how much the allocation is.

The information will better clarify the status quo of tele-

vision in the state association program. The states alloca-

ting money for television are:22

1. Michigan $15,000

2. California 13,000

fie Iowa 7,000

. Colorado 5,000

5. New Jersey 5,000

6. New Yerk 2,500

7. Missouri 2,500

8. Maryland 500

9. Nebraska 500

10. South Carolina 200

It should be noted that Minnesota appropriated $20,000

 

22Information provided by a survey conducted by the

National Education Association, in cOOperation with the

M1°h188n Education Association, in 1960.
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for use in television for a two-year period but no longer

sets aside money for that activity.23

Summary of Chapter III

Chapter III, "The Nature and Extent of Television Ae-

tivities in the State Education Associations," was divided

into two parts. Part I was concerned with the nature of

television activities within the state associations. Part II

of the chapter was concerned with the extent of state associ-

ation activity in television.

Summary of Part I A pattern of uncertainty and a lack
 

of continuity emerges from a study of the nature of tele-

vision activity in the state associations. This section of

the chapter presented the data gathered from the first part

of the questionnaire (Appendix A). Investigated in this in-

itial stage of the instrument were the (l) policies and phi-

losophies of the state associations, (2) rank of importance

given television by the state associations, (3) discussion

of evaluation procedures of television, past and present, by

the state associations.

Of the 32 associations replying to the questionnaire and

of the 18 interviewed by the author, three state associations

have formal, written policies governing the use of television.

 

23Ibid.
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Thirtybfive associations reported they did participate in

television; 15 reported they did not participate in any way.

The state associations give eight reasons for partici~

pation in television: (1) to develop public interest and

understanding of education, (2) because it's an effective

communications medium, (3) to advance the cause of educa-

tion, (h) to gain greater public support of education, (5)

excellent as a public relations technique, (6) to give staff

personnel and members experience in the medium, (7) to call

the public's attention to special events in education and

(8) to create better public understanding of the associ-

ations' purposes, methods and ideals.

The state associations give as reasons for not partici-

pating in television: inadequate budget, lack of interest,

limited staff size, no available time; no television stations

in the area: no television station interested in association

projects.

The 50 state associations rank television at 2.8h impor-

tance. Based on a scale of 1 through 5 (not important to

very important) this rates television as a part of the asso-

ciations' program as just below average importance.

The state associations list as the most successful areas

of television activity: special programs, apot announcements,

NEA filmed series, regular series, either live or film.and

cooperation with television stations on special programs.
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The state associations list as areas of television most

unsuccessful: regular series of programs produced by the

state association, odd-length spot announcements and dis-

cussion or panel programs.

Procedures for evaluation of television activity by

state associations are reported as: check of membership,

public Opinion polls, hiring commercial rating firms, ques-

tionnaires and liaison with lay groups for feed-back. State

associations that cannot evaluate television activity say so

because: (1) television is so new the association can't

handle it, (2) no criteria has been established as the basis

for an effectiveewaluative process, and (3) limited use of

the medium prohibits any identification of the areas and how

successful or unsuccessful they might be.

On-going evaluation is being done by seven state asso-

ciations: New Jersey, California, Michigan, Pennsylvania,

North Carolina, Kansas and New beico.

Summary of Part II. Part II was concerned with identi-

fying those state associations active in television. To date

35 state associations have participated in some form of tele-

vision; 15 have not participated in television.

Some 29 state associations support a regular public re-

lations budget. Those states and the amount budgeted for

public relations was shown to identify the relationship

.between the number of states active in television and those
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supporting a public relations budget. Ten states set aside

a specific amount of money for a television budget. Those

10 states are:

1. Michigan

2. California

3. Iowa

h. Colorado

5. New Jersey

6. New York

7. Missouri

8 . Maryland

9. Nebraska

10. South Carolina

The next chapter, Chapter IV, presents the state

association evaluation of effectiveness of the ideal program

of television activity as established by the panel of

experts.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF‘TEIEVISION ACTIVITY'IN THE

STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to present information

concerning the relative effectiveness of four areas of tele-

vision as evaluated by the state education associations.

The data was collected from the 50 state associations from

the questionnaire and personal interview by the author.1

The four areas of television activity measured for effec-

tiveness were determined by the panel of experts. The areas

were: (1) filmed presentations, (2) live presentations, (3)

spot announcements, and (u) use of the National Education

Association's filmed series, "The School Story." The four

areas were selected for evaluation on the basis they were

the most commonly used by the state associations and could

be more accurately evaluated for effectiveness.2

The data presented in this chapter will identify the

state associations! evaluation of the effectiveness of the

four areas of televisions cited above. The scale by which

 

1The system of information gathering and research pro-

cedure is discussed in Chapter I, page 12.

2

The system for creation of the panel of experts and

the collection of data is discussed in Chapter I, page 15.
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the effectiveness was measured ran from one through five,

from.very poor to very high or from.very lew to very

high.3 Each of the sections within the four major areas

of television activity will be discussed and the findings

illustrated in chart form. An average figure will be com-

puted in each of the sections to identify the combined

evaluation of the state associations. The average figure

of state association response to each of the sections with-

in the major areas (1) points out the over-all attitude ef

the state associations to each of the particular areas,

and (2) compares the averages of the more specific sections

within one category to those of another which provides the

analysis of effectiveness.u

In the discussion of filmed presentations, six

aspects are identified and separated: (1) the type of

planning used in preparation of the films, (2) the type

of production used to complete the films, (3) the method

of approach in producing the films, (h) exposure given

the films and how it affects the program of television

3The questionnaire and explanation of the scale is

presented in Appendix A.

“The procedure for presenting the data and justifica-

tion for this procedure is presented in Appendix.D.
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activity, (5) how the results of filmed presentations vary

depending on the group doing the evaluating is discussed,

and (6) what the filmed presentations do for the state

associations.S

In the discussion of lizg presentations, the same six

aspects discussed under films are identified and separated.
 

In the discussion of soot announcements, eight aspects

6

 

are identified and separated. They are as follews:

1. Types of planning

2. Types of approaches to production

3. Slides as a form.of spot announcements

h. Filmed spots as a form of spot announcements

5. Budgets available for spot announcements

6. Exposure of spots and its affect on effectiveness

7. Results of spots depending on the group doing the

evaluating

8. What the spots do for the state associations.

In the discussion of the NEA filmed series, five aspects
 

are identified and separated. They are as follows:7

1. Types of planning

 

5See Appendix A.

6See questionnaire in Appendix.A.

71bid.
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2. EXposure of the NEA filmed series and its affect

on the effectiveness of television activity.

3. Content of the series (including story-line and

acting) and its affect on the effectiveness of the tele-

vision activity.

h. Results of the filmed series depending on the group

doing the evaluating.

S. The total effectiveness of the series as evaluated

by the 50 state associations.

The discussion of the four major areas follows. Tbr the

purpose of clarity the best method of illustrating the data

is used. The method is a discussion of each section. To

further illustrate the evaluation of the state associations

on each of the points in the questionnaire, a graph or pro-

file chart will be used. It should be noted at this point

that not all the state associations replied to each of the

four major areas or to each of the sections with a major

area. This occurred because not all state associations were

participating in'some phase of television activity. It

should also be clarified that there is no established fre-

quency of answers in any of the major areas or sub-sections

because not all state associations were active in each of the

specific areas.8 This prevents any statistical evaluation

 

8This point is discussed in "Need for the Study" in

Chapter I, page 7.
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in analyzing the effectiveness of television as used by the

state associations.9

Filmed Presentations

The use of films by state associations is becoming an

important part of the organization's total public relations

program.10 While cost and production problems tend to re-

strict general expansion in this area by state associations,

it seems the potential of the medium has prompted the state

associations to overcome the problems and to incorporate the

use of films into the system of service.

1. Planning, This section on planning reveals two fac-

tors. First, of those associations responding to the "film?

section of the questionnaire the majority favor group pro-

cess in planning for films and to allow ample time in advance

for this planning. Eighteen states reported using the group

process and evaluated this method at an average of 3.11

(slightly better than an over-all average rating). On the i

basis of this data, it would appear to be the better method \v

for planning insofar as only nine states favored the indi- A

vidual process for planning and gave that procedure a rating

9Explanation of the method for presentation of data in

this study, and justification for the approach, is presented

in Appendix D.

 

10John Cox. TV and the Public. New Ybrk: MbGraw-Hill,

1961, p. Re
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of 3.hh; not sufficiently higher than the 3.11 rating given

the group process.

Some 17 state associations indicated a longer planning

period is desirable and gave this procedure a 3.52 rating

which is nearly a "high" rating. Six states reported a lim-

ited planning period and rated this approach average at 2.50.

Again because of the greater number of states checking the

"long planning period" and the significantly high rating

given this approach, it appears this is a more desirable

method. Chart 1 illustrates this breakdown.

2. Production. In this section the state associations
 

have the Opportunity to weigh the effectiveness of films

written and produced by themselves, commercial firms and by

non-profit organizations (such as educational television

stations). A greater number of state associations (23) re-

ported they are scripting and producing their own films.

Yet this procedure was termed less effective by the associ-

ations than by those which had the films scripted and pro-

duced by commercial firms or non-profit organizations. The

23 associations doing their own films rated script prepara-

tion at 3.13 and script production at 2.95. On the other

hand, commercially prepared scripts were rated at 3.58, pro-

duction at 3.35. Preparation of scripts by non-profit organ-

izations (ETV stations) was rated by seven associations at

3.h2 and production of the films at 3.57. The difference
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between preparation and production of films by state associ-

ations and by commercial firms or ETV stations is of signifi-

cant value to warrant closer attention to this factor as

associations expand film usage in the future. Chart 2

illustrates this section.

3. Methods of Approach. The style or method used by a
 

state association in production of a film plays a part in the

over-all effectiveness of the project. Because the major

networks utilize the dramatic, documentary and news report

technique on practically all their educational programs,11

it seems the state associations have shifted into this ap-

proach and have subsequently rated those three methods the

most effective.

Some 20 associations give the dramatic method a 3.80

rating; 17 rate the news report technique at 3;?6 and 2h

rated the documentary approach at 3.66. Six states gave

other approaches (such as sound-on-film interview and formal

speech) at h.00, however, this figure cannot be compared to

the other areas because of the difference in the number of

states checking the particular areas.

The speech segment or film clip received a 3.25 rating

from.four states. Sixteen states checked discussion as a

method for film production which had been used in their

 

11"TV'News" Look. November, 1961, p. 33-3h.
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Chart 2

METHODS OF PRODUCTION
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associations but gave this approach a below-average rating

of 2.37. Lowest effectiveness given in this section was a

1.83 rating to the role playing method reportedly used by

six different state associations. Chart 3 illustrates a

breakdown of this area.

On the basis of weight of measurement by the reaponding

associations the three most effective methods in film pro-

duction are:

l Dramatic 3.80 20 states

2 News Report 3.76 17 states

3 Documentary 3.66 2h states

h. Ex203ure The 26 state associations which have ex-

perienced some activity in film production and distribution

rate the exposure of their films on commercial TV stations at

2.69 or poor. Factors involved in their answer were air time

and day of the week the film was programmed. The evaluation

of effectiveness of air time concerned two points (1) were

films run in Class A or Class B time or (2) were films run in

time slots other than Class A or Class B. week days were con-

sidered to be more desirable than Saturdays or Sundays.

The same 26 state associations reveal that only some of

the television stations in their respective states programmed

the films (a 3.15rating).12 Only five states indicated that

 

12In this case the scale is: l-none; 2-few; 3-some;

h-majority; and 5-all.
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all the state TV stations worked the films into their bread-

cast schedule. Two associations reported they could not

book films on any of channels and four indicated they could

gain cOOperation from only a few (less than one-third.)

The associations also reported a general lack of will-

ingness by TV stations to allot a good time for the films.

Some 18 associations indicated they received poor times for

their films. (Poor air times are considered early morning

or late at night primarily on week-ends.) Some 8 associ-

ations reported they received good air times for their films

which would be those hours from 5 p.m. through 10 p.m. on

week-nights; from 3 p.m. through 10 p.m. on week-ends. A11

26 associations agreed that the poorest time for films of an

educational nature is in the morning hours regardless of the

day of week. The preferred time by the associations for

their films is Class A time or from 6 p.m. through 10 p.m.

5. Results of Films While the combined staffs of 28
 

state associations rank the general results of the films at

2.57 and determine the public's response to the films as

2.82; the television stations programming the films rank

them at 3.98. This variation in effectiveness regarding the

general results of the films is shown illustratively by the

broken-line graph shown in Chart h on the following page.

6. What did films do for the Association: The notice-
 

able variance in this section is the difference between the
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Chart h

GENERAL RESULTS OF FILMS
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rating given by the associations to what they felt the films

did to assist in increasing membership (2.71) and to the

films! role in aiding in the over-all program to inform the

public of educational activities (3.6h). The 28 state

associations also felt the films contributed better than

average (3.62) in improving the public relations program.of

their organizations. Another significant figure by neces-

sity must be the rating of 2.85 given the category "raising

the status of education in the eyes of the public" by the

state associations. The implications of these results are

discussed in Chapter V. Chart 5 illustrates the effective-

ness of what the films "do" for state associations.

Live Presentations

State association activity in television is concentra-

ted more in the live presentation than in any other phase of

production. Thirty-six (or 72 per cent) of all state asso-

ciations have participated in some form of live presentation.

This fact is true because to do a live program it requires

less (1) money, (2) time, (3) professional help and (h)

equipment. In general, the majority of state associations

doing a live program will merely provide a guest or talent

and utilize a commercial television station's studio.

1. Planning_ All 36 state associations reporting par-
 

ticipation in a live program indicate they have prepared the
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Chart 5

WHAT THE FILMS DO FOR THE ASSOCIATIONS
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program well in advance and rate such advanced planning at

3.63, or well above average. Some 2h associations (members

of the group discussed above) have utilized the group process

in planning and grade the effectiveness of this method at

3.29. Planning by an individual was used by 18 associations,

but this approach to preparation of a live program was given

an average rating of 3.00 effectiveness. Only six associ-

ations reported that the planning period was not adequate and

those states placed in the position of preparing a live pro-

gram on limited notice rate the effectiveness of such an ap-

proach at 2.66, or significantly lower than average. Chart 6

illustrates this variance in the comparative effectiveness

of planning for live presentations.

2. Production. Twelve state associations report they
 

have prepared live programs in advance (this would include

writing the script, rehearsing and general production) and

rate the effectiveness of this approach at 3.h1, midway

between an average and high rating. Another 27 have partici-

pated in a live program without a script, using the'hd lib"

or rough outline approach. While this method seems to be

the most frequently used, the participating state associ-

ations indicate this is average (3.05) in effectiveness.

Apparently the most desirable approach to the live presen-

tation is the method in which the commercial television

station creates and produces the program and asks the state
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association to be represented. Twelve state associations

using this technique rate it at 3.58 effectiveness. The

final category in this section, the association and the com-

.mercial station working cOOperatively with a limited plan-

ning period, was rated less than average (2.90) by six state

associations. The comparative rank in effectiveness for

method of production would be as follows:

1 Prepared by TV station 3.58 (12 states)

2 Prepared by Association 3.hl (12 states)

3 Ad lib program 3.05 (27 states)

A ‘

COOperative program with

limited planning 2.90 (6 states)

3. Method of Approach The technique used on the live

production determines, to a large extent, the success or

failure of the particular project.13 A great deal of thought

and planning must go in to the live presentation because a

"one-time" exposure to the audience must capture the group

and hold them. Eight different methods are available to the

state associations in the production of live programs. Se-

lecting the technique, according to John Cox (television

coordinator for the National Education Association), is the

major decision facing state associations either participating

in television or about to enter the medium.1h

 

13Look, pp. cit.

. lustatement by Jehn Cox made to the author in a tele-

vision seminar in New Yerk City, July'h-B, 1961.
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As many as 21 state associations made use of one or

all of the eight different approaches, or techniques, fbr

production of a live television program. The methods are:

dramatic, documentary, discussion, news report, role play-

ing, I'ad lib", speech segments, debate or interview.

Twentybone states rated the documentary technique the most

effective of any used with a h.10 rating. Eight state as-

sociations considered the dramatic technique nearly as ef-

fective with a h.00 rating which is significant even though

the reporting states represent only 16 per cent of all as-

sociations. (Restriction on the dramatic approach would

be need for dramatic actors, rehearsal time and expense to

cover those two factors.) Other effective methods as

determined by the associations are: news report (3.08) and

role playing (Baku). Three state associations (California,

Michigan and New Jersey) rated the debate or interview ap-

proach at h.33. Rated least effective by those associ-

ations participating in live productions are: speech seg-

ments (2.33), discussion (2.h7), and "ad lib” (2.80).

Chart 7 illustrates the comparative effectiveness of the

eight techniques for production of a live program as deter-

mined by state associations.

h. ‘Exposure. The 36 state associations which have

experienced activity in live program.production rate the
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exposure of their presentations on commercial television

stations at 2.75 effectiveness. Criteria for evaluation of

effectiveness on "air time and day of week" include (1) hour

televized and (2) day of week televized. Fer purpose of

clarity it should be pointed out that state associations

evaluated whether five programs were televised in Class A or

B time or in times other than 01838 A or B. Week nights be-

tween 6 and 10 p.m. were considered to be more desirable

than Saturdays or Sundays.

The same 36 state associations report that only a few of

the available television stations in their respective states

programmed the live presentations (a 2.63 rating).15 Only

five states indicated that all the state TV stations tele-

vized the live programs. Seven associations could not book

live presentations on any of the state TV channels and 13

could set up broadcast agreements with Just a few of the

available channels.

When asked whether the live programs should have been

filmed, 13 state associations replied with a 3.5h effective-

ness rating or an indication that because the programs were

better than average they should have been filmed. Eight

states reported they would have liked to have seen the live

programs videotaped for future use (a 3.50 rating). When

 

1glin this case the scale is: l-none; 2-few; 3-some;

h-majority; and 5-all.
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asked whether the live programs were worth doing over, 28

state associations indicated a 2.6h rating of effectiveness

which is a poor rating and would indicate a less-than-

enthusiastic desire to do the programs over. The trend in

this area continues to the next question which asked the

state associations, "Should the live program.have been pre-

served on film?" The responding 36 state associations rated

this prOposal 2.hl, or "poor." 0n the basis of this figure

it would appear there is little value in preserving a live

program.for future use. Only six state associations gave the

preposal a better-than-average rating.

5. Results of live programs A similar pattern emerges
 

here as deve10ped in the same section under "Films." Inter-

estingly enough, the ratings given the four areas within this

section are nearly the same. While the public response to

the live programs sponsored by the state associations was poor

at 2.63, the membership's response to the results of the live

programs was average at 3.02 and the association staff.mem~

bar's response was two-tenths of a point off at 3.00; the

commercial television stations actually programming the live

presentations rated their effectiveness at 3.90.16 This

rating of effectiveness given the results of the live programs

concerns the general reaction of the four above mentioned

 ———

16For a comparison of the figures given on the effective-

ness of the results of films see page 102 of this chapter.
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groups to the films. The figures do not necessarily indi-

cate the over-all success or failure for other factors enter

into a final evaluation of effectiveness. The broken-line

graph in Chart 8 illustrates this section.

Chart 8

RESULTS 0? LIVE PROGRAMS

MO .

3.5 .

3.0 .

2.5 1

2.0 _L, L  
1 2

(36 state associations responding in all four areas)

KEY: 1 Public response to live programs

2 membership response to live programs

3 TV stations response to live programs

Association staff response to live programs

6. What did the live programs do for the Association?
 

A pattern of similarity also deve10ps in this section.

Again the general ratings of effectiveness on what the pro-

grams did for the association are within the same range as

those given in the section on "Films."l7 This final section

17For comparison of figures between live programs and

films see page 10h of this chapter.
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in the discussion of live programs includes an analysis of

the state associations' rating of effectiveness on (1) role

of live program in helping to increase membership, (2) role

of live program in aiding to inform public, (3) use of live

program as an instructional tool, (4) role of live program

in improving the associations' public relations program and

(5) role of live program in raising the status of the state

association in the eyes of the public.

The 36 reaponding state associations indicated that as a

means of increasing membership in the organization the live

programs rate at 1.69 effectiveness, or very poor. As a tool

to aid in reaching the goal of informing the peeple of edu-

cational activities, the live program rates 3.52, or slightly

better than average. The most desirable accomplishment of

the live program, on the basis of the evaluation given by

the state associations, is its role in improving the public

relations program of the organization (3.69 rating). The re-

porting states indicate the live program rates slightly bet-

ter than average (3.19) in helping to increase the status of

their associations. As an instructional tool, two associ-

ations rate the live program at 2.50, average. Chart 9

illustrates the breakdown of this section.

Spot Announcements

Spot announcements have been used by 26 different state
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associations according to data collected in this study.

Three basic kinds of spot announcements are available:

(1) 2 x 2 slide, (2) filmed spot, or (3) slide and station

identification. The methods of production of such spot an-

nouncements are basically similar and can be prepared by

either a well-equipped state association, a commercial film

company, or a non-profit organisation such as an educational

television station. While the use of the spot announcement

has increased throughout the state associations, it still is

used the least of any of the four television activities exams

ined in this study. The live program, the NEA series and

the film are used more frequently by state associations,

although this does not necessarily mean that the spot an-

nouncement is the least desirable.

In most cases the simple spot announcement can be manu-

factured more easily and for less money than any of the four

other areas discussed in this study. John Cox, NEA tele-

vision coordinator, explains the lack of use of the spot:18

The spot is a gimmick and more-or-less confined

to the commercial field. Once a non-commercial

agency gets started with spots, however, they

make great use of it. I foresee the state as-

sociations doing more and more wiig the spot

announcement as budgets increase.

Primsry'reasons for the lack of use of the spot announcement

 

18A statement made before the public relations directors

of6the state associations in Ocean City, New Jersey, June 20,

19 l.
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by state associations are: (1) lack of facilities to pre-

pare them at low cost, (2) unaware of the availability of

such a technique, and (3) unfamiliar with the best procedures.

1. Planning. Preparation and planning of the Spot an-

nouncement can be handled in one of two ways by the state

associations. The staff itself can produce the spot or it

can be manufactured by a commercial film company. Of the

26 state associations responding to this section of the

questionnaire, 2h report having had the eXperience of pro-

duction (planning) of spots and rate this method at 3.28

effectiveness. Another 13 state associations (some also in-

volved in preparation of their own spots) have turned the

preparation of Spots over to commercial companies and rate

this procedure at 3.8M, or better-than-average. On the

basis of this comparison it would appear the state associ-

ations consider it more effective to have the spots prepared

by commercial firms.

2. Production There are three basic kinds of spot an-
 

nouncements that can be used by the state association. They

are: (1) 2 x 2 slide, (2) filmed spot and (3) slide and sta-

tion ID. The rating of effectiveness given these three tech-

niques vary considerably. Sixteen states rate the slide and

station identification combination at h.02, or high. Some

2h states identify the filmed spot as highly effective at

3.80, and 23 associations consider the 2 x 2 slide used with
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out the station ID tie-in ranks at 3.30 effective, or

slightly better than average. The implications of these re-

sults and a broader definition of the techniques will follow

in Chapter V.

3. Slides Because the slide is easier and less expen-

sive to produce, it receives considerable use by the state

associations. The states have three methods to get the

slides manufactured. The association itself can do the

processing, it can be done by a commercial film firm or by a

non-profit organization such as an educational television

station. Some of the reporting state associations have had

experience in each of the three areas. The commercial firm

has been used by 23 state associations and this procedure is

given an effectiveness rating of 3.7M: or mid-W3? between

average and high effectiveness. Sixteen states have planned

and produced their own slides and this procedure is con-

sidered Just a little better than average (3.18). The non-

profit organization (mainly an educational television sta-

tion) has been used by eight state associations for prepar-

ation of the slides and these states report this procedure

as highly effective (h.25).

h. Filmed spots A simdlar pattern emerges in this
 

section as it did in the previous discussion of preparation

of the 2 x 2 slide. The use of the educational television

station for preparation of the filmed Spot appears to be the
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most effective as determined by 16 state associations who

rate this procedure at h.18 (high). Twenty states indicate

the commercial firm or film company is nearly as effective

and these states rate this method at 3.75, just one-tenth of

a point off from the rating given commercial film companies

on preparation of slides. The state associations consider

the preparation of filmed Spots to be a bit different and

somewhat more effectively done by themselves as 21 organi-

zations rate this procedure at 3.30. (vs. 318 on slides).

5. Budget All the 26 state associations utilizing the

Spot announcement as a television activity report some kind

of budget for this activity. However, the amounts vary from

one state to another and the amount does not necessarily in-

dicate how much is being done or what is being done by any

one state association. Because this type of activity is

comparatively new to the state associations it is impossible

to identify what may be considered as an ideal budget for the

preparation of spot announcements. The varying amount set

aside for Spots by the different state associations are indi-

cated as follows:

Amount Number of states with that size budget
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Amount Number of states with that size budget

5 700

600

00

00

200

100

g
m
N
H
U
u
-
H
-
l

*Other five states report money for slides and

filmed spots come from the general public re-

lations budget with nothing authorized speci-

fically for spot announcements.

6. Eflosure. One of the most important phases of the

discussion on the exposure given the spot announcements is

the period during the broadcast day when the spots are actu-

ally televized. The 26 state associations reporting use of

the spot announcement indicate commercial television sta-

tions in their states utilize the spots at anytime during

the broadcast day. All states have had spots televised from

“tween 7 a.m. and 12 mid-night. The majority of exposures

“I. during peak audience hours (5 p.m. to 10 p.m.) because

this time is generally sold out to sponsors. Exposure is

generally good after the 10 p.m. hour with greater frequency

of lhowings coming between 11 p.m. and 12 p.m.

State associations using the spot announcement technique

"POI‘t a 3.53 rating when asked how many stations in the

stat. are using the spots. The 3.53 rating indicates an area

“tween "some" and the ”majority" of channels in the states

“Sins spot announcements.19 This figure is significantly

-\

s 19In this case the scale would be: l-none; 2-few: 3-

°“: 11.-majority; and 5-all.
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higher than the data reported by states in the "Films" and

"Live" sections of’this chapter. Live programs are used by

2.63 stations (a few stations) and filmed programs are used

by 3.15 stations (some).

When asked how many times the spot announcements were

used by commercial TV stations, the 26 reporting states

evaluated this area at 3.61 effectiveness. This means the

frequermy'of exposures for Spots was better than average,

neardaug the rating of a high number of exposures.

.Another important factor in the utilization of the spot

annouuncement is the length of its usefulness, or does it re-

tain zany timeliness. The state associations expressed a 2.91

rating in this category which is just about an average

ratirug. This would imply that the Spot announcements are

getting used as long as could be hOped for by either the

state associations or the commercial TV station. The normal

effective life-time of a spot announcement is 90 days.

7. Results of spot announcements. The pattern which has

emerged,1n previous sections of this chapter dealing with

results of filmed and live presentations continues here.

1mg commercial TV stations give the apot announcements a

high rating (3.73) while the state association staff members

indicate a low rating of effectiveness at 2.07 and 2.3h re-

Spectively. The public response to the over-all effective-

ness of the Spot announcements, as reported by the 26 state
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associations, is 3.15 (better than average). This wide

variance in the evaluation of effectiveness is eXplained by

John Cox, NEA television coordinator, in Chapter V. When

asked the measure the effectiveness of the spot announcement

in relation to the total cost of the project, the 26 state

associations indicated a 2.814. rating, not quite average. On

the basis of the number of states reporting to this inquiry,

it would be reasonable to classify their evaluation as "aver-

age." Chart 10 illustrates the wide variance in comparative

effectiveness of spots as weighed by the public, the member-

Ship, state staffs and commercial TV stations.

8. What did spots do for the Association? A trend has

develOped in reSponse to this question after data has been

Presented in the first two sections of this chapter, "Films"

and "Live" presentations. Again the membership response or

evaluation of the effectiveness of the spot announcements is

low and is consistent with ratings presented in the dis-

cussion of films and live programs. Membership rating of the

Spots is very poor at 1.68 effectiveness. (Membership rating

of live programs was 1.69). As an aid to inform the public,

the spot announcement received a better-than-average rating

0f 3-53 which, too, is a part of an emerging pattern. When

BSde to evaluate how effective the Spot is in improving

their public relations program, the 26 reporting states

w“Shed it at 3.33 (a little over average rating.) This
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Chart 10

RESULTS OF‘SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
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response continues the pattern. Major variance in response

to this question in how the Spot helps to improve the status

of the state association. In the previous sections, the

states' evaluation of effectiveness was better-than-average

but in the spot announcement category they rated it at 2.50,

or poor. When asked if the Spot announcement helped to

stimulate action by local associations (on the issue pre-

sented in the Spot) the state associations measured its ef-

fectiveness at 1.15 (very poor). Chart 11 illustrates the

variances in evaluation of effectiveness on what the spot

did for the state association.
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Chart 11

WHAT SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS DID FOR STATE ASSOCIATIONS
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National Education.Association Series

"The School Story"

Ute of the National Education Association's annual

filmed series, "The School Story,” is the second most used

television activity by the state education associations.

The NEA makes available to the states this l3~week filmed

series at no cost and with little effort needed on the part

of the state associations. It is entirely possible that a

state association can get credit for participating in the

NEA series yet not doing anything to assist in getting the

series on the air. This is explained by the fact that the

NEA, when requested, will arrange for and book the series on

any television station regardless of its location. Fbur

states report having let the NEA do the booking fer them.

In the majority of cases, however, the state associ-

ations (22) handled the promotion, correspondence and book-

ing of the NEA series. Eight associations indicated they

handled the booking but did not visit the state TV channels

to do so. Booking was done by correspondence.

The NEA began this service to state associations in

1960-61. The national organization handled the complete

production of the filmed series, which cost $200,000.

The sole purpose of the project was created, according

to the NEA, for states that had never before participated

in some form of television activity. ,To tie-in
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the relationship between state and national,the NEA put ap-

prOpriate state credits on each of the films. To facilitate

distribution of the series, the NEA engaged the Medern Talk-

ing Pictures Company of Chicago, Illinois, to make duplicate

prints of each film and to distribute them across the coun-

20
try. During the 1961-62 series, the NEA had its films

televized in 378 commercial TV outlets in the United States

and Canada.21

By develOping and making available such a project the

NEA was able to increase state association participation in

television from 18 per cent (9 states) to 68 per cent (3h

states). The NEA estimates that by the time the 1962-63

series is ready for distribution some to states will be using

"The School Story." Exposure to such educational films has

reached a significant figure after two years of activity in

this area. The NEA reports more than he million Americans

have seen at least one of the films in the filmed series.22

The NEA series is an important contribution to the

state association program of service. Because of the cost

factor and production requirements, relatively few of the

2PCredits would read, "Produced by the Michigan Educa-

tion.Association and the National Education Association."

21In a report by the NEA's Division of Public Relations

dated June, 1961. 'Purnished by Roy K. Wilson, director.

221b1d.
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state associations could undertake such a project. Only

Michigan, California and New Jersey have done some work in

filmed series. Michigan was the first to originate and dis-

tribute a state-wide television network. In 1959-60 the

Michigan Education Association produced and distributed 20

one-half films on 1h of the state's 16 television outlets.

During the 1960-61 school year, the same association pro-

duced and distributed a 13-week series. California and New

Jersey produced and distributed films on an individual basis

and did not deve10p a state-wide network.

1. Planning. Planning for the National Education Asso-
 

ciation's filmed series, "The School Story," was begun in ad-

vance by all 3h participating state associations. Such plan-

ning would vary from complete effort by a state association

to merely a letter from a state association to the NEA author-

izing them to book the series on TV channels in that particu-

lar state. The 3h reporting associations indicate that the

advanced planning was highly effective (h.05) which would

point to the value of an ample preparation period.

Three possible avenues were open to the state associ-

ation for booking the NEA series: (1) visit each station and

book the series, (2) write the stations and book by corres-

pondence, or (3) let the NEA handle booking the series.

Twenty-two (22) state associations sent personnel into the

field to visit each station and arrange for booking of the
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series. These state organizations weighed the effectiveness

of this approach at 3.63, or fairly high. Eight state asse-

ciations attempted to book the NEA series by correspondence

and they indicated the effectiveness of this method at 2.50,

or poor. Tour associations turned over the booking process

to the NEA and subsequently rated this method at 1.25, or

very'poer. All 3h state associations later followed up on

the series by checking with the TV stations running the

series and evaluated this procedure at 3.58, middway between

average and high effectiveness. Chart 12 illustrates the

comparative effectiveness of the different methods for book-

ing the NEA series.

12. Egposure. The pattern established earlier concern-

ing the effectiveness of exposure of films and live presen-

tations does not follow in this section. The evaluation of

air time and day of week given to the NEA series by the 3k

state associations is significantly higher than similar

ratings given the air time and day of week for films and live

presentations. The NEA series received a rating of 3.58 by

the 3h associations which indicates that nearly the majority

of available TV channels in the states carried the project.

Effectiveness ratings given this same category in the film

section was 2.69; and 2.75 in the live section.

The number of stations using the NEA series compared to

the number televizing state association films and live
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Chart 12

VARIANCES IN EFTECTIVENESS OF PLANNING

FOR THE NEA SERIES
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KEY: 1 Planning begun in advance

2 State association visited TV stations and booked

the series

a Association booked by correspondence
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program also varies. The 3h state associations reported

that 3.h6 TV stations were using the NEA series (nearly a

majority of all available channels) while comparable ratings

in film and live program utilization were 3.15 and 2.63

respectively.23

The 3h state associations using the NEA series were

asked to evaluate the value of the filmed project. This

evaluation involved only how the state associations felt

about the series, not taking into account such items as:

number of stations using the series, various air times and

days of week televized or public response to the films.

Rather, this rating is designed to determine the association's

own evaluation of the series. The 3h state associations using

the NEA series recorded a h.02 evaluation or rating of effec-

tiveness. This is a "high" rating.

3. Content of Series. The 3h state associations were
 

asked to determine the general effectiveness of the content

in the 304minute films. Based on the fact that the associ-

ation staff members are professional educators, and such are

experts in their field, they should be able to weigh accu-

rately the effectiveness of the story content. The rating

given the content of the NEA series was 3.6h, or mid-way

between average and high. The association staff members also

 

23In this case the scale would be: 1-none; 2-few; 3-

.some; h-majority; and 5-811.
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were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the films! story

line, or plot. The rating given this category was 3.10, or

slightly better than average. Final question in this sec-

tion on "Content" was to determine the associations' evalu-

ation of the effectiveness of the acting in the NEA filmed

series. The 3h reaponding states weighed the acting in the

films at 2.50, or less-than-average and more nearer to poor.

The combined average of the effectiveness ratings given

these three categories by the state associations is 3.08.

In other words, the states using the NEA filmed series rate

the over-all content at average effectiveness.

h. Results of the NEA Series
 

Only one minor variation occurs in this section which

otherwise would continue the pattern created in the three

previous similar sections in films, live presentations and

spot announcements. The 3h reporting state associations re-

veal a somewhat higher public response (3.05) the effective-

ness of the NEA series than to films (2.82) and live pro-

grams (2.63). Public evaluation of effectiveness of spot

announcements was highest of any of the four categories at

3.15. The other three sources for responses to the results

of the NEA series, the membership, TV stations and state

associations staff members, remained in the same pattern as

in the previous discussions of films, live presentations and

spot announcements. Membership evaluation of the resulting
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effectiveness of the NEA series was 3.15; commercial tele-

vision stations' weighed analysis was 3.6h; and state asso-

ciation staff members rating at 2.67. Chart 13 illustrates

the variance in this section.

5. Total effectiveness of the NEA series
 

The final item on the questionnaire in this study was

designed to identify a composite analysis of the 3h state

associations! rating on the total effectiveness of the NEA

series. Included in the evaluation of this point were all

the factors contributing to or hindering the effectiveness

of the filmed series. This would involve consideration of

all the ratings recorded by the state associations in the

four previous sections of this discussion on the NEA series.

The 3h state associations using the NEA series evalu-

ated the effectiveness of the series and the composite figure

was a rating of 3.35, or better-than-average.

Average Effectiveness

By totaling all the individual sub points within each of

the four major sections of this chapter and dividing by the

number of sub points an over-all average can be determined.

This would be a composite analysis of the effectiveness of

(1) films, (2) live programs, (3) Spot announcements and

(h) NEA series as determined by the reporting state associ-

ations. The results of such computation are: (In the order
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Chart 13

RESULTS OF'THE NEA SERIES
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CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATION 01" THE DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to collate and analyze

selected data presented in Chapters III and IV. .A collection

of information regarding the evaluation of the effectiveness

of television as weighed by the state education associations

provides a group of facts which need to be related to other

data and to each other in order to complete the analysis

stated in the problem of this study.1

This chapter will be divided into two parts. Part I is

concerned with the interpretation of the data presented in

Chapter III from the first section of the questionnaire which

deals with the nature and extent of television activities

within the 50 state associations. Part II is concerned with

the interpretation of the data presented in Chapter IV which

covers the second section of the questionnaire. Included in

the interpretation of the data on the ideal program of tele-

vision activity as evaluated by the state associations are

the four major areas: (1) filmed presentations, (2) live

presentations, (3) Spot announcements, and (h) the National

Education Association filmed series, "The School Story."

1The statement of the problem is presented in Chapter I,

Page.1l.
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PART I

This part of Chapter V is concerned with the interpre-

tation of the data presented on the nature and extent of

television activities within the 50 state associations in

Chapter III. Collection of the data on the nature and ex-

tent of television activities in state associations was ac-

complished through the first section of the questionnaire.2

(Appendix A.) The data collected from the first section of

the questionnaire and presented in Chapter III reveals the

attitudes of the state associations toward television and

clarifies the scOpe of eXperience of the associations. The

information is necessary in order to identify the factors of

eXperience, policy and philoSOphy relative to the state as-

sociations' influence on, and relationship to, the evalu-

ation of the effectiveness of television as used by the

state associations.3

Explanation of Association Policy

on the Use of Television

The interest of most state associations in television is

reflected in the discussion of whether or not the state

groups have a formal, written policy on the utilization of

 

2The method of information gathering and collecting is

discussed in Chapter I, page 13.

3The justification for this procedure is discussed in

Chapter III, page 6h, and in Chapter I, page 7-10.
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television. Only three state associations, Michigan, New

Jersey and California, have a formal policy on television.

The remaining #7 state associations operate in varying de-

grees of television activity without a formal statement on

what they hOpe to accomplish through such activity. On

this point, John Cox, Television Coordinator for the NEA,

stated:4

I would encourage state association officials to

draft and adOpt a formal policy on television....

failure to do so would indicate to me, at least,

a lack of interest in television.

It would appear that the primary reason for the state

associations not adOpting a formal, written policy on tele-

vision is that the state groups have not entered into a full-

scale program of television activity. Of the 50 state asso-

ciations, 35 have participated in some form of television >

activity Sponsored by other educational or non-educational

groups; 15 state associations have not participated in any

way in television. Information revealed on this subject in

Part II of this chapter points out that only 10 state asso-

ciations allocate money Specifically for television; sub-

stantiating the statement by John Cox above.5 It seems,

therefore, that the lack of self-initiated television

 

uln a speech delivered at a conference of public re-

lations directors and television coordinators in Ocean City,

New Jersey, June 21, 1961.

. SFbr a complete discussion on this point see page 1&8

of this chapter.
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activity tends to delay state association adOption of a

formal policy on television, although absence of a policy

does not necessarily curtail state association activity in

television in general.

The 35 state associations active in some form of tele-

vision sponsored by another educational or non-educational

agency (including the 10 associations with a formal policy

and program of television), make their most frequent appear-

ances on locally conceived programs as guests or resource

persons. Concentrated activity also is reported in the areas

of (a) serving as consultants for television productions, and

(b) participating in debates, panels or discussion programs.

Such activity is available to the state associations without

a great deal of preparation or expenditure of time and money

for deveIOpment of television. Continued access to guest

appearances on local television programs will hinder state

association expansion of the medium of television.

EXplanation of.Association PhiloSOphy

on the Use of Television

Investigation of the philosOphies held by the state

associations on television tends to indicate a keener aware-

ness by those groups of television's potential than the

previous discussion of "policy." The state associations

apparently recognize the value of television as a mass com-

~munications medium but, at the same time, explain why
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deve10pment of television activity has been slow. The 35

state associations active in some form of television activity

sponsored by other agencies cite eight (8) key reasons why

they are participating in television. Twentybfive associ-

ations agreed that the main objective for television activity

was to develop public interest and understanding of educa-

tion. The second most frequently checked objective was to

gain greater public support of education. Both objectives

have been achieved with varying degrees of success by those

agencies which have used educational and/pr commercial

television facilities.6 Such unity on the part of a major-

ity of the state associations would indicate a sound under-

standing of the value and potential in television.

It is reasonable to presume, on the basis of the data

collected, that more state associations would be actively

supporting their own program of television if they could.

It has already been established that television is still

comparatively new to even the commercial television indus-

try and that this lack of familiarity by pioneers in the

field has discouraged whole-sale development.7 Some state

associations have been able to provide for some kind of

 

éETV. A special report by the Ferd Fbundation and the

Aszociatfon for the Advancement of'Education, New Ybrk City,

19 l.

733. Chapter II, page 35.
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television activity. Others have not been able to for

varying reasons. Twenty-one state associations report a

lack of development in the field of television because of

inadequate budgets. Many of these stats units have small

membership and operate on a restricted budget.8 Only the

larger, wealthier states have been able to branch out into

television shortly after its acceptance in the commercial

industry. The remaining 1h states that have participated in

some way in television charge off slow development to a lack

of interest by some members of the organization, a lack of

understanding of television, a small staff or to the fact

that there are no available television stations. The 15

state associations not active in any way in television give

no reasons for lack of activity in television. It would ap-

pear, however, upon examination of those 15 states that their

reasons for lack of activity would be similiar to those 1h

who reported inability to develOp a program of television.

Such items would be: budget, lack of interest, no available

staff member to handle television, geographical reasons or

lack of available television facilities.

Rank of“Importance of Television

in the Association Program

Television has impact and realism, is welcomed into the

—_._~

BNEA Handbook. Published by the National Education As-

.50018131'01‘1, Wéshlngton 6, De Co, 1961, page 100
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home, and is readily available as a publicity medium for the

practitioners who will take the time and trouble to learn

9
how to use it. Educational television audiences increase

daily and will double in the next decade.10 The 50 state

education associations are aware of these facts and express

concern about the future development of television within

their respective programs. Yet, in 1961, the rank of impor-

tance given television by the state associations is below

average. (2.8h) Conflicting views were stated by the ex-

ecutive secretaries of the state associations on the impor-

tance of television. One faction stated:11

Television is developing rapidly in our associ-

ations' program. In time it will become an in-

tegral part of the organizations' activity. It

is an avenue of communication we must explore.

Another faction, however, had this to say about the

importance of television in the association program:12

Television will never become an important part

of the Associations! program because it is not

a direct, tangible service to the membership.

They want a direct return on their dues invest-

ment and TV doesn't deliver.

 

9Gordon MCC1oskey. Education and Public Understanding.

New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959, p. Eh6.

 

10Teaching_by_Television. A report from the Ferd Foun-

dation and the Fund for the Advancement of Education. New

York, 1959, p. 7e

11Statement made by a group of executive secretaries at

a meeting of state association staff members in Ocean City,

N.J., June, 1961.

12Ibid.
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It should be noted that 13 states consider television

important or very important. This conforms closely to the

fact that 10 associations support an active program of tele-

vision activity. In fact, the 10 associations active in

television are among the 13 states that ranked the importance

of television as greater than average. On the other hand,

19 state associations ranked television not important or of

some importance. This parallels significantly the figure of

15 associations not active in any way in television. It is

possible to conclude, therefore, that the over-all degree of

activity by a state unit in television determines the rank

of importance given television.

Seldevaluation of the Previous

Use of Television

The feet that a state association is active or inactive

in self-initiated program of television activity has little

bearing on the associations' ability to determine successful

or unsuccessful areas of television participation. The ef-

fectiveness of a particular area of television activity is

another problem.to consider and is discussed in Part II of

this chapter. The significant factor at this point is that

the state associations have indicated some apparently suc-

cessful areas of television which are consistent with those

areas established by the panel of experts as an ideal program
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of television activity for state associations.13 Many of

the executive secretaries have indicated an awareness of

the areas of television activity that have appeared to be

successful but they desire to find a way to measure the ef-

fectiveness of the activity. The consistency in the utili-

zation of particular television activity would tend to es-

tablish a pattern of those considered successful.

Of the 35 state associations reporting some form of

television activity, 80 per cent (28) consider the special

program, either live or film, to be successful. Fiftybfour

per cent (19) expressed the feeling that the spot announce-

ment is a successful television activity. Ferty per cent

(1h) felt the NEA's film.series, ”The School Story," suc-

cessful. In most cases a state association checked more

than one area as successful which would account for a total

greater than 35. The over-all response to this category

copies significantly the ideal program of television activ-

ity created by the panel of experts. The panel selected

these four areas as ideal for state associations: (1) films,

(2) live programs, (3) spot announcements, and (h) the NEA

filmed series. It would seem, therefore, that there is

common agreement among the state associations on what appears

138” discussion of this point in Chapter II, page 50.
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to be a successful program of television activity. It re-

mains to be seen how effective the areas are as evaluated

by the state associations.

The 35 state associations active in some form of tele-

vision activity consistently reported three areas which ap-

peared to be unsuccessful. They are: (1) a regular series

of programs produced by the state association, (2) odd-length

spot announcements (2-h%-minutes), and (3) discussion and

panel programs.

Four state associations that tried the regular series

of live programs indicated the project did not accomplish

the intended goals. Reasons attributed to lack of success

were: (a) ameteurishly done, (b) not televized at a good

time, and (c) not consistent or reliable.1h Spot announce-

ments more than one-minute in length have gone out of use

except in one-station markets. There is a general lack of

appeal for the spot which approaches ”feature-length? pro-

gram style.15 Discussion and panel shows have been all but

forgotten by commercial and educational television interests

except for a select few which have retained a high rating.

 

 

1H'Report by Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania and Cali-

fornia associations to the author in interviews in Ocean

City, N. J., June, 1961. All four states tried the series

approach, live and at less desirable air-times.

15*Selling with Spots," BroadcastingeTelecasting.

. Washington, D. 0., November 17} 1960, p. 56.
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(Such as "Meet the Press.") Host local television affiliates

have discarded the discussion or panel type program.because

of limited public appeal.16 ‘It is possible to conclude,

than, that the state associations, regardless of the degree

of television activity, have recognized the diminishing in-

terest in the panel or discussion program.

Through 1961 the state associations had not used any

coordinated, comprehensive system of evaluation for checking

on the value of television activities.17 Only 3h per cent

(17) of the state associations used some form of evaluation;

the remaining 33 states (66 per cent) reported no method of

evaluation whatsoever. Colbert Cushing, Director of Public

Relations for the Colorado Education Association, stated on

this point:18

If some of the states did try to evaluate what

they're doing in television chances are its

spasmodic and uncoordinated. In Colorado we

haven't found a method yet that we can use.

Of the 17 states utilizing some form.of evaluation, 88

per cent (15) indicated a most commonly practiced procedure

 

16”Death of the Panel," New York Times, April 23,

1960, p. (4.6.

17Survey'completed by the National Education Associ-

ation, in cooperation with the Michigan Education Associ-

ation, January 1960. Unpublished and on file at NEA Head-

quarters, Washington, D. C.

18A statement to the author in an interview during a

conference of public relations directors in Ocean City,

He J.’ June, 1961.
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of soliciting comments from.membership, staff personnel and

the public. However, this is an unacceptable procedure for

authentic evaluation because it is (l) biased on behalf of

the comments received from persons associated with the cr-

ganization, and (2) the reports from the public do not rep-

resent a suitable representation of the total pepulation.19

It would seem, then, that any current evaluation by the 17

states in superficial and satisfies a desire for internal

examination by the staff and membership of the particular

organizations.

The state associations are definitely aware of the need

for accurate and acceptable evaluation of their television

activities. While they may not necessarily be using the

methods, the state associations have recommended three

principle means for effective evaluation: (1) use of some

mereial polling firms, (2) public epinion polls, and (3)

questionnaires distributed and supervised by a central

agency. These suggestions represent the recommended prece-

durcs of the National School Public Relations Associations

on the subject.20 It must be pointed out, however, that to

be effective, evaluation of the state association television

activity must be concerned with a program familiar to all

19"Feel Their Pulse: Guide to School Opinion Polling."

Wbshington D. 0.: National School Public Relations Associ-

Ition. 1956.

2°Ibid.
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participating states. Evaluation can not be done effectively

when the areas of television activity vary so greatly from

one source to another, in this case from.one association to

another.21 This fact helped point to the need for creation

of an ideal program of television activity which could be

evaluated in this study.

Seven state associations are carrying out some ferm.of

on-gcing evaluation of television activities. Only two,

North Carolina and Pennsylvania, have used methods accept-

able in terms of an accurate, responsible evaluation.22 The

two states have used a research project coordinated by a

commercial cpinion polling agency and a state-wide public

opinion poll conducted by a state research agency.

State Association Activity in Television

Seventy per cent (35) of the 50 state associations have

participated in some form of television activity. The re-

maining 30 per cent (15) of the state associations reported

no activity in television. Out of the total of 35 state

associations active in television, 29 (53 per cent) reported

having a public relations budget. This figure would indi-

cate that those state associations with a public relations

 

21Patten, Mildred. Surve Polls and Samples. New

Yerk: Harper and Brothers, I950, p. 158.

22"‘ileel Their Pulse: Guide to School Opinion Polling,”

' 22c cit., p. 190
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budget would be more apt to participate in television than

those state associations without a public relations budget.

The point is even more significant on the basis that only

five of the 15 states reporting no activity in television

have public relations budgets. Then four of the five allo-

cate less than $2,000 per year to public relations. Only

Arkansas, which apprOpriates $15,000 to public relations,

Operates a program equal to those states with large public

relations budgets and that are active in television.

The interest of state associations in television, to

data, is revealed by the fact that only 10 of the state units

allocate money specifically to television. Of this 20 per

cent, only two appropriate enough money to conduct any kind

of comprehensive television activity.23 They are: Michigan

($15,000) and California ($13,000). The remaining eight

state associations apprOpriate less than $7.000 per year for

television activity.

PART II

This part of Chapter V is concerned with the interpre-

tation of the data on the analysis of television activity

within state associations presented in Chapter IV. Col-

lection of information and gathering of data was accomplished

 

ZBGriswold, Glenn. Your Public Relations. New‘YOrk:

Tunk and wagnalls Company, l95h,fChapter 2h.
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2h

dix.A.) Data presented in Chapter IV identifies the state

through the second section of the questionnaire. (Appen-

associationsl evaluation of the effectiveness of the four

major areas of television considered an ideal program.of

television activity by a panel of experts.25

Filmed Presentations

Of the 35 state associations active in television, 56

per cent (28) have participated in the preparation and dis-

tribution of films. The 28 state associations have taken

advantage of the flexibility and potential of film for use

on television. Knowledgeable use of 16 mm film provides an

educational organization one of the most reliable communica-

26 Evaluation of thetions avenues to the general public.

effectiveness of filmed presentations as used by the state

associations covered the following areas: (1) planning,

(2) production, (3) methods of approach, (A) exposure given

the films. (5) results of the films, and (6) what the films

did for the associations. The interpretation of the evalu-

ation follows.

1. Planning State associations prefer the group process

in planning for filmed presentations and indicate the need for

 

2“The method of information gathering and collecting is

discussed in Chapter I, page 13.

25The creation of the ideal program of television activ-

ity‘by the panel of experts is discussed in Chapter I, p. 15.

. 26Gloria Weldon. ”Information Through Film," Public Re-

lgtions Journal, 5:8-12, 30-31, August, 1959.
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ample planning periods. The associations rate the group,

long-range planning more effective than that done by an indi-

vidual on the spur of the moment. Comparative ratings were

3.21 to 2.82, respectively. On this point, Kindred states:27

The schedule of telecasts for the year should be

planned for well in advance. It should be de-

velOped by the person in charge of public rela-

tions, assisted by staff members assigned to

television work and by special committees during

a sufficient planning period.

There seems to be a significant difference between the

3.21 rating and the 2.82 rating to conclude that the state

associations consider the group process with long-range

planning to be the most effective.

2. Production The majority of state associations
 

using filmed presentations favor preparation and production

of scripts by commercial film.companies. Executive secre-

taries indicated that lack of adequate facilities, equipment

and experienced staff personnel prevented the associations

from preparing their own films. Production of films by comp

mereial film companies was rated at 3.h6 (well above average)

compared to a 3.0h given production of films by state asso-

ciations. However, the highest rating was given by seven

states to production of films by a non-profit organization,

such as an educational television station. The rating given

27Leslie‘W. Kindred. School Public Relations.

gzglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prenticeiflill, Inc., 1957. p.

l.
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this method of production was 3.h9, three-tenths of a point

higher than the rating given commercial film companies. The

state associations concluded that, in most cases, films

should be scripted and produced by cbmmercial companies, or

‘by an educational television if it is available and equipped

to do so. While the cost would be substantially higher to

have the film prepared by a commercial company it appears

the associations favor such investment to insure a profes-

sional production.28

3. Methods of Approach
 

fer a filmed presentation the state associations evalu-

ate the dramatic, news report and documentary methods the

nest effective. This is in keeping with a trend established

in the commercial television industry. There appears to be

waning public interest in the discussion, speech or role

playing techniques.29 However, to capitalize on these ef-

fective techniques the state associations must be prepared

to pay more fer the initial production of the films and to

spend more time in research and preparation of scripts. The

dramatic, documentary and news report require thoroughly

written scripts with careful attention to detail. Most

executive secretaries that report previous experience in

 

!Public Relations Handbook. Published by the National

Education.lssociation, Wbshingten, D. 0., 1960.

 

291w Guidg, May 18, 1961, p. h.
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filmed presentations apparently are prepared to make the

financial sacrifice for quality programs.

h. Exposure State associations received the same re-
 

sponse from most commercial television stations on the re-

quest for air time as other non-commercial interests. The

general lack of concern by commercial broadcasters to the

needs of education is reflected in the air times they have

30
allocated to educational programs. The state units using

filmed presentations evaluated the air time given them.by

commercial stations at 2.69 or poor. This rating is a result

of having unappealing air time set aside for associations

filme. The continued "side-tracking" of educational films

has generated a trend of activity among educators designed

to cover three areas: (1) continue to impress broadcasters

of the need for airing public service programs at prime time

periods, (2) budget association money for the purchase of

prime television time, and (3) televize the films, when and

where possible, on educational television stations.

In addition to receiving poor air time for their films,

the state associations found the cooperation of commercial

stations on the initial request to televize the films just

average. Less than half of the state associations utilizing

 

30James B. Tintera, "An Analysis of the Administration

of Educational Television in Institutions of Higher Educa-

tion.” (An unpublished doctoral dissertation) Michigan

State university, 1955.
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the filmed presentation received cooperation from.more than

just a few of the available stations in their respective

states. Six states could not book their films on any of the

stations in their state. It would appear that state associ-

ations should turn their attention to arranging for more do-

sirable air time for their films whether it involves pro-

ducing better films, buying air time or winning the confi-

dence of the commercial broadcasters.

5. Results of‘Tilms The evaluation of the effective-
 

ness of the filmed presentations identifies some significant

factors. Out of the four groups measuring the effectiveness

of films (l-public, 2-membership, 3-staff personnel and h-TV

stations), the highest rating (3.98) was given to the films

by the television stations airing the programs. The filmed

presentations were considered far less effective by associ-

ation staff members (2.57) and members (3.10). This unusu-

ally large variance can be attributed to the fact that many

association staff personnel were not able to see the films

and, consequently, could not evaluate their effectiveness.

The general public, on the other hand, gave the films a 2.82

rating. Executive secretaries expressed the feeling that

this rating was due primarily to two factors: (1) the films

were televized at poor times, and (2) there is a general dis-

interest by the public in educational films. Those factors

notwithstanding, the associations should pay attention to
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the significantly high rating given their films by the tele-

vision stations. This is an indication the films are of

good quality and have the potential to accomplish the job

for which they were intended. The total success of the

films, than, would be incumbent upon the administrative and

organizational efforts of the state associations.

6. What the films accomplish for the Associations The

state associations evaluate television as an aid to informing

the public the most effectively accomplished through the use

of the medium. The state units place little value in the

filmed presentation as a means of increasing membership.

This fact is not surprising for, in general, the films are

not produced to solicit membership. Membership campaigns

are conducted within the internal organization of the associ-

ation and not through a medium accessible to the general pub-

lic. The films accomplish precisely what they are intended

for: (l) to inform the public, and (2) to make the state

association look better in the eyes of the public. Suffi-

ciently'high ratings were given to these purposes by the

state associations using films which would indicate accep-

tance of the film method by the associations with a predic-

tion of even greater use of films in the future.31

 

31Annual Re ort. Published by the National Education

AssociatIon. Wasfifngton 6, D. C., 1960.
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Live Presentations

All the 35 state associations active in television have

participated, at one time or another, in a live television

program. This is contrasted to the 28 (56 per cent) state

associations that have produced a filmed presentation. The

state units would be more apt to participate in a live tele-

vision program than any other becausc it requires of the

state association less (1) time, (2) money, (3) professional

help, and (h) equipment and facilities.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the live presenta-

tions as used by the state associations covered six areas:

(1) planning, (2) production, (3) methods of approach, (h)

exposure, (5) results of the live programs, and (6) what the

live programs did for the associations. Interpretation of

the six areas follows:

1. Plannigg_ As in the planning of the films,32 the

state associations evaluated the group, long-range planning

process as more effective than planning by an individual and

over a short period of time. The effectiveness rating of

3.h6 (average) given the group process and long-range plan-

ning procedure by the state associations was the highest

given in this category of the four major areas making up the

ideal program of television activity. The executive

 

32Tbr a discussion of planning for films see page 150

of this chapter.
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secretaries have established the need for thorough planning

with ample time for pre-planning on each production.

2. Production A significant trend emerges from the
 

study of production techniques as evaluated by the state

associations. The most effective procedure for the live

presentation production follows the same pattern as in the

production of the filmed presentation: that is, having the

production done by a commercial firm or television station.

Twelve state associations stressed the effectiveness of co-

Operating with a television station on the production of a

live program to the extent that the state association pro-

vides representation. The finished product by this method

appears to be more professional and appealing.33 This

parallels the trend set in the section on production under

filmed presentations where state associations evaluated

films as more effective when produced by commercial firms.

Most of the state units, 27, have participated in live pro-

grams where there is little advanced preparation and the ef-

fectiveness rating given the ad lib procedure was average.

The conclusion would be that the live programs should be

adequately planned and produced by trained, professional

television personnel. This fact should not discourage, how-

ever, thosc state associations with experienced television

 

BB'FOO]. Their W130," 22. (Bits, Do me
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personnel on their staffs who could handle the production

if air time is made available.

3. Method of Approach The methods of approach rated
 

as effective for live presentations are consistent with

those for filmed presentations. The 35 state associations

which have experienced some type of live television presen-

tation evaluate the documentary, dramatic and news report

methods as the most effective. The same three techniques

were evaluated as most effective for films by the state

associations with previous film.cxpericnce. It is again

important to note that this evaluation of effectiveness is

in keeping with, and a result of, the trend away from.the

discussion or panel type show.3h By considering other

methods such as: role playing, speech segments, discussion

and the ad lib, as less effective the state associations in-

dicate as an interest in the professionally done, expensive

television program. Several of the executive secretaries

interviewed by the author pointed out that their educational

programs must be good enough to compete with commercial shows

and if this is to happen the associations must be prepared to

spend the necessary money for quality productions. It would

be the conclusion, than, that future association activity in

”live television" should center around the documentary,

 

311TV Guide, 22, cit., p. 5.
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dramatic and news report techniques.

h. Exposure The air time given state association live
 

productions is poor according to the evaluations by the 35

state units. The rating of effectiveness given available

air time for the live productions was nearly identical to

that given the film presentations, 2.75 to 2.69, respectively.

Only those few state associations accessible to an educa-

tional television station evaluated the time slots given

their programs better than poor. This condition is due, as

discussed in the section on films on page 152 in this chap-

ter, to the over-all lack of interest by commercial broad-

casters in programs of an educational nature, or the unwill-

ingness to forfeit sponsored programs to public service pro-

gramming. In either case, it is incumbent upon the state

associations to produce programs that are competitive and

interesting.35 The state associations also have their ef-

forts stalled by the lack of cOOperation by most of the come

mereial television stations in their states. The majority

of state units found it difficult to just get their programs

on the air. No more than five state associations indicated

a genuine cooperative attitude by stations in their states.

The remaining 31 state associations struggled to even get

 

35hr. Newton Minow, Commissioner of the FCC, in a speech

bgforeba regional meeting of the NAEB, Minneapolis, October

1 , l9 1.
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their programs on the air and then had to produce the pro-

grams at times when the audience is at a minimum. It oc-

curred to some of the executive secretaries responding to

the instrument for this study that it is the responsibility

of the state association to negotiate for (1) air time, and

(2) better air time.

Less than 15 per cent of the state associations that

have participated in live television productions would favor

the recording of such programs for future use. By the rating

of effectiveness given this area it would indicate, primarily,

that the programs were not worth preserving. Thirteen state

associations did indicate it would have been effective to do

some of the programs over, but not necessarily on film. It

would seem, in most cases, the live program would be of such

a nature that it would not be profitable or necessary to

film, kinescope or videotape the program for future use.

Such live programs are usually on a special current tepic and

state association participation is, on the whole, restricted

to an appearance by one staff member for a portion of the

total program. unless the live production presents a sub-

Ject that is timeless and would warrant recording, the state

associations reveal through their effectiveness rating a de-

sire to do the live productions on a "one-time” basis.

5. Results of live programs Live productions and films

appear to get the same reception by the public, state
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association membership, state association staff members and

the television stations. The first three groups, the public,

membership and staff.members, have expressed sufficient re-

action thus enabling the executive secretaries to evaluate

the results of live presentations as average. 0n the other

hand, the television stations broadcasting the programs

rate the productions as highly effective. These evaluations

are practically similar to the ratings given the results of

filmed presentations. 0n the basis of the associations!

re-sponses to this section, it would appear that the low

evaluation given the live presentations by the public would

be a lack of interest in educational programs; by the member-

ship and the staff members, a lack of opportunity to see the

programs. The high evaluation of effectiveness given the

live presentations by the television stations reflects an

examination of content and production techniques. It would

be significant to observe here that state association tele-

vision activity is directed at two different groups, the

public and the membership, yet such emphasis is incompatible

because of large variance in sise of the groups. It would

seem that the associations concentrate on two, but unrelated,

purposes.

6. What the live_programs did for the Association

The 35 state associations utilizing the live television pro-

gram.rank the effectiveness of such a production as a public
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relations technique better than average. The trend, as seen

in the discussion of films on page 15h of this chapter, is

toward utilization of television productions by state asso-

ciations for public relations purposes. Continued low ra-

tings of effectiveness for the television activities as

means to increase membership reveal state associations con-

sider the productions as primarily infbrmation tools. It

seems that the state associations recognize now that tele-

vision programs, per se, don't pay off in dollars and cents

or in membership but rather as an effective way to inform

the public of education's problems and progress.36

Spot Announcements

Fewer state associations have used the spot announce-

ment than those state units using the three other major parts

of the ideal program of television activity presented in this

study. Twentybsix (52 per cent) of the state associations

have had experience in the use of the spot announcement; 28

states (56 per cent) have utilized films; 3h states (68 per

cent) have used the NEA filmed series; and 35 states (70 per

cent) have participated in live productions. Although the

Spot announcement has been used less by the state associations,

*

36John Cox, NEA television coordinator, made particular

reference to this point in a speech before the state associ-

1356;!“ staff members in Ocean City, New Jersey, J‘une 20-214,
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it is not considered less effective by the associations.37

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the spot announcement

as used by the state associations covered eight areas: (1)

planning, (2) production, (3) slides (as a method), (h)

filmed spots (as a method), (5) budgets for spot announce-

ments, (6) exposure, (7) results of the spot announcements,

and (8) what did the spots do for the associations?

1. Planning The 28 state associations experienced in
 

the use of the spot announcement evaluate preparation of the

spots by commercial film companies as more effective than if

the spots are produced by the association itself. This fits

into the pattern which has already emerged in the previous

discussions on filmed presentations and live productions.38

There is a general trend by all the state associations ac-

tive in television toward production of such activity by

commercial film.companies. Some of the associations pointed

to the fact that spot announcements can be prepared inexpen-

sively by commercial firms with the quality guaranteed to

make the spots competitive on the commercial television

market. Those state associations equipped to prepare their

37The state associations rank spot announcements as the

third most effective television activity; live presentations

are ranked fourth. See figures in Chapter IV, page

38Tbr the discussion on film planning see page 3

for the discussion on planning for live programs, see page

156 of this chapter.
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own.spot announcements have found this procedure effective.

These particular states caution, however, that production of

spot announcements should not be attempted unless proper

equipment and trained personnel are available.

2. Production Three types of spot announcements can be

‘used by the state associations: (1) 2 x 2 slide, (2) filmed

spot, and (3) slide with station identification. All three

types were given better-than-average ratings of effective-

ness by the 28 state associations which would indicate any

one or all could be used with satisfactory results. The 2

x 2 slide used with the station identification break appears

to be the most effective. This can be explained by the fact

that television stations are more willing to use a public

service announcement at a time which could not be sold for

commercial purposes. The half-hour (and frequent quarter-

hour) station breaks provide an ideal opportunity to come

bine the ID with a public service announcement. Such tie-

ins also make possible exposure in prime viewing hours

whereas other spots used by themselves appear at less de-

sirable times during the broadcast day. In some cases,

however, it is impossible to merge a public service announce-

ment with a station identification break. It would seem

that the state associations consider the spot announcement

as an effective part of any television activity.

3. Slides The slide, because it is easier and less
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expensive to prepare, receives the greatest use by the state

associations. Those state associations near an educational

television facility rank the preparation of slides by those

non-profit organizations as highly effective. The highest

evaluation of effectiveness (n.25) in this study was re-

corded on this point. The state associations again ranked

the preparation of slides by commercial film companies as

very effective, continuing the trend established in earlier

sections of this study. Meet state associations will utilize

the commercial film company for only eight state organiza-

tions are near educational television facilities. State

units should prepare slides only if they are adequately

equipped and staffed by trained personnel, according to the

views of the state executive secretaries.

h. Filmed Spots The feelings of the state associations

on the effectiveness of filmed spot preparation compares sig-

nificantly to that on the preparation of slides (above). The

state associations consider the production of the filmed

spots as most effective when done by educational television

stations. Again, the majority of the state organizations

evaluated the effectiveness of the commercial film company

because they are not near an educational television station.

Only two states, New Jersey and Califbrnia, have prepared

their own filmed spot announcements. Such a procedure is

possible if the state association is equipped with a mmtion
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picture camera and a trained photographer. Several states

have hired a free-lance photographer to produce Spot announce-

ments. In the end, those states indicated that if they are

going to pay someone to do the spots, it is better to go di-

rectly to a commercial film company.

S. Budgets No set pattern emerges in the study of state

association budgets for spot announcements. Meney is set

aside for spot announcements by 21 of the 26 state associ-

ations in amounts ranging from $100 to $h,000. Because of

the flexibility in methods of production of spot announce-

ments, it is difficult to establish what may be considered an

ideal budget.39 Quality spot announcements can be prepared

for a small amount whereas less effective spots may cost con-

siderably more. No specific figures were recommended by the

state associations for a budget but some organizations did

stress the need for experimentation by an association on

different methods of production before a budget is set.

6. Exposure Any public service television activity is

subject to the scheduling whims of the commercial television

station. The time that an educational production, for ex-

ample, is scheduled will depend primarily on whether or not

(1) the time can be sold to an advertiser or (2) the audience

is larger for another program thus bringing about a shift in

 

39"The Plight of the Educational TV Pr0gram," CTA

Jaurnal. Burlingame, California, March, 1961, p. 3E-35.
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time by the commercial broadcaster. Spot announcements dis-

tributed by the state associations have been subjected to

this fate. The majority of associations revealed that the

periods of greatest exposure came between 9 a.m. and h p.m.

very few state association spot announcements were televized

during prime viewing time (5 p.m. to 10 p.m.) thus substanti-

ating the general practice of commercial broadcasters of

disrupting any continuity for educational programs.

Spot announcements are used more by commercial tele-

vision stations than films or live programs. While just some

of the channels in various states utilized 30-minute programs,

the majority of TV stations worked the state association spot

announcements into their broadcast schedule. The state asso-

ciations found this to be true because the commercial broad-

casters can program a 20-second spot announcement much easier

than a 30-minute show. In addition, the spot may be tele-

vized in a more desirable time slot and receive frequent

exposures contrasted to the one-time exposure of a long

program.

The frequency of exposure is a prime determinant of the

success of a spot announcement. The 26 state associations

that have used the spot announcement found it superior to the

film or live program because (1) the spot announcement is used

more than once, (2) it is televized at more desirable times,

and (3) it is, in most cases, timely over a longer period of
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time. It should be noted, however, that all four areas

within the ideal program of television activity fulfill a

definite need and one cannot be considered more effective

than another because of the different purposes, according to

the state associations involved in television activity.

7. Results of the spot announcements A significant

trend has deve10ped from the examination of state associ-

ation evaluation of the results of television activity. In

all three sections studied thus far, films, live programs

and spot announcements, high ratings of effectiveness were

given the results of the specific television activities by

the television station and the general public. Low ratings

were indicated by the membership and staff personnel of the

state associations. Such a trend is due primarily to the

fact that the association affiliated peeple did not have an

opportunity to see the television programs or spots on tele-

vision. John Cox, NEA Television Coordinator, commented on

that point:l"'O

State association peeple work all day and attend

meetings at night. They have very little Oppor-

tunity to watch TV. If you want them to see what

the state association is preparing for TV, show

it to them at a meeting when they're together.

But count on the public for a frank and objective

evaluation.

The continued low rating of the effectiveness of state

_

“Din a seminar with public relations directors and tele-

Vision coordinators of state associations in Ocean City, N.

30: June 22, 1961.
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association television activity by the organization's peeple

should not be misunderstood as a condemnation of the project.

Rather, it should be noted that association membership and

staff personnel did not have the Opportunity to see the pro-

grams or spots on the air. The success of the television

activity is reflected in the consistent high ratings of ef-

fectiveness by the television stations actually broadcasting

the associations' projects.

8. What the spot announcements did for the Association

Television activity for the state associations appears to

serve a definite function as a public relations medium, but

not as a means to implement the internal program of the state

associations. The states have singled out the effectiveness

of television activity, including spot announcements, as a

tool to inform the public but indicate it is nearly ineffec-

tive for internal association projects. Because many spot

announcements are used during campaigns it was felt by some

state associations that the spots would stimulate local asso-

ciation action. The state associations found this was not

true and rated the spot announcements' effectiveness as a

stimulus for action as very poor. Reasons for this were

discussed in the previous section on the ”results of spot

announcements."
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National Education Association Series

"The School Story"

The National Education Association's filmed series, "The

School Story,” is the second most used television activity by

the state associations, next to the live presentation. The

l3-week, filmed series is made available at no cost and has

been used by as many as 3h state associations. By preparing

and distributing the series, the NEA hopes to accomplish what

many state associations cannot: get the state associations

involved in some form of television activity. The fact that

the series was televized on more than MOO commercial TV‘mar-

kets in 1960-61 testifies to the fact that the NEA is near-

ing its goal.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the NEA's filmed

series covered five areas: (1) planning, (2) exposure, (3)

content of the series, (A) results of the NEA series, and

(5) total effectiveness of the NEA series.

1. Planning The 3h state associations using the NEA's
 

filmed series preferred to book the series themselves on

television stations within their state. The administrative

heads of the organizations seemed to feel the personal con-

tact was much more effective than attempting to arrange for

the series by mail or through the NEA. The 22 state associ-

ations that booked the series themselves recorded better co-

OPOration from the television stations, and the majority
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seemed to feel the personal contact was directly responsible

for better air times being assigned the series. Particular

emphasis also was placed on the need for follow-up by the

state associations after the series went on the air. Such

activity was a public relations technique designed to main-

tain a working relationship with the commercial stations.

2. Exposure The NEA's filmed series received greater
 

exposure on commercial television stations than did the

three other major portions of the ideal program of television

activity. The difference in the evaluation of effectiveness

relative to the exposure of the series was significant

enough to prompt executive secretaries to consider reasons

why the NEA series was better received. Analysis of the

fact affirmed previously'held beliefs that if educational

agencies make available quality television programs to sta-

tions they will be televized and at desirable air times.""1

The NEA series was a high-budget, quality project that ap-

pealed to a cross-section of the viewing audience. State

associations found the series practical and effective to use.

The executive secretaries were favorable toward such factors

as the series being done by another agency and distributed

to television stations by a professional booking firm but

id th the state education association credits attached to the

hlAnnual Re ort. Published by the National Education

Association, 120% 15th St. N.W., Washington 6, D. 0., 1961.
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opening and closing segments of each film. It seems the as-

sociations are becoming more interested in the NEA films and,

except for only a few state associations, production of all

films by another agency.

3. ggntent of the series The content, plot and acting
 

in the NEA filmed series received a rating of average effec-

tiveness by the 3k state associations. Content received a

high evaluation which would seem to indicate a general satis-

faction by the state associations on the subject presented

in the films. Plot and acting, however, were considered less

effective which points to several implications. The state

associations expressed the feeling that the plots were a bit

to "trite" and that the acting was, in general, amateurish.

In the final analysis, the NEA films were evaluated as con-

siderably better than most of the films prepared by the

state associations yet not of the same caliber as those done

by professional film.companies or professional actors.

h. Results of the series Public response to the NEA
 

series increased sufficiently over that to films, live pro-

grams and spot announcements. To the state associations this

was an indication that the films were more effective. Par-

ticular attention was drawn to the fact that the profession-

ally produced, dramatic films were more interesting to the

public. Many of the executive secretaries expressed the view

that they favor a film which is entertaining as long as the
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educational value is not destroyed. This appears to be a

feeling shared by those 3h associations utilizing the NEA's

filmed series.

5. Total effectiveness of the series The 3.35 rating
 

given the total effectiveness of the NEA series by the 3M

state associations establishes a better-than-average response

by the organizations to the filmed series. Executive secre-

taries seemed to express general acceptance of the filmed

series and have encouraged their staff members to expand use

of the project. The significant point from this rating is

the fact that the NEA series is considered more effective

than any of the other three major sections of the ideal pro-

gram.of television activity. The rank of effectiveness of

the ideal program of television activity follows:

Over-all effectiveness of television activigy .A com-
 

posite analysis of the four sections of the ideal program of

television activity places the NEA filmed series first. The

order of effectiveness and the rating given each of the four

areas was:

1. NEA Series 3.35

2. Films 3.19

3. Spot announcements 3.16

A. Live presentations 3.15

It appears that the NEA series ranks sufficiently higher

in effectiveness than the other three areas of television
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activity so that there is no question that the state associ-

ations consider it the leading activity. Only four-tenths of

a point separate the other three areas which would lead to

the observation that any one of the three or all are better

than average in effectiveness and can be utilized success-

fully in the state associations' television program of activ-

ity. It should be noted that while the NEA series ranks

higher in effectiveness it also is the only one of the four

areas of television activity that does not require an exten-

sive program by the state associations. Because of this it

is possible to surmise that for the great difference in ef-

fort required of the associations to implement the NEA series

contrasted to the other three areas, the effectiveness ra-

tings are surprisingly similar.

Summary of Chapter V

The purpose of the chapter is to analyze the data re-

ported in Chapters III and IV.

A coordinated and quality program of television activity

within the state education association will be restricted

until preper and serious consideration is given to the adep-

tion of written policies. Until such time, development of

television activity will be delayed.

The state associations seem to express a degree of unity

On why they are participating in some form of television
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activity. Educators in the state associations have accepted,

to a large extent, the potential of television for deve10ping

public interest in, and support of, education.

The lack of progress by some state associations in de-

velOpment of television activity seems attributable to the

following factors: lack of budget, lack of interest in

television by administrators and members; lack of understand-

ing of television, lack of staff and time, and lack of tele-

vision stations in the area, lack of interest by local tele-

vision stations.

Television is considered of average importance in the

associations' program. It would appear the rating of "aver-

age“ would be based mainly on the lack of develOpment or in-

terest by the association itself rather than on the potential

effectiveness of the television activity.

At this time there is no clearly identified program.of

successful television activity although the state associ-

ations indicate what they consider to be a successful pro-

gram which parallels significantly the ideal program of

television activity created by the pgnel of experts.

Emphasis on evaluation of television activities does not

seem.to be a common practice among the state associations.

The 17 state associations performing some type of evaluation

use varied methods but do not indicate a preference for one

over the other. On-going evaluation is practiced by only a
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few state associations.

Only 20 per cent of the state associations are imple-

menting an organized program of television activity. Only

68 per cent set aside funds for a public relations budget.

‘All.other state association activity is uncoordinated, in-

consistent, and in most cases, made possible through the fa-

cilities of other educational agencies or non-educational

television stations. State association administrators place

a great deal of emphasis on deve10ping a uniform.program of

activity which will lead to continued growth and development

of television activity for associations.

In over-all effectiveness, the 50 state education asso-

ciations rank the NEA filmed series the most effective.

Fellowing in their order of effectiveness are the other

three areas: filmed presentations, spot announcements and

live presentations.

Several unique factors appear to contribute to the asso-

ciations' ranking of the NEA series as the most effective:

use of the series requires only minimal effort by the asso-

ciations and for little expense the associations can boast

of some form of television activity. Effort to correct

weaknesses in the series appear to be underway.

The other three areas within the ideal program of tele-

vision activity impose more severe and complex burdens upon

the participating state associations. They require extensive
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planning, production, reproduction, distribution, implementa-

tion, follow-up and analysis.

Filmed presentations appear to have won the favor the

state associations because: the film.can be purchased with-

out staff effort, planning or participation; commercial

companies and educational television stations can be hired

to produce television projects; films provide greater quality

than live programs: films appeal to the general public: com-

mercial television stations prefer the quality film to live

productions; films have a great value as a public relations

tool; and films have great residual value.

Low ratings of effectiveness on filmed presentations

appear to indicate lack of state association activity in that

particular field of television activity. Tectors condition-

ing the low ratings of effectiveness are: state associ-

ations do not have adequate budgets, staffs or available

time to work on films; no facilities for production of films

in the state; no television stations in the state; lack of

interest in films by state association administrators; and a

lack of direct, tangible return on the investment in film

production.

State association officials express the concern that

ample planning time be allowed for film preparation and that

the planning be delegated to a group of qualified persons

rather than to an individual. Emphasis also is placed on
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the desirability of having the films and other television

activities produced by educational television stations when

ever possible.

The spot announcement was evaluated as the third most

effective form of television activity by the state associ-

ations, although it was not rated significantly higher than

the live presentation. While at this point the spot announce-

ment is used the least of any of the four television activi-

ties, it appears to offer specific advantages: it is easily

produced and at little expense; the educational spot announce-

ment copies the commercial spot announcement which is a pepu-

lar medium and thus helps to insure the success of the proj-

ect; the spot announcement receives greater use by the comp

mercial television station than any of the other three areas

within the ideal program of activity; the spot can be pro-

duced inexpensively by a commercial film company or educa-

tional television station which is a convenience to the

state association; and the spot is evaluated as an effective

public relations tool.

UBe of the apot announcement is delayed by association

and NEA emphasis on filmed presentations. As with films, the

spot announcement received ratings of less effectiveness.

Fectors contributing to this appear to be: state associ-

ations do not have an adequate budget to cover the project;

many of the associations are unaware of the spot's potential;
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some state associations emphasized unfamiliarity with the

procedures for preparing spots; and a lack of direct,

tangible return on the investment (such as increasing mem-

bership).

The live presentation is considered the least effective

form of television activity by the 50 state associations al-

though it is the most frequently used. Its great usage seems

to be attributed to the following factors: any state asso-

ciation can participate on a live program with a minimum of

planning, staff involvement and association eXpense, special

programs on current issues can be televized in a short

period of time; the live presentation can be an effective

public relations tool if produced in a method which appeals

to the public.

The low rating of effectiveness given the live presen-

tation by the 50 state associations probably indicates that

the state units have more obstacles to overcome with this

method than any of the other three. The lower rating seem

to be attributable to the following reasons: audience ac-

ceptance of the live program appears to be limited; most as-

sociations emphasize the desirability of allowing for ample

planning periods which are not generally available during

the production of a live production; commercial television

stations are less receptive to the typical live production;

the live presentation has no residual value; and there is no
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<iirect, tangible return on the associations' investment of

time, money and effort.

Throughout the four sections of the ideal program of

'television activity the areas received consistent low ratings

of'effectiveness by state association members and staff per-

sonnel. Association officials stressed that these low

ratings by the membership and staff were due to a lack of

femiliarity with the programs. It was indicated that a lack

consistent viewing would condition a lower rating of effec-

tiveness.

While some of the areas within the ideal program of

television activity seemed to attain reasonably good air time

on commercial stations, it appears that the associations'

television activities received poor exposure. In spite of

renewed efforts by the federal Communications Commission to

encourage commercial television stations to broadcast more

public service programs, the associations did not receive

the quantity or quality of air time considered desirable.

This would not seem to necessarily mean a condemnation of

the programs but a general attitude of uncooperativeness by

commercial television stations.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Statement of thegprcblem. It was the purpose of this
 

investigation to determine the nature and extent of tele-

vision activities within the 50 state education associations

and to analyze their evaluation of the effectiveness of four

major areas of television established as an ideal program.of

television activity for state education associations.

Importance of the problem. Television, commercial and
 

educational, has become the single greatest communications

medium yet known to man. It is a force which has untold ef-

fect on the general public and with a potential virtually un-

tapped. Educational television Operates within this spectrum

of communication and has become a significant responsibility

of people in education. It has become an obligation of all

educational agencies that profess to use ETV to recognize

its value and its relationship to the people that view ETV.

During the last decade much has been written about the

programs, the aspirations, the status of educational tele-

vision and the agencies that utilize it. Little has been

written, however, on the use of television by the 50 state

associations; hence, most of the published literature in this

general field is concerned with the educational television
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process, the growth and deve10pment of ETV and the actual

preparation and planning of television programs. This lack

of specific research concerning the nature, extent and

evaluation of television as applied to the 50 state educa-

tion associations has left the development of television

within those state educational organizations uncoordinated.

The end result has been random develOpment in varying de-

grees of effectiveness. The lack of information and direc-

tion has forced state association administrative leaders to

extract contributions from other fields of television and

from.other state agencies and apply them to state education

association activity. This study was designed to provide

the 50 state education associations with information con-

cerning (l) the nature and extent of television activity in

all state associations, (2) what is considered to be an ideal

program.of television activity for the state associations,

and (3) the effectiveness of television as evaluated by the

50 state education associations. The product of this study

would provide state associations with data which would be a

basis for comparing television activities within their asso-

ciations with those reported in this investigation.

Methodology. .A qualitative study analyzing the effec-
 

tiveness of television was conducted with the 50 state edu-

cation associations. The specific methodology employed in

this study was: (1) a qualitative, infbrmation-gathering and
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survey instrument mailed to the 50 state associations and re-

turned by 32; (2) a structured interview with the executive

secretaries of the 18 associations not responding to the in-

strument; (3) a free, cpinion-seeking interview with members

of the state associations' staffs, and (h) examination of

research materials, commercial television station evalu-

ations and policy statements provided by the state associ-

ations.

A pre-tested questionnaire was mailed to the 50 state

education associations on May 5, 1961, and by June 15, 1961,

32 (6h per cent) associations returned completed question-

naires. Analysis of geographical location, size of member-

ship and size of staff personnel indicated that the returns

were a representative sample of the total of 50 state asso-

ciations. During the weeks of June 19-2h and June 26-31,

the author visited with the executive secretaries of the 18

state associations that did not return the questionnaire, and

in each case, conducted a structured interview with that ad-

ministrative head and completed the basic instrument. Also

during this period the author visited the executive secre-

taries of the other 32 associations and various staff per-

sonnel to gain additional information. This two-week period

was made possible because of a required meeting of all state

association staff personnel and saved the author making a

trip to each of the 18 states.
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Summary and Conclusions

Through the qualitative survey Of the 50 state educa-

tion associations and personal visitation with the adminis-

trative heads Of those organizations, facts and opinions were

collected regarding the analysis Of the effectiveness of tele-

vision as used by the state associations. A summary Of the

general findings and conclusions follows.

The many types of television activity are being used in

greater degrees Of emphasis and by more state education as-

sociations than previously imagined by (l) the administrative

heads Of the state associations as a whole, and (2) the state

associations! parent organization, the National Education

Association. In the short period since 1957-58 when the NEA

and some Of the state associations began primitive tele-

vision Operations, the total number Of state organizations

utilizing some form Of television activity has increased to

35 (70 per cent). Although the development was compara-

tively rapid, the general over-all effort was potpouri and

directionless.

A collation of information regarding the use Of tele-

vision by the state education associations indicates neces-

sary pre-planning for the purpose Of establishing prOper ad-

M1nistration and organization upon which the program Of

television activity can be based. While the number Of state

.associations using some form Of television activity increased,
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the quality Of such activity did not necessarily improve.

Experienced association personnel singled out the need for

more thorough planning before the organization entered into

a television activity. It was learned through this study

that only 10 state associations have taken steps to estab-

lish an adequate system of administration and organization.

The information gathered for this study indicates that six

areas of administration and organization are identifiable in

the develOpment Of a program Of television activity fer a

state education association. These six areas are:

1. Executive leadership_ Administrative leadership
 

should be sympathetic with, and understanding of, the tele-

vision activity; set a clearly defined program; don't expect

too much with too little of an investment; place confidence

in the television coordinator; leave the implementation to

the coordinator.

2. Television coordinator Assign responsibilities to
 

a person trained in the field; place authority for the pro-

gram in the coordinator's Office; involve the coordinator in

planning and decision making; make the coordinator the asso-

ciation's spokesman for releasing of information to the mass

media.

3. Clearly defined goals Establish a set Of written,
 

Specific goals to be attained through television activity all

Of which are designed to advance the cause Of education,
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teacher welfare and the program Of the state association.

h. Levels Of Operation The state association tele-
 

vision program.shou1d be effective at both the state and lo-

cal levels. The state-wide program should be adequately fi-

nanced and equipped; the program on the local level should

be directed at assisting the local associations where ever

and when ever possible in television activities, specifically

and in public relations, generally.

5. _§ize Of the staff A television program can be es-
 

tablished in a state association with a coordinator (in most

cases the Public Relations Director) and a competent secre-

tary. Give the Office a reasonable budget and the authority

to hire skilled communications technicians when necessary.

6. Necessary equipment The state association need not
 

purchase expensive television equipment if satisfactory're-

lations can be established with commercial film companies,

free-lance professionals or non-profit television organiza-

tions. The actual equipment is least important. The imple-

mentation of ideas is the most important.

State association administrative leaders seem tO agree

that implementation of the 6-area program for administration

and organization is imperative before any form Of television

activity is attempted. The 6-area program is, in all re-

spacts, a minimum set Of standards for the administration and

organization of television activity.
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There are many variations and applications Of tele-

vision available for educational purposes. A panel of ex-

perts made up Of experienced, qualified association staff

members created what is considered to be an ideal program Of

television activity for state education associations. It

would be impossible for even the largest and most wealthy

association to undertake all the forms Of television activ-

ity. The panel, experienced veterans in television activity,

determined the ideal program should consist of: (1) spot an-

nouncements, (2) filmed presentations, (3) live programs, and

(h) National Education Associations filmed series. The in-

formation collated regarding state association use of tele-

vision indicates that the four areas Of activity as deter-

.mined by the panel Of experts are the most practical and

functional for association purposes. It is important to

Inote, however, that a state association need not undertake

all four areas in order to achieve a successful program of

television activity. .Any one of the four, or combination

thereof, can produce the desired results if implemented on

the basis of the 6-area program for administration and

organization.

A coordinated and quality program of television activity

Within the state education associations will be restricted

until prOper and serious consideration is given to the adOp-

tion Of'written policies. A statement of the association's

PhileSOphy on television augmented by an effective system.of
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administration and organization is essential before an asso-

ciation can make an effective program of television activity.

While 35 state associations participate in television, only

three have progressed in television planning sufficiently to

adapt a written policy. The state associations now appear to

recognize the value of clearly’defined objectives and proce-

dures. DevelOpment in this area will help to cut down on

random, spasmodic and seemingly uneffective forays into tele-

vision by the state associations.

The state associations seem tO express a degree Of unity,

at least, on why they are participating in some form Of tele-

vision activity. A peripheral awareness on the part of even

the most short-sighted state association would make possible

an understanding of television's intrinsic value of communi-

cating with the general public. Educators in the state asso-

ciations have accepted, to a large extent, the potential Of

television for develOping public interest in, and support of,

education.

The lack of progress by the 15 state associations not

participating in some form Of television activity seems to be

attributable to the following factors:

1. Lack Of an adequate budget. (Mast Of the 15 state

associations in this category have small memberships with

incomes that provide for only a minimum program Of service.)

2. Lack Of interest in television on the part of asso-

Ciation Officials and members. (Many state associations,
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even some of the 35 active in some form of television, ap-

pear to be handicapped by provincial and conservative think-

ing by administrative heads and influential members.)

3. Lack Of understanding Of television. (MOst of the

50 state associations seem to retard progress in television

because no skilled communications person is added to their

staff.)

h. Lack of staff and time. (The smaller state associ-

ations are affected primarily by the lack of an adequate

staff. Basic primary and collateral duties appear to prevent

the associations from undertaking even the most modified

television activity. Multiple responsibilities prevent many

state association staff members from considering the value

Of television.)

5. Lack of television stations in the area. (This ap-

pears to be an excuse rather than an acceptable reason for

non-participation in television by some state associations.

Only three associations Operate in a state where there is no

television station. Other state associations Operating with-

out the advantage Of a locally-Operated television station,

such as New Jersey, manage to arrange for air-time in out-

state, cosmOpolitan areas.)

6. Lack of interest by local television stations. (It

has been indicated that all state associations are affected

by this problem at one time or another. Contributing factors

'to dis-interest by television stations seem to be inability
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Of the state organization to provide a quality and reliable

program Of television activity.)

Television is considered of average importance as com-

pared to the other components Of the associations' program

of service. On the basis Of the reasons given by the asso-

ciations for non-participation in television, it would ap-

pear the rating Of "average" is not conditioned by a lack of

television effectiveness but rather by a lack Of progress

and implementation on the part Of the state associations

themselves. At the present time, recognition of the value

of television in the association program exceeds actual ef-

fort and programming. This, it would seem, is the primary

reason for an average rating.

At this time there is no clearly identified program.of

successful television activity although the information col-

lated concerning the use Of television by the state associ-

ations paralleled significantly the ideal program of tele-

vision activity as created by a panel of eXperts. This would

indicate that spot announcements, films, live programs and

the NEA filmed series are capable Of providing a successful

program Of television activity if prOperly implemented.

Emphasis on evaluation of television activities does not

seem to be a common practice among the state associations.

Nor for that fact is there any effective method for evaluation

recommended by these associations participating in such pro-

cedures. The 17 state associations performing some type Of
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evaluation of television activity use varied methods but do

not indicate a preference for one procedure over others. On-

going evaluation is practiced by seven associations and it is

indicated the results satisfy only the particular purpose of

a certain state.

It has already been identified that 35 state associ-

ations have participated in some form of television activity

while 15 have not. It also has been noted that only three

associations have adOpted written policies on television ac-

tivity. ‘From the information collated for this study it ap-

pears that only 20 per cent of the state associations are

implementing an organized program of television activity. Of

the 29 state organizations appropriating money for public re-

lations, 10 set aside money specifically for television ac-

tivity. The three states with written policies on television

(Michigan, New Jersey and California) are among that number.

The 10 associations apprOpriating money for television are

participating in one or more of the areas listed as success-

ful television activity by the 50 state associations and the

panel of experts. All other state associations activity in

television is uncoordinated, inconsistent and in most cases,

made possible through other educational agencies or non-edu-

cational television facilities. State association executive

secretaries seem to place a great deal of emphasis on co-

ordinating television activity, develOping a uniform program
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of activity, and involving all 50 state associations. Such

improved coordination is essential to the continued growth

and development of television as a program of activity for

the state associations.

In over-all effectiveness, the 50 state associations

consider the National Education Association's filmed series,

"The School Story," the most effective of the four areas with

in the ideal program of television activity. ‘Fbllowing in

their order of effectiveness are the other three areas:

filmed presentations, spot announcements, and live presenta-

tions.

Several unique factors appear to contribute to the asso-

ciations' ranking of the NEA filmed series as the most effec-

tive of the areas within the ideal program of television ac-

tivity. One factor would be that the acquiring and utiliza-

tion of the filmed series necessitates only minimal effort on

the part Of the state association. The state association

could become affiliated with the filmed series, get credit on

the film.for cOOperation in the project and arrange for dis-

tribution of the series with little inconvenience to, or ef-

fort by, the staff personnel. Another factor would be that

the NEA films were of sufficiently high quality and appealing

to the lay public thereby satisfying only but the most ambi-

tious state associations desire for some form of state tele-

vision activity. The absence of inconvenience and added
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expense lead many state associations to the adOption of the

NEA series as an integral part of their total program of

service. Continued efforts by the National Education Associ-

ation and the 50 state associations to resolve and improve

areas (such as content and acting) within the series that

appear to be less effective indicates the acceptance of the

project by both groups as a key instrument in the nation-

wide association program of public relations.

The other three areas within the ideal program of tele-

vision activity impose more severe and complex burdens upon

the participating state associations. Films, spot announce-

ments, and live presentations all require extensive planning,

production, reproduction, distribution, implementation, fol-

low-up and analysis.

Filmed presentations, ranked the second most effective

television activity by the state associations, appear to

have won the favor of the state organizations for seven

reasons. From the collation of information concerning the

effectiveness of television as used by the state association,

those seven areas are indicated as:

1. If need be, the state association can purchase the

entire film project without staff effort, planning and par-

ticipation.

2. In most cases the state association can acquire the

services of a commercial film company or an educational tele-

' vision facility to provide those functions not possible
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otherwise unless the organization goes to great expense for

such items as purchase of equipment or hiring of skilled

personnel. The associations seem to prefer use of the com-

mercial film company or educational TV station rather than

producing the films themselves.

3. Filmed presentations, on the whole, provide greater

quality than the live program since the production team can

do all it can to control the quality. Control of live pro-

gram.quality is limited and generally ineffective.

h. Filmed presentations can be produced so they appeal

to the general viewing public much easier and at less ex-

pense than the live program. Getting and keeping the public

eye and ear is necessary before an educational film.(or film

series) can approach its pro-determined goals.

5. 'Tilmed presentations, when quality productions, have

greater appeal to commercial television stations which are

asked to televize the program. The films must have audience

appeal or they will not be televized by commercial stations.

6. The quality film presentation has become recognized

as an effective public relations tool. Its value as a public

relations medium is increased if all the factors mentioned in

the previous five points are present.

7. Filmed presentations have significant residual value.

At no extra expense, the films can be used over and over.

This is not true of the live program which is gone forever

'Once it is televized.
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State association administrators have expressed the con-

cern that, regardless of the type of film project to be done,

ample planning time be allowed and that the planning be dele-

gated to a group of qualified persons rather than to an indi-

vidual.

Short periods of planning, especially when done by an

individual, have not proved satisfactory. The so-called

"Spur-of-the-moment" programs seem ineffective and, in some

cases, detrimental to the association's program because pf

errors made in what was said and how it was said. The group

process in planning is preferred because it makes possible

comprehensive thought and eliminates, on the whole, errors

in judgment which may not be corrected or Observed when one

person is reaponsible for a television activity.

Emphasis also is placed on the desirability of having

the films, and other self-produced areas of the ideal pro-

gram of television activity, produced by educational tele-

vision stations when ever possible. With nearly 60 educa-

tional television stations now on the air more state associ-

ations will be able to capitalize on this facility.

Educators in state associations have expressed an inter-

est in utilizing the facilities of educational television

stations because television projects can (1) less expensively

and (2) with greater understanding Of the activity's purpose

on the part Of the ETV personnel. It is indicated that the

'cost factor and the mutual understanding of common problems
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are the main criteria for association use of the educational

television station.

Low ratings of effectiveness on filmed presentations

recorded by the state associations seem to indicate reasons

for lack of state organization activity in that particular

field of television. Factors which would tend to condition

the low effectiveness ratings are:

l. The state association does not have a large enough

budget, staff or available time to enter into a form of

television activity.

2. There are no facilities in the area of the state

association headquarters where films can be produced.

3. There are no television stations in the state on

which the films, once produced, could be televized.

h. A general lack of interest in the production of

films in some state associations prohibits develOpment Of

this activity.

5. A lack of direct, tangible return (such as an in-

crease in membership or school aid) on the investment of film

production discourages some state associations from entering

into such an activity.

6. Lack of success on the part of some state associ-

ations in achieving the desired results through a program of

filmed presentations would affect the over-all rating of ef-

fectiveness. Putting together any kind of film.does not

'necessarily indicate success is inevitable.
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The spot announcement technique was evaluated as the

third most effective form of television activity by the 50

state associations. It is significant to note, however,

that the spot announcement was considered only one/One-

hundredth of a point more effective than the live presenta-

tion (3.16 to 3.15). This nearly identical evaluation of

effectiveness indicates both activities are considered use-

ful by the state associations with the advantages and dis-

advantages of the techniques being virtually equal.

While at this point the spot announcement is used the

least of any of the four television activities within the

ideal program of television for state associations, it ap-

pears tO Offer some specific advantages for those state

organizations utilizing the method. The spot announcements

value as a television activity for the state associations

seems to be attributable to the following factors:

1. The spot announcement is easily produced and at

little or no expense, depending on the procedure used. The

administrative aspects of budgeting and staffing for this

activity are items which seem discrete and show differences

WhICh exceed similarities. In some states a specific budget

13 Set for the spot announcements; in others the money is

taker) from unrelated sources. In most all states the staf-

fing was not clearly defined since the person preparing the

spot; announcements might be a free-lance photographer but
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reported as a staff member.

2. The spot announcement prepared by the state associ-

ation is similar to those used by commercial television. It

appears this close affinity affects the over-all success of

the activity because of public acceptance. The commercial

television industry emphasizes the value of the spot announce-

ment because it is brief and can be repeated frequently.

3. The spot announcement receives greater use by the

commercial television stations than any of the other three

areas within the ideal program of television activity. This

is attributable, it seems, to the fact that the commercial

television station can include the spot announcement into the

daily program log with far less difficulty and inconvenience

than the longer production. A carefully prepared and organ-

ized system of spot announcement distribution to commercial

stations could attain as much, or greater, exposure than the

30-film or live presentation.

h. The spot announcement can be produced, inexpensively,

by a commercial film.company or an educational television

station. This convenience would permit most state associ-

ations to employ the spot announcement in their program.of

television activity without purchasing the necessary pro-

cessing equipment or hiring a skilled technician to direct

the project. Association staff personnel could implement

the distribution of the spot announcements without great
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expenditure of time or effort.

5. The spot announcement is evaluated as an effective

public relations tool. The association administrative heads

emphasize the spot announcement effectiveness as a public re-

lations function because it has public appeal, gets better-

than-average exposure and has significant residual value.

It would appear from the information collated for this study

that if the program of spot announcements is prOperly or-

ganized and administered it could have unequalled merit as a

public relations tool to inform the public.

The apparent emphasis by state associations on the NEA

filmed series and state-produced films causes nearly half of

the state units to delay implementation of a spot announce-

ments program. Only the larger associations with more com-

pletely equipped headquarters facilities utilize the spot

announcement in addition to other television activities.

There are few exceptions; that is, the smaller state associ-

ation that hires a commercial film company or educational

television station to produce the spot announcements. All

state associations using the spot announcements stress the

benefits of having them prepared by a commercial film com-

pany or educational television station rather than producing

the spot announcements themselves.

As with films, the spot announcement technique received

ratings of less effectiveness in some categories by both the
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state associations which have participated in the activity

and by those that have not. Tectors contributing to the

poorer ratings of effectiveness appear to be:

1. The state associations do not have a large enough

budget, staff or available time to enter into a form of

television activity.

2. Nearly half of the state associations revealed an

unawareness of the potential of the spot announcement activity.

3. Some of the state associations emphasized an unfa-

miliarity with the procedures for implementing a program of

spot announcements.

h. A lack of direct, tangible return (such as an in-

crease in membership or ability to stimulate local associ-

ation activity) on the investment of spot announcements dis-

courages some state associations from entering into such an

activity.

5. Lack of success on the part of some state associ-

ations in achieving the desired results through a program

of spot announcements would affect the over-all rating of

effectiveness. Unless properly organized and administered,

the television activity cannot be assured of success.

The live presentation is considered the least effective

form of television activity by the 50 state associations.

Although it is the most frequently used television activity

by the state associations it appears the state association
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administrators feel the disadvantages outweigh the advantages.

Since the live presentation is the most frequently used

by state associations, its value and role as an area within

the ideal program of television activity cannot be completely

overlooked. Its great usage seems to be attributable to the

following factors:

1. Any state association can participate on a live pro-

gram with a minimum of planning, staff involvement and asso-

ciation expense. It is emphasized by the associations that

the vast majority of appearances on live programs are the

result of invitations from commercial or educational tele-

vision stations. Although the host agency generally pro-

vides the planning and handles the production, the state

associations expressed the need for an ample planning period

and use of the group process. This factor apparently takes

into consideration the necessity for internal association

preparation and research.

2. Special programs on current, topical issues can be

presented quickly on live programs and with a brief planning

period required. This flexibility is offered only by the

live presentation. Associations seem to capitalize on this

method for such projects as bond issues or millage campaigns.

3. The live presentation can be an effective public

relations tool if done in a method which appeals to the pub-

lic. The associations emphasize the need for keeping the
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approach on live presentations similar to the pOpular com-

mercial trend.

The information collated concerning the use and evalu-

ation of the effectiveness of television by state associ-

ations indicates several factors which appear to condition

the lower rating of live presentations as a part of the ideal

program of television activity. Reasons for the lower ratings

of effectiveness through the categories examined in the study

seem to be attributable to the following:

1. Audience acceptance of the live educational tele-

vision program appears to be limited. Association adminis-

trators stress the need for preparing the live productions

(such as in planning time and method of approach) so they

have the greatest possible appeal to the public.

2. Meet associations emphasize the desirability of

allowing for ample planning periods prior to a live produc-

tion. The participating state organizations indicate when

this is done the live programs are effective but in those

cases where it is not the over-all results are less effective.

3. Acquiring the cOOperation of commercial television

stations to televize live presentations seems to be more dif-

ficult than for the other three areas of the ideal program

of television activity. Such limited cOOperation could be

based on the premise that the majority of live presentations

have less audience appeal and that the commercial stations
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are plagued by non-profit organizations asking for public

service air time.

h. The live presentation has no residual value. Be-

sides the fact that once it is televized it is gone forever,

the state association administrators eXpressed there would

be little merit in preserving the live productions on film,

videotape or kinescOpe.

5. Because of the limited cost and effort involved,

most associations seem to accept invitations to participate

in live presentations but appear critical of the project if

there is no direct return on the investment whether it is

money, time or both.

Throughout the four sections of the ideal program of

television activity the areas received consistent low ratings

of effectiveness by state association members and staff per-

sonnel. It would seem that these two groups should be more

generous in their appraisals of the associations' efforts

since the commercial television stations recorded equally

consistent high ratings of effectiveness. That is, if the

evaluation is based on the comparative effectiveness of the

projects. Associations officials stressed, however, that the

low ratings of effectiveness by membership and staff person-

nel were due to a lack of familiarity with the programs. It

was indicated that a lack of consistent viewing would condi-

tion a lower rating of effectiveness.
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While some of the areas within the ideal program of

television activity seemed to attain reasonably good air

time on commercial stations, it appears that, on the whole,

the associations' television activities received poor expo-

sure. Even though the Federal Communications Commission in-

structs commercial television stations to broadcast "in the

public interest, convenience and necessity," the state asso-

ciations indicate an apparent unwillingness by the commercial

stations to program public service presentations. This would

not seem to necessarily mean a condemnation of the programs

prepared by the state associations but a condemnation by

some commercial stations of all public service programming.

Recommendations

One of the purposes of this investigation was to identi-

fy, analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of television as

used by the 50 state education associations. Prom personal

visits with the state association executive secretaries and

some of the association staff personnel and analysis of data

collected, several recommendations emerged. These recommen-

dations are divided into two categories: general recommen-

dations and suggestions for further research.

General Recommendations
 

l. The increasing significance of the utilization of

.television by the 50 state education associations indicates
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that each organization should assign a staff.member (even

part-time) to develop the administrative and organizational

ground work for a program of television activity and to co-

operate with the National.Education Association in determin-

ing what would be a basic program of television activity for

that particular state organization. The administrative and

organizational plans should be uniform.from state association

to state association and it should be incumbent upon the more 1-

advanced state associations and the NEA to assist those state

units just beginning a basic television activity. This type

of program.would help in eliminating the lack of coordination

that now exists and would give direction to those state as-

sociations wanting to enter into television activity but do

not know where to begin.

2. The 50 state education associations should consider

the adOption Of the "6-area program for administration and

organization” as developed by the NEA and presented in this

investigation. Acceptance of this recommendation would pro-

vide the nucleus for a unified approach to television de-

velopment.

3. Serious consideration should be given by the state

associations to the ideal program of television activities

as presented in this study. Created by experienced tele-

vision personnel from the more advanced state associations,

the four areas of television activity appear to be practical,

functional and basic enough to permit application to the
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associations! over-all program of service. Special attention

must be given to the selection of specific areas within tele-

vision for use since it is not practical to consider utili-

zation of all Of televisions' applications.

h. Every effort should be made to bring about adaption

of a written, formal policy on television activity for each

state association.

 

5. The National Education Association's Department of

Television should be expanded to permit a program.of assis-

tance to those 15 state associations not now active in some

form of televisiOn activity. Such a program of service

would include: financing, planning, preparation of scripts,

and assistance in the actual production of the specific

television activity.

6. The state associations should cOOperate with the

National Education Association in the development of a uni-

form and effective method for on-going evaluation of tele-

‘vision activities. Until now there has been no attempt to

evaluate the television activities of the state associations

and, for that matter, the NEA.

7. State association develOpment of television activi-

ties should come in three stages. First, the 21 associations

with.no specific budget for public relations should set aside

at least five per cent of their total budget for that purpose.

Second, procure the services of an experienced, capable public

relations director and provide him.with the necessary staff.
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Third, develOp a budget for television activities and imple-

ment a basic program. Expand the program after the initial

effort is organized and functioning.

8. All the state associations should cOOperate with the

NEA as soon as possible on the distribution of the NEA's

filmed series. The series is of high quality and appeals to

the public and can be the beginning of a comprehensive pro-

gram of television activity for any state association. $2

9. Those state associations with large budgets and ~

staffs should make every use of the other three areas within

the ideal program of television activity: spot announce-

ments, films and live presentations. Smaller state associ-

ations should cooperate with the larger ones and the NEA on

develOpment in this area. At first the smaller associations

might borrow the finished products of the bigger state asso-

ciations, make the necessary changes in credits and apply

the television activity to their own particular program.

10. The state associations should use the services of

commercial film companies or an educational television sta-

tion for production of films, spot announcements and live

presentations when ever possible. This will help to insure

the quality of the productions and will save the associations

great expense in the purchase of television (film) equipment

and hiring Of skilled communications technicians.

11. The state associations should insist on ample plan-

ning periods for any television activity, except, of course,
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for special emergencies. Unplanned, spur-of-the-moment pro-

ductions hinder the success of the state association program

more than they help. It is highly recommended that the

state associations do not sacrifice quality of television

activity for quantity of television activity.

12. The state associations, in cooperation with the

NEA, should conduct a comprehensive, nation-wide program to

develOp better relations with the management of commercial

television stations. Since the success of association tele-

vision activity depends primarily on the willingness of com-

mercial stations to allocate public service air time, every

effort should be made to encourage the stations to set aside

such time and, then, to justify the stations' confidence in

the television activity. What is needed is a more effective

public relations program between the state associations and

the commercial television stations.

13. The state associations need to be actively in-

volved in the research and planning necessary to improve the

general standards of the association program of television

activity.

1h. The state associations should develOp a clear con-

cept of "why" they should use television; "how" to use it,

and "what" they hOpe to accomplish.

Suggestions for further research

This investigation revealed Specific problems in the use
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of television by the 50 state education associations which

might be solved if research supplies answers to the following

questions:

1. It is suggested that a study of possible effective

methods for evaluation of television activities within the

state associations would be of value. A study of this type

would be concerned with such questions as: what television

activities appear to be the most successful in a particular

state? What is the best method for determining the effec-

tiveness? Who should do the evaluation? How much should the

general public be involved in the evaluation? How elaborate

and extensive should the program of television activity be?

2. What are the full implications of the relationship

between the National Education Association and the 50 state

education associations? How can the organization work to-

gether more effectively?- How extensive should the relation-

ship be?

3. What criteria should be used for selecting the pub-

lic relations director or television coordinator to head the

association's program of television activity? What experi-

ence and training are necessary for the position? Should an

educator be hired and trained in public relations or should

a public relations man be hired and be placed in the educa-

tion field? How can the television program of activity be

integrated into the associations' total program of service?

u. What factors hinder the acceptance of the advantages
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of television by some of the state education association

administrators? What do the state association administra-

tors think of television utilization in relation to the

organization's philOSOphy and program of service?

5. How can the state associations work more cOOpera-

tively with the commercial television stations for the pur-

pose of getting air time? Better air time? What affect on

such an association program do the other non-profit organi-

zations have who are also looking for public service air

time?

6. How can the members of the state associations as-

sist in making television an integral part of the organiza-

tion program of service? Should the membership appear on the

television programs? Should they assist in the planning and

production of television activities?

7. What kind of programs could the state associations

produce that would have more appeal to the average tele-

vision viewer? How can the associations combat the stereo-

type of "just another educational program?”

8. What are the most practical and functional methods

for preparation of a specific television activity? Should

the association purchase necessary equipment and hire staff

personnel to direct the service or should the associations

use commercial film companies or educational television

stations exclusively?
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9. Is the state association philOSOphy on education and

television consistent with that of the surrounding community?

That is, the state as a whole. How can the association be of

greater service to the state rather than just to the member-

ship or related organizations?

The problems in the foregoing areas appear significant

enough to warrant further research. State education associ-

ations could make more significant contributions to the mem-

bership and to the general field of education if provided

with extensive research into these vital areas.

Research in the area of television utilization by state

education associations has been practically non-existent.

Literature in this field should be concerned with the devel-

Opment Of policies, practices, and procedures for state as-

sociation use of television. This research would make pos-

sible a more realistic approach to the utilization of the

various television activities by the 50 state education

associations.

1..
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April 27, 1961

To: All State Association Executive Secretaries

From: Jack H. White

Subject: Follow-un questionnaire on survey of Association

Television activities

Enclosed is a follow-us questionnaire to a survey we

did last year on television activiti_es within the 50 state

associaations.

YOu'll note this is a bit longer and more detailed.

The information you give us will be valuable in determining

what is nresently beinv done with TV, but what's more

imnortant...what can be done by those associations not now

supporting any kind of television activity.

What has nroven successfulto you can act as a suide

for it won't be too long before all associations will be

entering into some phase of television narticioation.

If you have a PR man on your staff, he'd be the one to

fill out the attached questionnaire. However, if you don't,

would you please fill it out as completely as you can, as

soon as yOLl can, and return it to:

Jack M. White

Public Relations Director

Ifichigan Rducation Association

Box 5007

Lansing S, Michigan

Your cooperation is anpreciated. Thanks so much

Jack M. White
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Part I

Exclanation of Association nolicy;on use of Television

1. Does your Assoc1ation have a formal written policy on the

use of, or nmsticioation in, TV? Yes No

2. If yes, would you cooy the nolicy below. (OFT—if you

choose, attach it to this questionnaire.)

 

 

3. Do you narticinate in any TV actiVities other than those

sponsored or produced by your Association such as other ,

educational or non-educational groups. 1

A. If so, what? (Describe)

 

 

RXplanation of Association philosoohy on use of TV ,w

l. If‘your Association is narticinating in some area of A

television (whether sponsored by your or another agency)

please indicate why you are narticipating

8. C.

b. d.

2. If your Association is NOT particinating in any phase of

television (whether sponsored by another agency or not)

please indicate whv you are NOT particinating. List all

factors which conditioned your decision not to enter

into television. (Such things as budget, size of staff

and state, etc.)

a. d.

b. e.

C. re

Rank of Imnortance of TV in Association Program

Rank the order of imnortance of television in your Associ-

ation's nrogram of services by using the scale below:

 

Not Some Average Very

moortant Imnortance Imoortance Imnortant Imnor-

tant

l. 2. 3. u. 5.

Self evaluation of nrevious us e of TV

1. *If your association has narticinated in some area of TV,

could you determine what area of TV was successful?

 
 

 

2. Uhsuccessful?
 

 

3. What procedure of selfeevaluation did you use?’
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A. What procedures would you recommend for continued evalu-

ation of Association use of TV?
 

 

S. If you are unable to answer any of the above, please

state why?
 

 

On-going Evaluation

1. what is your Association doing to evaluate its use of TV?

 

 

2. That needs to be accompiished by state associations in

the way of evaluation of TV?

Fvaluation of total narticioation

8.

b.

0.

Evaluation of f

to determine mo

8.

b.

C.

1. If you are unable to answer any of the above, state wh ,

 

, live, soots, TVA Series within TV

effective
 

 

 

An Analysis of the Comparative Effectiveness of Television as

used by the SC State Education Associations.

The following questionnaire is designed to evaluate

the comparative effectiveness of television as used

by the state education association. The results of

this study should reveal what areas of television are

most useful in advancing the program of the profes-

sional organization. Television nlays a major role

in the program of many state associations and it is

hOped that this study will heln inform those associ-

ations, not yet making use of TV, what should and can

be done.

Exalanation
 

Check the blank to the left of each item listed ORLY

if you have used or narticioated in that nhase of

television activity. Those items aonearing without

a blank to the left should be answered by all associ-

ations if work has been done in film, live nrogram—

ming, snot announcements or the NRA annual series.
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After checking the blank to the left (on the points

requiring a check) move to the right and weight the

effectiveness (value) of each point as applied to

the total project by usins the l throuqh 5 scale.

The scale equals:

l-very low 2-low 3-average h-hirh S-very high

l-very poor 2-poor 3-average L-high S-very high

In many instances you may have done more than just

one project in any of the four areas. If so, evalu-

ate on the basis 0° an average or overall evaluation

of all effort. Tbr example, if you had a script

done by a commercial firm use the 1-5 scale to tell

us how effective you thousht the script was. If

you used role playing on a live show, how effective

was it? Measure with the scale.

The entire project is desisned to heave the associ-

ations weight television activity usins a oasic in-

strument common to all. Remember that we're striving

to find out how YOU'refard the effectiveness of these

areas of TV as applied to your association's total

program.

NOTE: The following questionnaire should be filled

out by the Executive Secretary if the Association

has no Public Relations Director or Television Co-

ordinator.
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AREAS (Produced by or for State Associations)

EVTFCTIVENESS

Very Very

Planning Poor Poor Ave. High Figh
 

 

1. Group process used in planning

2. Planned by an individual

i. Planned for well in advance
 

 

. Planning period limited
 

 

. Script prepared by comm. firm

_—2. 711m produced by a comm. firm

0

O

 

 

Script prepared by state asso.

’Tilm produced by state asso.

5. Script prepared by non-

6

 

 

 

profit organization

. Film produced by non-profit

organization

 

 

Method of Approach

1. Dramatic

-—2. Documentary

::£. Discussion

 

 

 

 

. News Report

"3; Role playing

-_6. Speech segments (clips)

. Others (indicate)

 

 

 

 

 

 

(use other side if‘necessaryi

Exposure (time and day televized)

1. Air time and day of week

a. Number of stations allofling

you a poor time

b. Number of statiofit—allotting

you a good time

c. What hours do you‘donsider

to be poor ones

d. What hours do yofi‘donsider

to be good ones

2. Number of stations Ifi—state using

films (l-none; 2-few; 3-some;

A-mej; 5-811)

3. Exceptions to the above (please

indicate)

 

 

 



Results of Films

1. Public response to films (if any)

2. Membership resnonse to films

3. TV stations' resuonse to films

A. Association staff response

 

What did films do for the

Association

1. Help to increase membership?

2. Aid in goal to inform public?

3. Strict educational project for

instruction purposes only?

A. Contribute to improving PR for

Association?

5. Increase status of Association

as a whole?

6. Raise status of education in

eyes of the public?

 

 

3. LIVE PROGRAMS (Produced by or for

state associations)

1. Planned for well in advance

_-2. Group process used in planning

‘_3. Planned by individual or

'—_ committee

__J+. Planning not adequate enough

Production

1. Prepared in advance by Assoc.

::?. No script, ad lib or rough

outline

__3. Program created by commercial TV

station, Assoc. appeared on show

__#. Assoc. staff member asked to

participate but with Assoc.

planning

 

Method of Approach

__1. Dramatic (prepared script)

a. Prof. Talent b. Amat. Talent

2 Documentary

Discussion

News Report

Role Playing

Ad Lib

Speech (segments)

Others (Indicate)

 

 

L
1
4
1
0
1
n
y
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Very Very

Po or Poor Ave . Hi gh Ri gh
 
 

 

 

 

Very Very

Low Low Ave.Righ High
  

 
 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  

  

  

 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

t!“ I

l



EXposure (same as on film)

I. Air time and day of week

N

program

Pi med?

O
‘
W
—
F
—
‘
M
J

. Should it

on film?

. Number of stations using

Videotaped?

Worth doing ever?

have been preserved

Results of live programming
 

1. Public Reaponse liitanyi—

2. Membership resuonse

3. TV Station response

. Association staff reaponse

What did live program do for Asso.
 

1. Relp to increase me .abersnip

2. Aid in goal to inform public?

3. Educational project for in-

structional purposes only

A. Contribute to improve as for

Association

5. Increase status of state assoc.

SPOT AIII‘TC ’

Planning
 

(
j
)

1. Conceived by state assoc. staff

*2. Idea pre

firm

sented by commercial

Very

Low Low Ave.
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Very

High Riah
  

   

 
  

   

   

  

Very

Poor Poor Ave.

 

Very

High High
 

   

 

  

  

  

(Check only if you have used them)

  

  

Production (use scale to weifht one type over the other for
 

effectiveness)

_10 2X2 Slide

__2. Filmed spot

__3. Slide and station ID

Slides

I. Done by

2. Done by

:3. Done by

filmed Spots

1. Done by

. Done by

0 Done b1."

. Promos

 

y
;

m:

commercial firm

state assoc. staff

non-profit orgsanization

(or Videotaped)

commercial firm

state assoc. staff

non-profit organization

  

 

  

  

  

  



Rudset

I. Amount budgeted to cover project

a. For production

b. 7hr equipment

c. For films

Very Very

Low! Low Ave. Figh Righ
   

EXposure

I. Time of day most frequently scheduled ANOTHER TIME

also used frequently? _

2. Number of stations usin? soots

(l-none; 2-few; 3-some; u-maj;

5-811)

Frequency (number of times used)

Timeliness (how long used by

stations)

 

   

   

O

   

Results of Spot announcemen a

Public response

Membership resnonse

TV stations' rcsnonse

Assoc. staff resoonse

Effectiveness of spots in

relation to cost

 

 

1
"
!
”

  

   

 

M
A
J

   

What did spots do for Association?

#2 Help to increase membersfiiz ‘

Aid in coal to inform public

Contribute to improving PR

for association

Improve status of association?

Did it stimulate local action?

 

 

 

\
fl
¥
7

\
p
n
o
w

O

 

  

TEA FTIEED STRIPS

Iglannin: for use of series

__1. Begunfln advance

__2. Visited each TV station and

booked series

3. Your.Assoc. booked by

__' correspondence

__J+. Let UTA book the series by

cooreSpondence

5. Followed up bookin: to check

on how series was running

 

   

  

   

*

   

Exposure

1. Air time and day of week

2. Rumber of stations using it

3. Value of series
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Very Very

Poor Poor Ave. Good_Good

 

Content of series

I. Over-Ell content *4

2. Story line !‘ 1

3. Acting _

Results of NRA Series Very Very

Long Low Ave. Hi?h High
 

|
-
‘

0 Public resnonse

._2. ihvmership reaponse

. TV stations' resnonse A

. Association staff response

 

 

IA
)

 

Total effectiveness of series
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APPENDIX B

VERIIICATch-r ON AVAIL/48.33 LITT-TRATURE “FROM THE

RESEARCH DIVISION OF TIE

I‘IATIOITAL 139713111110? ASSOCIATION
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Letter from the Rational Education Association Research

Division in response to the author's request for infor-

mation on literature pretaining to this study:

February 17, 1961

Dear Mr. White:

We have checked, thoroughly, our library and files

for any possible literature concernins the use of tele-

vision by the state education associations. We also

have checked with the U. S. Office of Education and the

Congressional Library.

We regret that there is no available literature in

Washington, D. C. on that subject.

Perhaps you will want to contact each of the 50 state

education associations to see if they have knowledge of

such literature.

REA Research Division

Sam Lambert, Director



APPENDIX C

PANEL OF‘EXPRRTS

Panel members

Letter to panel members

Replies from panel members

Joint statement by panel
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PANEL OF’EXPERTS

John T. Cox, Television Coordinator, National qucation

Association. (1959- ) Vermer commercial broad-

caster and administrator in Dayton, Ohio.

 

William Hayward, Director of Radio and Television, New

Jersey hdfiCation Association. (1956- ) Active

in radio and television on the East coast for the

past 15 years. Writes, produces and acts in NJEA

films.

 

Mabel Perryman, Director of Television Coordination, Cal-

ifornia Teachers' Association. (1955- ) A veteran

in broadcasting, Miss Perryman writes, produces and

directs the majority of television activities in

California for the CTA.

 

Colbert Cushing, Director of Public Relations, Colorado
 

Education Association. (l9h6- ) A pioneer in

school public relations and in association use of

television.

Jack M. White, Director of Public Relations, Michigan Edu-

cation Association. (1958-1961) Produced and dis-

tributed the first state association Sponsored state-

wide television series on film.

 

The method of selection of the Panel of Exnerts is discussed

in Chapter I.
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Letter to the Panel of EXperts from the author asking for

recommendations on what could be considered an ideal pro-

gram of television activity for the 50 state education

associations.

April 20, 1961

Dear Panel Member:

Congratulations on your appointment by NSPRA as a

member of a Panel of RXperts to create what could be con-

sidered an ideal program of television activity for the

50 state associations.

As you know, it is the purpose of this letter to ex-

plain what I would like you to do. I would like to do an

analysis of television activities as used by the state as-

sociations. However, it seems unrealistic to try and ana-

lyze all phases of television activity.

It would seem reasonable to get a fairly accurate ana-

lysis of state association television activity we should

prepare what could be called a practical, functional pro-

gram. Therefore, I ask you: (1) what do you consider to

be an ideal program of television activity for the 50 state

education associations? and (2) What other Specific recom-

mendations would you have about such a program? EXplain.

You may so into detail in your answer or merely out-

line as long as I have enoufih data to construct this "ideal"

program. I susnect we could help the future develOpment of

television in the state associations if we could present a

guide for television develOpment, etc. What do you think?

I would appreciate hearing from you in advance of our

meeting in Ocean City in June.

Cordially yours,

Jack R. White
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April 26, 1961

To w}om it raay concern:

Television is a medium that th state education associ-

ations have not yet recognized thorouahly or capitalized on

its potential. It is a public relations tool esssential to

the total over-all program of any state education associ-

ation.

Here in New Jersey we have develoned one of the more

comprehensive pronrams of television activity amons the

state associations. Portions of the proaram have met with

uneXpected success; Mtera with eoual failure. However, in

view of wha t the associations hOpe to accomplish throueh

their program of service I would recommend an ideal program

OI television activity to consist of:

TPilms Unouestionably, the best method of approach for

state associations on television. While financins the pro-

duction of films may limit the number of associations that

utilize the medium, it appears to offer the best results

here in the metrOpolitan “ew Jersey, Neew York area. I would

state, though, that the films shiould be of hifh quality in

all respects. Careful attention should be given to the

preparation of scripts selection of actors and actresses

(when necessary), production and distribution. Associations

should not attempt to enter a progra m of filmed productions

on a.meager budget.

Rews shows If a state association has the time, staff

and money, the daily or weekly news show seems to be effec-

tive. Line up several television stations in the area of

the headquarters building and do a five-minute news show on

education at least once a week. Associations should write

the scripts but let a staff announcer do the broadcasting.

This type of program has great appeal.

 

Spot announcements By and large, most associations

should—be able to support a program of spot announcements.

The Spats are easy to prepare, ineXpensive and highly appeal-

ing to commercial television stations. The stations can

drop the spot into the broadcast log without difficulty.

This is not true of the longer program (five to thirty

minutes). The Spots have impact and can be used over and

over. If the association headquarters is equipped to pro-

duce thdam all the better but it doesn't cost that much to

have them prepared by a commercial film company. Pbr

campaigns and a daily public relations program, the Spot
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is unequaled in effectiveness. I would consult with Kr.

John Cox of the ERA for additional information on the spot

announcement.

Interviews The live or canned interview doesn't have

the appeal that it used to have but, on occasions, it is

still effective. Here in New Jersey we use it to present

special issues to the citizens. Generally, the associ-

ation should contact available commercial television sta-

tions to arrange for a time for such programs. If the

association has no trained television personnel be sure

to use the services of the stations' employees. Try to

script the entire when possible for tLis enhances the

Opportunity for success. An ad lib show is deadly. Avoid

the use of amateurs because this is the first step to

failure.

 

NRA Services Of course, all state associations should

utilize the excellent services provided by the REA. The

NRA has films, filmed series, spot announcements and film

clips which are provided the associations at no cost. Fbr

those states who cannot afford to develon their own TV pro-

gram of activity at the present I would encourage them to

use the NEA services. The NE- will even go as far to book

films on local television stations if the association ‘

staff does not have the time or "know-how" to do so.

 

I would recommend each state association employ a full

time staff member, trained in television, to coordinate the

public relations program. I would hire a technician from

the communications field and eXpose him to education; give

him a liberal budget and a free administrative hand. The

success of television in state association work depends on

creativity and ACTION.

If you would like any additional ideas or recommenda-

tions do not hesitate to write me.

William Hayward

New Jersey Education Associ-

ation
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Dear or. 'thite:

Thana you for the Opportunity to eXpress my views on

what I consider to be an ideal program of television ac-

tivity for state education associations. As you know, we

have been most active in California with television and

feel it has much to offer our Association program.

I think that the best way to present this information

is by an outline form. I will make all my recommendations

in statement form. If you need more detail I can sunply

it in a subseouent letter. Here is what I consider to be

an ideal procram of TV activity:

I. Film/Live Programs or Series

A. Films

1. Most effective for CTA because of appeal to

public

2. Have Treat residual value (use on TV and by

members)

. Can insure higher quality than live show

g. Should be done by a commercial film company

or educational television station

5. Received enthusiastically by commercial tele-

vision stations

6. DevelOp a large film library

B. Live programs

1. Effective in some cases but should be used

primarily for the special show (bond issues, etc.)

2. A live series can be effective on a commercial

station that will copperate in the production

and will promote it to the audience.

3. Avoid the use of persons who can not Speak

intelligently on the subject being presented.

A. Try to get the program on at a time when peeple

will watch it.

5. Script the shows if you can.

II. Spot ann uncements

A. Effective in most any area

1. Vary the Spots in length but do not exceed

2 minutes

2. Have them produced by a commercial film

company to insure quality.

3. Ise the slide/ID combination and filmed spots

for best results.

a. Provide the stations with new slides at least

once every three months.
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5. Buy good time if you have to for a Special

campaign, such as constitution revision,

legislative referendum.

III. NEA Series

A. Best for states that have not develOped a pro-

gram of television activity.

1. The NEA series is an ideal program of TV

activity for the states that are unable to

organize a comprehensive program of TV.

2. It can be obtained with little effort and

at little cost. These are two factors which

would appeal to the smaller states.

3. The NRA will book the series if the associ-

ation cannot free a staff member to do so.

A. Since the NEA puts the state credits on the

films it's just like the association pro-

ducing the films itself. It's a wonderful

service that all state associations should

take advantage of.

IV. Methods of approach

A. Be careful that all films and live productions

be done in such a way that they're appealing to

the public.

1. It appears that in California the dramatic and

documentary approaches are the most effective.

Of course, this will make the films or live

shows cost more but, in the end, the addition-

al expense is worth it.

The news technique is good also. Try and set

up an arrangement with some commercial tele-

vision stations to do a news insert periodically.

Make sure you provide for ample planning time.

Place the reaponsibility for planning in the

hands of a committee if you have the time.

Make sure the state association creates the

prOper administrative and organizational ma-

chinery before it begins television activity.

I
\
)

o

‘
0
1

4
:
1
»

0

I would consider the above comments to be my recommen-

dations on the ideal program of television activity for state

education associations.

Ihbel Perryman

California Teachers'

Association
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Kay 10, 1961

An Ideal Program of Television Activity for State quca-

tion Associations:

It's difficult to say what an ideal program of tele-

vision activity should be for ALL state associations because

they vary so greatly in size, location and philosOphy. How-

ever, it has become increasingly apparent that, in order to

develon the use of television by the associations, some kind

of standard or norm is needed by which we can be guided.

Therefore, I would recommend the following incredients

for an ideal program of television activity on the basis of

my eXperience in Colorado and familiarity With television

activities carried on in other mid-western and wesstern

states. The ideal program should be centered around:

1. VFA Tnilms I realize that most of the states are

still in the pioneer stage re: television develOpment.

This would mean they would consider using what some other

agency or association could put in their hands. The PEA

makes available hish quality films and film clips which can

be used effectively by any state association. The “FA will

put the state association credits on the films boolc them

and handle distribution. ‘Wat better way to set a pro2ram

of television started? Write John Cox for help at the YFA.

 

2. Live programs Any state asssociation gets the op-

portunityfto participate on a live television program at one

time or another. No one in association work should turn

down an invitation to do so unless it is absolutely neces-

sary. Live shows, in most cases, cost nothing except a

little effort on the part of the association staff member.

Also consider using the live program for presentation of

Special shows. We used this technique effectively on bond

issues and millaee campaigns. Local units would write us

for help and we would set up special shows for them on

area television stations. He tried to use local talent

for appeal purposes but always worked in a professional

from t’1e station to keep t'e show moving. Don't overdo the

live program idea, it can be a "bomb." Allow plenty of time

for planning and get out plenty of promotion on the program.

Try, if you can, to get it on the air during a decent day-

light hour.

 

3. Film clips Some state associations may want to do

something with film clips. I guess some states call these
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Spot announcements. An1aay, if you have time after you set

up the TT:A series and work in some 200d live programs you

might want to consider usin2 the film clip. Keep them short

and to the point. If you can't afford film clips then try

the old fashioned 2 x 2 slide. Host of us in association

work are primarily educators so 2et the technical assis-

tance you need from a comMercial film company. It doesn’t

cost that much and in the end you have a quality product.

Keep in 2ood relations with the pro2ram mana2ers of the

television stations so when you w nt to work in some clips

you will be aole too. Don' t for2et tie men in the commer-

cial stations when you aren't doing something in television.

They need to be in contact with you all the time. If the

association can aford it, hire someone to direct and co-

ordinate television activities.

If the state asssociation uses the three technicues

mentioned above they'll be plenty busy and will have a 200d

pro2ram of television activity. I would mention, however,

that not all the states are "oin2 to do anythin2 with TV.

Some are isolated 2eo2raphically and some have no tele-

v1sion stations. In cases like that the LTA and the lar2er

state associations should pitch in and help them out. We

could also use a central office (probably in the “FA) to

serve as a coordination center for all state association

activity in television. This would make possible sharin2

of ideas, 2uidin2 states in the pioneerin2 sta2es of tele-

vision development and to lay plans for the future.

Any additional information on the material discussed

in this letter can be expand ed upon if you so desire.

Thank you for the Opportunity to COOperate on this worth-

while effort.

Colbert Cushing

Colorado qucation Association
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Recommended pro2ram of television activity for state edu-

cation associations:

Thc ideal pro2ram of television activity for the SO

state education associations shopld be set up in varyin2

stages and for three different sized associations.

Category I Associations with membership to 20,000
 

Financially, this size association can afford only a

basic pr07ram of television activity. DevelOpment of tele-

vision activity should consist of the followin2 elements in

two sta2es:

Stafie l: Utilization of the FFA filmed series.

a. This can be done with little effort and

eXpense.

b. Book the series locally or let the VFA

do it if the association can't.

c. Promote it state-wide and use prOper

follow-up.

d. The PTA will take care of all details.

e. The state association 2ets credit for

the series which is part of he reason

for such television activity.

Stafie 2: Utilization of live programc.

a. Fncourage staff personnel and local asso-

ciation members to accept invitations to

appear on live programs whenever possible.

b. Set aside a minimum bud2et for materials,

eXpenses and professional assistance.

c. Try to set up Special programs when cur-

rent issues need promotion. (Such as:

bond issues or referendums.)

d. Use professional talent when possible.

e. Keep the program consistent on as many

television stations in the state as

possible.

 

Cate2ory II Associations with membership from 20,000 to

50,000

These states are better equipped to exnand a program of

television activity. Located primarily in heavier penulated

areas the pro2ram of activity should be more comprehensive.

Development should consist of the following stages:

Stage 1: Same as above



 

Cate2ory III
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Same as above

Utilization of spot announcements

8. Establish a program of spot announcements

for distribution to all TV stations in

the state.

Have them prepared by a commercial film

company or educational television station.

Send cooperating television stations new

Spots every 2 to 3 months.

Use the 2 x 2 slide technique tied in with

the station ID.

Use filmed Spots if you can afford it and

have the available facilities to 2st them

produced.

Buy 200d air time for them in case of Spe-

cial issues or election.

Don't try to do them on a shoe-string

inni2et.

Associations with membership over 50,000

These state associations will be competin2 in an area

where it will be essential to have a comprehensive program

of television activity. Uith adequate finances available,

the state association should operate a TV program of activity

on the followin2 four-stage plan:

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

Utilization of films produced and distributed

by the state education association.

8.

b.

Produce and distribute your own films.

Try several methods to determine which is

more effective: a filmed series of 13

weeks or distribution of 3 to 5 high quali-

ty films for special telecastin2 on state

TV channels. Both methods can be effec-

tive if properly administered and organized.

Have a staff member available to handle the

production of the series.

Us careful to select content which is per-

tinent and appealing.

Fave the films produced by a commercial

film company or an educational television

station (if one is available.)
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f. Have the scripts written by a professional

scrint writer or a free-lance writer who

is talented.

n‘. Amateur, home-shun films are not

effective.

 

In all cases five the television coordinator authority to

make decisions and imelenent the nroqrams. Keen adminis-

trative involvement to a minimum. Don't be nanny-wise and

bound-foolish. Set us an adequate budiet to do a quality

job.

Jack M. White

Michigan Education Association
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Statement by Panel of Exnerts for need to evaluate tele-

vision activities of state education associations.

Following the develonment of the ideal nrogram of

television activity, he Panel of Rxnerts met with the

author at a meeting of state association staff members in

Ocean City, New Jersey in June, 1961. The nurnose of this

study was discussed at which time the nanel members drafted

this statement in suoport of the need for some kind of eval-

uation of state association television activities:

"It would be valuable to know how the state associ-

ations feel about television and which ones, if

any, are active in television before their eval-

uation of the effectiveness of television is

weighed. It would be helpful to know what kind

of background aromots the evaluation."

"There is no question that television should nlay

an immortant role in the state association nro-

gram of service. If develonment of this great

medium is to be effective, it is necessary to

know what can or can't be done. An evaluation

of what has been done will most certainly deter—

mine the direction future television develOpment

will take."
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November 1h, 1961

To: Jack White

From: Harvin Uolmgren, Director, Bureau of Research

Subject: S atistical treatment of data.

In reaponse to your request for some assistance in treating

the data which you collected throuqh your questionnaire, I

have done a little studying. My first impression was that

there is little that you can do to treat these data statis-

tically. After doing so10 thinlzing and readin: about the

matter, I am quite certain that your data do not lend them-

selves to statistical tests of siNnificance. You mentioned

the possibility of usin: chi-square or analysis of variance.

Basically, tests of sienificance involve the hypothesis that

there is no diIfference between the information that you ob-

tained and the information obtained from soae other sample

or the total ponulation involved. In your case, you have no

outside sample with WllCh to. compare your results; actually,

since you have obtained information from each of the fifty

states, you have information about the total pOpulation.

The descriptive statistics that you find from the data that

you have collected will, in my judgment, actually represent

parameter values. If I am correct, a test of significance

will not be apprOpriate.

If there is question about whether the reaponses were given

purely by chance, I suppose it would be possible to use a

chi-square in which case you would use your obtained fre-

quencies and those that you could expect if you want to test

the hypothesis that the reaponses were made in a chance

fashion. I caannot see how doin: this will yield anything of

value to you because I am certain that you will find that,

in most cases, the hypothesis caannot be accepted. I am

saying simply that in a few cases it is possible that the

responses will not vary sijnificantly from a chance arrange-

ment. This, we can eXpect simply because the odds indicate

it. However, it would not be reasonable to say that a few

items were treated in a random fashion while the fireat bulk

of them were not. I fiuess what I am tryin: to say is that

chi—square does not seem to offer much of any value to you.

Since the analysis of variance involves the treatment of a

number of groups of homOfeneous data and since the responses

to the various items in your Questionnaire are discrete and

therefore cannot be meaningfully combined, I do not think

.you can use this tool either. Why don't you simply weight
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the items and find the mean for each one? Then you could

develOp a kind of profile chart for the items in each

section of your questionnaire. This chart would point up

areas of strengths and weaknesses. I think that, if I

understand your problem correctly, such a profile chart

would help you to locate the information that will be most

valuable from your data and give you an effective way of

reporting it.

If you have any more questions about this matter, I shall

be happy to consult again other members of our staff who

may be helpful in solving the problem.
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I would think the first inqredient for a wood program would

be prOper executive leadership. I would want the chief ex-

ecutive and the advisory group or board to whom he reports

to have a preper attitude abozt public relations, possess

some knowled~e or sensitivity about its workines and pos-

sess confidence in the man who is selected to actually ex-

ecute public relations on a day to day basis. I think this

group should make clear-cut decisions regarding policy and

budeet as these tJo things are concerned. I would hepe

their knowledge would tell them that they can't allocate a

small amount of money and eXpect large programs, that what-

ever they do allocate for such an operation they have a

preper knowledge of what returns or what kind of a program

to eXpect for their money. They should have the confidence

that the public relations director is Spending the money

wisely and accept his recommendations regarding the manner

in which the money should be Spent. I would hepe that the

advisory group or executive board would limit itself to

Spelling out policy, determining seas of the needs or long

range goals of the organization, the executive aware of

these things would then work on a somewhat more practical

level with the public relations man. But the basic formu-

lation of what to do about the problems the board sees

would be left to the PR man himself. My own experience has

been that too many boards spend a ereat deal of time with

the detail of public relations programs without the exneri-

ence or ability to do so effectively, while at the same

time they ignore the very reason they are broueht together-

--that is, the policy and decision making reSponsibilitieS

that are theirs.

The second ingredient I think would be the public relations

man himself. In Specific reference to state associations,

I feel that too many of the peeple who are engaced in pub-

lic relations have neither the backjround nor inclination

for such activities. I do not believe it is a simple mat-

ter of taking a classroom teacher and giving him a title

of public relations man. In some surveys that have been

made, the question has been raised as to which is more

suitable, takinfi a man from communications and having him

do public relations for an educational group or taking a

man from education having him do public relations. I

strongly support moving a man from the communications field

into public relations for the educational group. I think

that the work necessitates an eXperience and a demonstrated

ability in executing the techniques of the job. I think

these are acquired best by full time work in this field

rather than full time work in education, trying to pick up

the techniques and the knack of public relations. There

is more to it than that. Obviously there are some who are

in the classroom who can move to public relations work and
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do exceedingly well. I'm sure there are a number of ex-

ceptions to my position. However, as a general rule, I

think the sc11ools would be much better off to 70 outside

the school systep in hirin7 puiolic relations people. I

believe t17e public relations . an should have a confidence

in himself which allows him to be in the position at all

times of seein7 the association and its problems from an

outside point of view. He Should be the kind of person

who tells the board and hi1s executive leadership the kind

of things that most other peeple are afraid to tell them.

He Should have not only practical ability in the execution

of vari1ous kinds of materials needed in the PR job but

also the administrative and executive ability to supervise

others.

The third in7redient of a 700d program, I believe, would be

the pr07ram itself which Should come out of a combination

of the first two in7redients properly applied. It would

be prepared by the PR man from clear-cut desires exnressed

by the executive. I would think that throu7hout a course

of one year a pro7ram, re7ardless of bud7et but somewhat

determined by budget, should contain some of the following

A.) Spot announcer1ents. If budget is low, then can be pri-

marily slides and c0py and limited in number. If bud7et

permits, they could go into film. Some, I think, Should

be of a general nature usuable all year long. These would

be the film Spots if such are possible. Some of them

should also be on slides. Specific Spot announcement cam-

pai7ns, mostly on slides, should be produced in connection

with such thin7s as American Education Teek and Teaching

Career Month. Some Spots should be produced of a service

nature to parents so that they will 7st the feelin7 that

the association is tryin7 to help them. Care should be

exercised not to deal exclusively with mafitters standing

before the legislature or teachers' salaries or things of

this sort but some le7itimate service to the public should

be performed throu7h these spot announcements. )‘resh

COpies should be supplied to stations that are sin7 them

often to keep them up to date. And a 7ood doalu0: care

should be exercised to know e:{actly what's 7oin7 to which

stations and what's happening to it after it 7ets there.

B.) Some pro7ram material. Some kinds of pro7ra m material

should be distributed by the state. Those with lo: bud7ets

mir7ht devote themselves entirely to distributin7 ideas on

paper. Then as the bud7et 7oes up, the maaterial can move

from radio scripts into simple television productions all

the way up into a canned film pro7ram such as "The Challen7e."

If a 7reat deal of money is availaable, I think that the first

-concern should be given to providin7 insert material for,
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more or less, a canned series. But as this need is met, some

attention should be siven to nroviding insert material for

local associations who in turn might obtain the air time and

nrogram oartially live and nartia 1y with insert material.

The state should nrovide some leadershio and some material

so that the orozrams which would result from the work of the

local association would be a little bit snaopier and oeopier

than theey might be cherwise. I think that attention in this

matter, as well as with soots, should be given to both radio

and television and that one should not be robbed for the

other. II bud ”at is limited and decisions must be made as

to what to do, I would thinl: that a oarallel nrogram should

always exist with some Mn.mu.n amount 0? material moving to

both radio and television. I do not tsink that one should

be favored over the other.

C.) Tews service. I thinl. some material should be coming

out of t‘e association in ta form of a news service.

Either stra i‘:t written releases, nerhaos still shots, and

maybe even film: in bud~ct oerits. This service can be

broken into two oarts also; one bein: a service directly

from the state to each o_ the television stations, the other

being one o“ wlci ch tTe state worls throuéh the locals or

eassists the locals or cocs local ti

D.) Station knowledfe. I hink the association should have

a oublic relations man who knows all of the stations in his

state, not just the ones with wt ich he's coonerating but have

some sort of relationshio with every station so that he would

also alway know whom to write in any given situation or whom

to contact regarding some matter which he wishes to discuss.

It is difficult, of course, with the large number of stations

in some states to keen us to daate on t‘is but an attempt

should be made. In the orocess of coooeration with the sta-

tions on orojects, the PR man should make sure the station

gets to know him so they know what kind of a oersontthey are

working with, how much he can be relied unon and the kind of

material he delivers. I think it's imoortant for stations to

recognize the name of the PP man and associate with him cer-

tain nrograms, preferablv good ones, so that he sets doors

Open a lot quicker when he makes contact with the station.

In general, wiatever is carried on by the state, I think,

should be carried on on two levels. One should be a state

to station level with son materials for ezcvediency or ef-

ficiency or because of their nature novingcirectly from

the association to the stations throughout the state. The

state should be geared for this and the PR man knowledgable

of the stations and the oeoole at them in order to make this

effective. At the same tine, work should do on to assist
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locals so that when they contact stations they have material

to helo the“. Exnerienced euidance so the state will not

comoletely let its nroqram be in the hands of a local, which

usually has the lesser exnerienced PR man, is a necessity.

Nor should it concentrate so stronély on its own orogram

that it innores these oeoole who have imnortant contacts

in their local community and a hood nosition from which to

bargain with the station.

The nrogram above in assisting locals would nrobably be a

mechanical thin" on a short range basis -- who do you mail

to and who do y01 ti e in on local activities In addition

to this, I think, there s.ould be sole Itind of lon'T range

orogram --- seminars, news letters or materials which w01ld

go to PR neonle in local associations to try and increase

their knowledee and understanding of what they're about to

engage in. Where ever the local association has a oermanent

staff or emoloyed staff care should be taken to try and cul-

tivate their understandine and knowledee of PR, oarticularly

in those cases where an executive secretaary handles all the

duties of the local association. The PR man should work so

that this executive secretary oavs attention to PR programs

and does something about them rather than soend all his time

lobbying or on arofessional ethics or on teachers' salaries.

I think also that all of these things that I have talked a-

bout are thinjs wzich the association would send out to sta-

tions whether the stations want them or not. At the same

time, I believe the associations should be nrenared to heln

their locals to he in a oosition to assist stations when an-

proached by them; particularly the state P. man, I believe,

should be one to whom stations might go when they need as-

sistance on oroblems or when they're looking for orogramming

or have an onen soot in their schedule and want a one time

only film or anythinv of this sort. They should know the

PR man well enoumh and ha-ve sotten "cod enoueh service from

him or know that they can set it so that they will call him

or contact him when these thinms come un. In this connection,

I think it is well for the state to nush very strongly for

some kind of an audience alert whenever stations notify them

that they are runni n” nroerammin: wiich would be of interest

to educators. .Then the state or local nlaces their own nro-

gramming on a station, they should at the same time work very

hard to alert all the educators in the area, all the narents

if nos sible, and everyone tiat they can nossibly r690h thPOUSh

soeciaalized raeans, not necessarily throueh the ourchase of

newsoaoer ads. At the same time, effort should be made to

notify the station, make them aware of what is being done to

alert a ootential audience for the nrogramminq they are

carry1ng.





I would think that tie PR man would try to attend meetings

and those kind of conventions, etc., where he could stand to

learn or nick un some of the latest information and tech-

niques in communications, and he in turn would conduct pro-

grams from the state level for these local neonle as I men-

tioned above.

I have not touched on either the size of staff nor the nos-

sible equipment that may be necessary for I do not think

that this is really extremely imnortant. A one man PR

staff, if he's got the budget to do a number of different

things, should also have the budget to hire the neonle to do

them, either on nermanent staff or on a free lance basis as

the need arises. As nroduction of materials for newSpaper,

radio and television increases either the canacity to ero-

duce within the organization or to hire from without must

also accomnany this. It would he the decision of the PR man

based on his own exacrience and on the need that he sees

whether or not it is wiser to hire a nroduction organization

to oroduce a film or whether he should hire a camera man to

work on the staff and buy the eouinment with which to nro-

duce the show himself. This is a decision I think that can

only be made as a drosram sets under way or as it's in oner-

ation in the light of the situations that exist. Equinment

is really the least imnortant thing of all. The ideas and

the execution of ideas are the thing which really nroduce

or fail to nroduce the results desired.
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STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATICI‘TS
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Alabama Education Association

Arkansas Education Association

Arizona Education Association

California Teachers! Association

Colorado Education Association

Delaware Education Association

Iowa State Teachers' Association

Illinois Education Association

Kansas State Teachers! Association

Kentucky Education Association

Maryland State Teachers' Association

Massachusetts Education Association

Michigan Education Association

Minnesota Education Association

Montana Education Association

Nebraska State Teachers' Association

North Carolina Education Association

Horth Dakota Education Association

New Lexico Education Association

Ohio Education Association

Oregon Education Association

Pennsylvania Education Association

Rhode Island Education Association

South Carolina Education Association

South Dakota Education Association
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Tennessee Education Association

Texas State Teachers' Association

Utah Education Association

Washington Education Association

Wisconsin Education Association
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